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TheManned Orbital Research Laboratory (MORL) is a versatile facility
for experimental research which provides for: ....
Simultaneous development of space flight technology and man's capa-
bility to function effectively under the combined stresses of the space
environment for long periods of time.
• Intelligent selectivity in the mode of acquisition, collation, and trans-
mission of data for subsequent detailed scientific analyses.
• Continual celestial and terrestrial observations.
Future application potential includes use of the MORL as a basic, inde-
pendent module, which, in combination with the Saturn Launch Vehicles
currently planned for the NASA inventory, is responsive to a broad range
of advanced mission requirements.
The laboratory module includes two independently pressurized compart-
ments connected by an airlock. The larger compartment comprises the
following functional spaces:
• A Control Deck from which laboratory operations and a major portion
of the experiment program will be conducted.
• An Internal Centrifuge in which members of the flight crew will
perform re-entry simulation, undergo physical condition testing, and
which may be useful for therapy, if required.
• The Flight Crew Quarters, which include sleeping, eating, recreation,
hygiene, and liquids laboratory facilities.
The smaller compartment is a Hangar/Test Area which is used for logistics
spacecraft maintenance, cargo transfer, experimentation, satellite check-
c_t, and flight crew habitation in a deferred-emergency mode of operation.
The logistics vehicle is composed of the following elements:
• A Logistics Spacecraft which generally corresponds to the geometric
envelope of the Apollo Command and Service Modules and which
includes an Apollo Spacecraft with launch escape system and a service
pack for rendezvous and re-entry maneuver propulsion; and a Multi-
Mission Module for either cargo, experiments, laboratory facility
modifications, or a spacecraft excursion propulsion system.
. A Saturn IB Launch Vehicle.
Integration of this Logistics System with MORL ensures the flexibility and
growth potential required for continued utility of the laboratory during a
dynamic experiment program.
In addition to the requirements imposed by the experiment program, sys-
tem design parameters must reflect operational requirements for each
phase of the mission to ensure:
. Functional adequacy of the laboratory.
• Maximum utilization of available facilities.
• Identification of important parameters for consideration in future
planning of operations support.
For this reason, a concept of operations was developed simultaneously with
development of the MORL system.
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PREFACE
This report is submitted by the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration's Langley Research Center. It has been
prepared under Contract No. NAS1-3612 and describes the analytical and experi-
mental results of a preliminary assessment of the MORL's utilization potential.
Documentation of study results are contained in two types of reports: A final re-
port consisting of a Technical Summary and a 20-page Summary Report, and five
Task Area reports, each relating to one of the five major task assignments. The
final report will be completed at the end of the study, while the Task Area re-
ports are generated incrementally after each major task assignment is completed.
The five Task Area reports consist of the following: Task Area I, Analysis
of Space Related Objectives; Task Area 1], Integrated Mission Development
Plan; Task Area III, MORL Concept Responsiveness Analysis; Task Area IV,
MORL System Improvement Study; and Task Area V, Program Planning and Eco-
nomic Analysis.
This document contains 1 of the 5 parts of the Task Area IV report, MORL Sys-
tem Improvement Study. The study evaluates potential improvements to the MORL,
necessitated by the limitations identified in Task Area III, and evaluates those
improvements stemming from investigations aimed at increasing the effective-
ness of the MORL through the addition of new system elements.
The contents and identification of the five parts of this report are as follows:
Book 1, Douglas Report SM-48815, presents the summary of the Task 'Area effort
and the results of the configuration, structure, electrical power, logistics system
and performance analyses; Book 2, Douglas Report SM-48816, presents the results
of the analyses performed on the Environmental Control/Life Support subsystem;
Book 3, Douglas Report SM-48817, presents the results of the analyses performed
on the Stabilization and Control subsystem; Book 4, Douglas Report SM-48818,
presents the results of the analyses performed on the Communications and Tele-
metry subsystem; Book 5, Douglas Report SM-48819, presents the results of the
analyses performed on the Propulsion subsystem.
Requests for further information concerning this report will be welcomed by
R.J. Gunkel, Director, Advance Manned Spacecraft Systems, Advance Systems
and Technology, Missile & Space Systems Division, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The MORL Phase lib study was intended as a further development of an
improved MORL concept. The objective was to continue the assessment and
analysis of space-related objectives and to incorporate the most current
subsystem technology. Within this framework, the major emphasis of Task
Areas I and II was to further identify the potential returns of Earth-oriented
applications and to integrate these goals into the mission development plan.
The goal of Task Area ILl was to determine the extent to which the require-
ments of the mission development plan could be satisfied. Additionally, any
limitations of the current MORL system which might constrain system
capability were to be identified for each subsystem.
Improvements and modifications to the baseline system were the major pur-
pose of Task Area IV. These would lead to increased system capability.
The changes identified were principally connected with the limitations and
marginal capabilities identified in Task Area III. Changes also resulted
from the evaluation of the performance growth potential of various subsys-
tems and from the effect of new requirements on the optimized baseline
system. Detailed technology requirements and the requisite development
program were identified.
The Task Area IV analysis established that the MORL subsystems were
highly responsive to the requirements imposed by both the mission develop-
ment plan and the experiment plan. The laboratory design was found to be
sufficiently comprehensive and flexible to accommodate an evolving research
program. The study approach of Task Area IV is shown in Figure 1-1. It
shows how limitations identified in Task Area III were incorporated in the
Task Area IV study for effective resolution.
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This volume describes the baseline changes in the configuration and interior
design, and presents results of improvement studies for structures, elec-
trical power, logistics, and vehicle performance. Task Area IV books 2, 3,
4, and 5, describe the Environmental Control/Life Support (EC/LS), Stabili-
zation and Control (SCS), Communications, and Propulsion/Reaction Control
(P/RCS) subsystems, respectively.
The baseline system limitation and mar ginal capabilities stemming from Task
Area III are summarized in Table 1-1, which indicates whether the source of
the requirement is mission- or experiment-oriented. Table 1- 1 also identifies
the corresponding mission and the recommended solution, and makes refer-
ence to the appropriate Task Area III book from which the data were taken.
1. 1 MISSION ANALYSIS CHANGES
The expanded mission analysis revealed that increased radiation shielding
provisions are required, particularly for the synchronous mission. The
requirements are further complicated by the Starfish artificial electron
source and by the solar flares expected in a 1-year period.
The radiation dose to the crew must be reduced to an acceptable level on the
50 ° mission; an addition of 165 lb of shielding material must be made to the
laboratory aft dome to ensure crew safety. This amount of shielding will
provide adequate protection for a 1-year period, including two solar flare
events, and can be accomplished by increasing the dome thickness by 0. 02 in.
To provide the same protection on the polar mission, 1,820 lb of shield
material are required; this Can be provided by increasing the gage of the
laboratory bottom, sides, and top dome by 0. 07, 0. 13, and 0. 02 in.,
respectively. These increases can be easily attained, since the walls and
domes are routed from 0. 75-in. plate.
The amount of shielding required for the synchronous missiDn is uncertain;
estimates range from 4, 400 to 110,000 lb. A structural concept is presented
for a 25, 000-1b shield, since this is the maximum that can be tolerated when
a Saturn V launch vehicle is used.
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bay installation). Control of attitude accuracies in excess of this is beyond
the capability of the SCS precision stellar-inertial reference and imposes
the requirement for experiments to supply their own error-sensing and
c ontr oi.
A significant propellant saving is achieved by a combined operation mode,
made possible by sizing the CMG for all normal attitude maneuvers. When
the laboratory is in belly-down mode, it utilizes all reaction control system
impulse for or_oit keeping and is also used for unloading the momentum
storage system (control moment gyros).
Tracking, command, and data transmission coverage were found to be lim-
ited for the 50 ° and 90 ° missions. Increased ground contact time and track-
ing coverage requirements imposed on the communications and data
management system can be met by adding additional tracking stations. For
the 50 ° mission, a station will be required in Hawaii to meet the required
45 rain. /day ground contact time. The addition of stations in Hawaii and
Guaymas will fulfill the requirements for the 90 ° inclination orbit_ Deletion
of the unmanned resupply vehicle simplifies communications and data man-
agement by eliminating the requirements for a backup system.
The baseIine data management subsystem was found to be limited in meeting
the high data rate requirements for data handling, storage, video, and voice
resulting from the new mission and experimental requirements. An advance
data management concept has been analyzed, and is at the point of prelimi-
nary definition.
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For the rf unification analysis, the Apollo unified S-band system has been
analyzed to determine its adaptability to the baseline MORL signal complex.
An adaptation has been deemed feasible, but final decision on a unified rf sys-
tem for MORL should not be made until further definition of the signal
complex.
In the area of data compaction, a survey of data redundancy reduction tech-
niques and related experiments was made. It was concluded that an approxi-
mate average gross pulse control modulation (PCM) data reduction ratio of
Ii0:I could be expected. The necessary data tagging required for ground
decommutation, within the context of the baseline PCM channel configuration,
results in a net effective reduction ratio for MORL of approximately Z. 85:1.
Further analysis of data system requirements is necessary before any recom-
mendation on data compaction can be made.
I. 2 CHANGES TO UPGRADE THE BASELINE SYSTEM
A total of 14 baseline changes are summarized in Table 1-2. The changes
are either technology time-oriented or design refinements.
The greatest effect on the laboratory involves selection of the Pu-Z38 Isotope
Brayton Cycle (PBC) power system as a replacement for the solar cell/
battery power system. This change was the result of an extensive improve-
ment analysis study and it reflects changing technology; the solar panel
selection was greatly influenced by an anticipated 1968 to 1969 launch date.
Selection of the PBC system provides operational improvements by removing
the hazard presented by the solar cells during rendezvous, docking, and
extravehicular operations.
In addition, a source of high atmospheric drag was removed which has
imposed a significant propellant penalty on the system. The PBC system
offers the advantage of serving as a direct source of thermal power to the
EC/LS system. Heat transfer for thls system is provided from PBC system
waste. (A more detailed discussion of the selection of the PBC system is
provided in Section 4 of this Volume. )
Deletion of the solar panels resulted in major change to the baseline SCS.
Since solar orientation of the laboratory is no longer required, a primary
orientation was selected, maintaining 6he side of the vehicle facing the Earth.
This is referred to as the belly-down orientation, and its impact on the SCS
system is discussed in Book 3.
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Sections 2 and 3 of this Volume discuss significant baseline changes made in
the configuration and structural design areas. Briefly, modifications include
the following changes:
I. Redesign of the floor, and removal of the hemispherical bulkhead
between hangar and operations area.
2. Reduction of logistics vehicle stowing arms from seven to two.
3. Use of O-ring-sealed bolted flanges to connect and seal the three
circumferential joints.
4. Extension of the MORL interstage.
5. Modification of the conic section structure.
The redesign of the floor between the hangar and operations area and removal
of the hemispherical bulkhead provides additional usable volume, permits
better space utilization, and allows room for radial stowing of logistics vehi-
cles. Radial stowing at six separate ports in the Hangar/Test area allows
ready access to the stowed vehicles with all the associated benefits of a
flexibly sized laboratory. A significant saving in weight and complexity was
accomplished by reducing the vehicle stowing arms; reliability requirements
dictated a dual-arm design rather than a single-arm system.
The change to O-ring-sealed bolted flanges to connect and seal the three
circumferential joints was based on test data gained during the year. This
concept has also been successfully tested at Langley Research Center. It
permits flexibility in initial checkout and assembly and subsequent modifica-
tion greater than provided by the all-welded construction, which required
removal of equipment through the airlock hatches.
Although the PBC system removed the shadowing problem from the radiators
located in the external walls of the laboratory, the increase in power to
11 kW and the associated increase in heat rejection made it necessary to
enlarge the radiator area. The increase from 6 td 11 kW was caused pri-
marily by the increased housekeeping requirements and the expanded experi-
mental program. The housekeeping loads increased from 3. 25 to 6. Z kW as
a result of increased EC/LS power, increased lighting requirements, and
increased logistic requirements. The EC/LS changes account for more
than 2. 0 kW and the expanded experimental program account for 3. 0 kW.
11
A 15% reserve is allowed for contingencies, resulting in the ii. 0-kW require-
ment at the alternator terminals of the PBC system. To accommodate the
additional radiator surface, the MORL interstage was extended 38 iru and
the conic section structure was modified to incorporate radiator tubing for
an oxygen regeneration mode EC/LS system.
The EC/LS system was redesigned to operate in three different modes other
than a single mode (as in Phase lla). The three modes are (i) basic,
(Z) nine-man crew, and (3) oxygen regeneration operating modes. The basic
mode accommodates a six-man crew and has a completely closed water cycle
and an open oxygen cycle, as in the Phase //a design. However, the current
system provides oxygen by the electrolysis of water which is resupplied as
required rather than by the resupply of cryogenic oxygen. The nine-man
crew mode is capable of functioning for indefinite periods of time without
compromising crew safety and with only a slight decrease in operating effi-
ciency and reliability. The current system can also be operated in a closed
oxygen cycle mode when appropriate equipments are supplied. This mode
has not been available previously.
The atmosphere supply subsystem provides a 147-day supply of oxygen for
6 men. Oxygen stored in the form of water and gaseous oxygen is provided
by electrolizing the water in five electrolysis modules to produce breathing
oxygen. Hydrogen will normally be vented overboard. The electrolysis
modules may be shut down to conserve electrical power for experiment pur-
poses when required. Three modules have sufficient capacity for a six-man
crew and five modules will fulfill needs of a nine-man crew. For a nine-man
crew, the water required to satisfy the oxygen needs of the additional three
men will be stored in a cargo module and transferred to the MORL tanks as
needed.
The waste management system has been redesigned so that waste collection,
processing, and storage are combined, eliminating the need for separate
hardware for each function. Manual handling of wastes has also been elim-
inated; crew time in this area is reduced by approximately 15 man-minutes/
day.
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Incorporation of a larger power system has increased the air heat load on
the main laboratory cooling and ventilation circuit, and its capacity has
therefore been increased. A separate ventilation circuit was also designed
for the Hangar/Test area to accommodate the expected increased usage of
this area.
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Redesign of the cooling circuit was required to accommodate the change to
an ll-kWe PBC system and the oxygen regeneration mode. Size of the
EC/LS radiator was increased in order to reject the heat from the additional
electrical energy being dissipated. The isotope heating circuit required in
Phase lla was eliminated because waste heat from the BPC system supplies
this need.
The change in mission initiation (197Z rather than 1968) has had significant
effect on operating altitude. The involved factors are lower-density atmo-
sphere, removal of the solar panels, and altered laboratory primary flight
attitude. Long-term orbital characteristics were changed from a X00-nmi
altitude and Z8.7Z ° inclination to a 164-nmi altitude and a 50 ° inclination
(based on a tradeoff analysis using a 5-year mission with 20 Saturn IB/Apollo
logistics appointments). The altitude operating band is 145 to 165 nmi,
which represents a tradeoff between logistics spacecraft payload performance
and MORL propellant usage. An altitude of 164 nmi at a 50 ° inclination was
chosen, to allow the tracking and communication benefits of a subsynchronous
laboratory orbit (repeatable trace three-day cycle).
Investigation of an updated baseline propellant/reaction control system
(P/RCS) and an advanced P/RCS resulted in the definition of updated bipro-
pellant, Resistojet, and radioisotope thrustor systems which were then inte-
grated with the MORL system. The updated bipropellant system was selected
as the MORL Phase lib baseline P/RCS.
The propellant combination selected for the updated bipropellant system is
NTO/MMH. Phase Ha used the IRFiNA/MMH combination. This propellant
combination results in increased system performance and reduced total
system weight. The thrustor logic utilized for the updated bipropellant sys-
tem also allows a system weight saving by reducing the P/RCS total impulse
requirement.
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Both hydrogen and ammonia propellants are candidates for the advanced
Resistojet and radioisotope thrustors. Although the hydrogen system pro-
vides a higher specific impulse (and therefore minimum propellant consump-
tion) it requires cryogenic storage, increasing total system weight.
Thrust levels selected for the thrustor systems are based on the zero-g
baseline orientation. This orientation utilizes the belly-down mode with
4-hour/day excursions for inertial orientations. Thrustors of I00- and
50-1b thrust were selected for the baseline system. A thrust level of 9. 8 mlb
was selected for the Resistojet thrustors and thrust levels of 16 and 4 mlb
were selected for the radioisotope thrustors. Engines of 100-1b thrust were
selected to perform all high-thrust mission requirements for both the base-
line bipropellant systems and the advanced systems. The orbit injection sys-
tem for all systems consists of four 100-1b thrust engines, all utilizing the
same NTO/MM/-I bipropellant combination. For the baseline bipropellant
system, attitude control is provided by the 50-1b engines. For the advanced
systems, roll control is performed by separate 100-1b bipropellant engines.
The maximum power demand for the hydrogen Resistojet system is i. 16 kW
electrical. This represents approximately 10% of the total PBC capacity.
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Because of the logistics and accessibility problems associated with tank
transfer a propellant resupply system was found preferable to transferred
tanks, although the logistics launch weight is about 75 ib heavier.
Sufficient biowastes (COg, H2) are available to satisfy the propulsion RCS
requirements for the MORL mission. However, the combined MORL system
resupply weight can be reduced by 985 ib (for a 90-day period) if a P/RCS
utilizing biowaste with a water electrolysis life support system is used.
Further detailed tradeoff study is required before a final system can be
recommended.
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I. 3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
The most urgent areas for continued studies are in the Communications/Data
Management System, the SCS, and the P/RCS. Areas of particular interest
are as follows:
1. Digitat or analog transmission tradeoff analysis.
2. Autonomous navigation for MORL.
3. RF unification analysis.
4. Low-thrust P/RCS.
5. Crew Motion Studies--Simulation (in-flight testing) of more realistic
models; major impact on CMG torque and momentum sizes.
6. Attitude Reference Studies--Performance analysis to include all
error sources (navigation, alignment, and within the experiments).
7. CMG Configuration Selection--Establish values for unassigned
laboratory resources (weight, volume, and time), and note effects
on CMG.
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Section 2
C ONFIGURAT ION
The baseline configuration defined by the system specification (Reference i)
at the close of the MORL Phase Ila study was evaluated to determine its
compatibility with the.requirements of an expanded experimental program
and the 50 °, polar, and synchronous orbit missions In addition, proposed
improvements and desirable modifications were evaluated to determine their
applicability as baseline revisions; certain of the improvements are clearly
beneficial to the laboratory and are adopted as baseline changes. Others,
although not adopted by the baseline, are sufficiently valid to be given future
cons ide rations.
2. 1 SUMMARY
The following text discusses the baseline changes added to the revised sys-
tem specification, outlines problem areas chargeable to the alternate
missions, and identifies alternate concepts and studies which should be
pursued in future MORL studie .
2. i. 1 Baseline Specification Changes
Analysis of the updated experimental program necessitated the following
changes :
1. A sensor mounting beam has been added to the Hangar/Test area
to maintain experiment sensor alignment accuracy to within ±0. 1 °,
by providing close tolerance mounting surfaces and control of
structural and thermal stresses.
2. A pressurized experimental bay has been added to the Hangar/Test
area to provide a shirt-sleeve environment for the installation,
replacement, and service of sensors and experiments; this change
significantly reduces requirements for extravehicular activity.
3. An experimental console has been provided in the Hangar/Test area
to allow the conduct and the control of experiments located in the
Hangar/Test area.
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4. An enlarged scientific test console has been provided to assure
experimental flexibility and to increase experimental capability.
Analysis of the proposed missions resulted in the requirement for additional
radiation shielding. Increase of the material gage of the pressure shell
dome of the laboratory by 0. 02 in., at a cost of 165 ib, provided adequate
shielding for the baseline 50 ° mission. Shielding for the polar orbit mission
can be accomplished with the addition of about i, 800 ib of shielding added as
0. 13 in. to the sidewall and 0. 072 in. to floor structure. Synchronous orbit
shielding cannot be adequately defined without additional knowledge of the
radiation environment and protective criteria; however, an exploratory
approach is presented to further the understanding of the difficulties
encountered.
Studies of proposed laboratory improvements indicated sufficient advantages
to justify the following changes:
I. The electrical power generating system has been changed to an
Isotope Brayton Cycle system; this resulted in deletion of the
solar panels and a 38-in. extension of the laboratory aft interstage.
2. The seven-arm logistics vehicle stowage mechanism has been
reduced to a two-arm system, resulting in reduced complexity and
weight.
3. The logistics vehicle and experimental modules are stored in six
radial ports located in the Hangar/Test area, enabling shirt_sleeve
access.
4. A flat common pressure bulkhead has replaced the domed bulkhead
between the Hangar/Test area and the operations deck, providing
space for the radial stowage ports and increased volume in the
experiment bay.
2. i. 2 Alternate Candidates for Future Baseline Revisions
The operational advantages of the Isotope Brayton Power system over the
solar cell/battery system are clearcut. However, there is a possibility
that the isotope fuel blocks will not be available or launch approval will not
be obtained for an operational MORL; configuration studies therefore should
continue to allot space provisions for a solar cell/battery system.
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The need for a dual MORL artificial gravity spin system, toprovide a zero-g
facility while the laboratory is spinning, requires further evaluation. One
concept which has been investigated involves two MORL's spinning about
each other; an intermediate section, at the CG of the spinning system has
a counterspun multimission module attached. However, need for this added
complexity has not been established.
Continued analysis of the MORL configuration is also required. An alternate
annular structural arrangement described in Section 2.4 has potentially a
more simple interior than the baseline arrangement; the sleeping quarters
may also be more readily converted to a radiation-protected biowell, should
the laboratory be placed in either the polar or the synchronous orbit. The
experiment bay must largely be sized and arranged by continued definition
of the experiment program; in addition, there should be further exploration
into locating the sensor mounting beam either on the MORL exterior or
completely within the experiment bay.
2. 2 DESCRIPTION OF BASELINE CHANGES--EXTERNAL
The revised MORL shown in Figure 2-I has been designed to function in
zero-g or rotating mode, to meet the following requirements:either a
i.
2.
.
.
8
e
7.
.
MORL launch on a Saturn IB for the baseline mission.
The nominal crew of six astronauts, with provisions for up to three
additional crew members for extended periods, with added logistics.
MORL must accommodate a diversified experimental program;
adequate volume and subsystem capacity for experiment growth
and flexibility must be provided.
A shirt-sleeve environment for crew and cargo transfer from the
logistics spacecraft to the MORL.
Accessibility to allow repair of the vehicle shell, structure, and
component parts.
All doors must be operable from either side.
No propellant lines can pass through the pressure shell; water is
the only fluid used for heating and cooling circuits within the
pressure shell.
No equipment mounted directly to the pressure shell.
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9- MORL operations must not be interrupted for normal maintenance
and repair of subsystems; adequate redundancy must be available
for all critical subsystems.
i0. Equipment necessary for minimal operation of the MORL must be
operable by a crewman dressed in a pressure suit and biopack, with
gloves on and visor closed. This capability must apply either at
the time of initial manning or subsequently in the event of atmos-
phe ric depre s surization.
1 I. Equipment installations will be designed to satisfy the following
requirements :
A. All surfaces in contact with the laboratory atmosphere must
be above the atmospheric dew point.
B. All surface areas which the crew can touch must be below
120°F.
C. All external surfaces which may come in contact with pressure
suit must be below 200°F.
The Hangar/Test area, located at the forward end of the vehicle, provides
for transfer of crew and cargo between the IVIORL and the logistics space-
craft in a shirt-sleeve environment. The docking port is mounted on the
forward section of the outer structure to prevent thedockingloadsfrombeing
transmitted directly to the pressure shell; the six radial stowage ports are
also located in the Hangar/Test area, between the flat floor support beams
which carry the stowed vehicle loads in the event of artificial-g spinup.
Aft of the Hangar/Test area, and separated by a common pressure bulkhead,
is the Operational/Experimental area, the primary work station of the
vehicle.
2.2. 1 Isotope Brayton Power System
This section describes the changes in configuration resulting from the
installation of the Isotope Brayton Power system in the MORL vehicle; the
comparisons and justifications for making this change are covered in detail
in Section 4.
A major consideration in locating the isotope power system was the potential
radiation dosage to the crew. Since the radiation dose is inversely propor-
tional to the square of the separation distance between the crew and the
power source, the most attractive locations were (t)the Hangar/Test area,
!
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(2) the interstage area, or (3) an extended location on a boom. The latter
was rejected because of additional complexity, necessity of extravehicular
activities for maintenance and repair, and potential interference with experi-
mentation. The interstage location was selected on the basis of minimum
interference with experimental activities in the Hangar/Test area, the
requirement for emergency access to space for heat dump, and the con-
venience of radiator installation on the interstage area. The IsotopeBrayton
Power system installation in the interstage area is shownin Figure 2-2. The
major configurational changes are (I)the extension Of the interstage area by
38 in. to provide the necessary radiator area, (2) the deletion of the solar
panels and deployment mechanism, and (3) the addition of two heat dump
doors for the fuel blocks and one access door for installation of the power
units in the area during maintenance periods.
The interstage extension structure used the same construction as the basic
shell structure; it consists of the same material gages and radiator assembly;
the weight of the extension is approximately 240 lb. Some local stiffening
is necessary for the doors and power system attach structure, but these are
not sufficient to cause a variation in the basic structures from the baseline;
a more detailed description of the structure is noted in Section 3 and in
Reference 2.
Deletion of the solar panels and the extension of the interstage result in a
volume increase of about 2, 300 cuft, which is satisfactory for the installa-
tion requirements of the power generating system and its associatedhandling
equipment. The volume is also available for experiments which require
zero g and/or space pressure, although the radiation and temperature envi-
ronments are higher than the space ambient because of the isotope fuel blocks
and the radiators. External installation of equipment and experiments is
also simplified by the solar panel deletion; problems associated with shadow-
ing, interference, and RCS impingement on the panels are eliminated.
2.2.2 Two-Arm Logistics Vehicle Handling System
The Phase Ha baseline system provided a handling system with seven sepa-
rate arms and a rotary ring. During Phase Lib, methods of reducing the
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complexity of the system were studied, with the goal of better performance,
simplicity, and reduction in weight and cost. A two-arm stowage system
was designed and incorporated into the baseline configuration, and compari-
son of the two systems showed the large weight savings offered by the two-
arm system. In addition (1) the total number of components used is reduced,
(2) the reliability of the stowage system is improved by providing two arms,
each capable of servicing each stow position, and (3) the circular track pro-
vide s potential experimental flexibility.
The baseline configuration of the two-arm handling system is shown in
Figures 2-3 and 2-4. The system consists of (1) two arms with movable
carriages and attaching latches, (2) a fixed circular track mounted on the
front face of the hangar structure, and (3) two powered pivot-postassemblies
which move around the circular track. Each of the two arms has a movable
carriage which is used for attaching the stowage arm to the vehicle to be
l
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MORL MULTIMISSI01,,I MODULE (MMM)
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Figure 2-3. Two-Arm Radial Stowing System.
-- MULTI-MI5510N MODULE
APOLLO LOGIBTIO VE_ICLE
APOLLO SPACE CRAFT
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The Phase IIa baseline EC/L$ system was found to be larger than necessary
for the synchronous orbit. The heat influx from the sun and the Earth in
this orbit is lower, so that the required radiator capacity is reduced by
approximately 30%. As a result, 13 of the 41 tubes can be deleted. It
would be desirable to change the EC/LS radiator for the synchronous mis-
sion to prevent the radiator fluid from freezing when the laboratory is in
the Earth's shadow; a minor weight reduction is also achieved.
Another significant change to the baseline system was the requirement for an
experiment bay in the Hangar/Test area. It contains the vehicle attitude
reference system and sensors for a number of experiments; these could not
be efficiently accommodated by the baseline design. The design includes a
sensor mounting beam, equipment for precise mechanical alignment of sen-
sors, and provisions for pressurization of the compartment to permit instal-
lation, replacement, calibration, and maintenance of this equipment in a
shirt sleeve environment. Provisions will also be made to allow the direct
attachment of larger sensors to an external continuation of the mounting
beam contained in the experiment bay.
Further analysis of the basic stabilization and control mode (horizon sensor/
gyrocompassing), used for routine belly-down stabilization, sustantiated the
feasibility of holding attitude to ±0. 5 ° in the presence of anticipated
di sturbanc e s.
A detailed examination of the data bank experiment requirements showed
that'there is need for extensive use of gimbaled mounts to isolate experi-
ment sensors from laboratory motions where the capability of the laboratory
stabilization and control system (SCS) is exceeded. Crew motion, which is
expected to induce laboratory rates of nominally 0.01°/sec, represents an
important category of transient disturbance, and influences the need for
dynamically isolating experiment sensors. Further study and examination
in this area is required.
Precision experimental tolerances require that the experiment sensors
and attitude reference instruments (in the 0. 1 ° to 0. 01 ° range) be relocated
on a common, rigid mounting base (described above as part of the experiment
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moved. The stowage arms are mounted on pivot posts which enable rotation
of the arms in a plane through the MORL longitudinal axis; each pivot post is
mounted on a powered dollywhich moves along the circular track to locate the
arm and carriage into position for _ttachment to the logistics vehicle. A
-docked vehicle is stowed by rotating the arm and carriage into the plane of
the logistic vehicle attachment point by moving the pivot post along the
track; the carriage is then moved along the arm until it mates with the
attachment point of the logistic vehicle; the vehicle is separated from MORL
and the pivot-post assembly is again moved along the track to place the
stowage arm and logistic vehicle into the desired stowage port plane; the
arm, carriage, and logistic vehicle are next rotated 180 ° about the center-
line of the arm, and then both arm and vehicle are swung about the pivot post
until the longitudinal axis of the logistic vehicle is aligned with the axis of
the stowage port; finally, the arm carriage is moved along the arm until the
vehicle is mated to the stowage port.
The powered pivot-post assembly consists of the pivot-post mast and a
powered dolly on which a motorized drive and hangar is mounted; this
supports a shaft and integral double cable pulley. The shaft-mounted pivot
post is supported on bearings and is free to rotate about the shaftcenterline.
At the opposite end, bearings pressed into the pivot-post structure support
a shaft to which a double-cable pulley and the stow arm are.integrally
mounted.
Cables are rigged between the upper and lower pulleys to provide positive
drive for the stow arm in both directions. The pivot posts and stow arms
are stored within the nose cone in the launch phase. After the nose cone is
jettisoned, the drive motor is activated, rotating the stow arm until the
arm stop hits the pivot-post position. The torque is transferred from the
arm to the pivot post, which then starts to rotate about the lower shaft at
the drive position; rotation continues until the pivot-post assembly reaches
the operating position; here it is tied to the powered dolly by two lock pins,
and the drive motor is turned off. The pivot post and its mounting on the
powered dolly, and the stow arm and attaching carriage are similar in
concept and design to the corresponding parts shown in Figure A-Z of
Appendix A.
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The powered dolly assembly is mounted on the fixed circular track, Item 2.
It is powered and driven through a gear-reduction drive; rotation is achieved
by an open gear driving against alarge ring gear, mounted to the circular
.track. The circular track was discontinued for the lower 90 ° of the arc, to
provide clearance for the star trackers.
The following is a step-by-step description of the stowage arm handling
system from docking to stowage of an Apollo spacecraft and a multimission
module (MMM), (Figure 2-5).
Step 1 Arm activation
Item 1--Nose cone is jettisoned shortly after first stage burnout.
Item 2--Stow arm and pivot posts are rotated into the operating position
and locked. Arm No. 2 is moved to the docking index point,
and Arm No. 1 is moved near stowage station No. i.
Step 2 Apollo logistic vehicle docks to MORL
Crewmen leave Apollo and enter MORL upon successful completion of
a logistics vehicle dock (Reference 3). Before the logistic vehicle
can be moved from the docking port, the hangar entrance door is closed
and sealed. First the probe is removed from the Apollo spacecraft and
left in the hangar area, and the Apollo tunnel door is replaced and
sealed; the door in the hangar docking structure is then closed and
sealed, and the desired stowage position outer meteoroid protection
door is opened.
Step 3 Separation of Apollo and MMM
Item l--Arm No. 2 and attaching carriage is moved to mate with the
Apollo spacecraft attaching point, where it is latched.
Item 2--MORL latches which hold the logistic vehicle are released; the
Arm No. 2 attaching carriage which holds the Apollo is moved
parallel to the longitudinal axis to clear the logistics vehicle
seals from the docking ring.
Item 3--Arms No. 1 and 2 powar_d dollys are rotated along the track
until Arm No. 1 is in the plane of the MMM attachment fitting.
Arm No. 1 is swung to mate its carriage to the MMM, and the
attachment is completed.
Step 4 Apollo Stowage in a Radial Stowage Port
Item l--The joint between the MMM and the spacecraft is separated.
Item 2--Arm No. 1 attaching carriage is moved along the arm until the
MMM front seal joint is clear of the rear ring of the spacecraft;
Arm No. 1 is then swung to move the MMM clear of Apollo.
!
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Powered Dolly No. 2is next rotated toplace Arm No. 2andthe
Apollo into the plane of Stowage Station No. 4 (or another
desired stowage port).
Item 3--The arm No. 2 attaching carriage and Apollo are rotated 180 °
about the centerline of stow Arm No. 2.
Item 4--Arm No. 2 and Apollo are then swung to line the centerline
axis of the spacecraft with the centerline of the stowage port.
Item 5--Attaching Carriage No. 2 is moved along the arm towards the
stowage port ring until the spacecraft docking ring mates with
the stowage port attachment ring.
Item 6--(not sho_vn) The latch ring shown in Figure 2-6 is engaged, the
seal is inflated and the spacecraft:is stowed.
Item 7--(not shown) After the Apollo tunnel is pressurized by the same
procedure as the dock port, the inside hangar door is opened,
and the Apollo may be entered from MORL, in a shirt-sleeve
atmosphere.
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Figure 2-6. Radial Stow Port
LO_STIG VE_ICLE
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Item 8--(not shown) The latches which hold the arm carriage to the
Apollo are finally released, and Arm No. 2 is available for
other transfer operations.
Step 5 Location of MMM is Dock Port for Cargo Unloading
To unload the large items of cargo designed to go through the large
MMM door, the MMM must be placed in nose docking port where the
dock port size matches the MMM opening. If all the cargo packages
can be unloaded through the smaller, Apollo-size docking ring, the
MMM may be placed in the radial stow positions for unloading, but
larger items require the large nose port. The following describes the
placement of the MMM to the nose dock port for large cargo unloading.
Item l--Arm No. 1 and attached MMM is swung to return the MMM
back to the centerline position of MORL.
Item 2--The Arm No. 1 carriage is retracted until the MMM front seal
ring mates to MORL. The MORL expandable lock ring is
engaged, which ties the MMM to MORL, and the seal is
inflated. The passageway into the cargo module is now pres-
surized to the MORL atmosphere, and the large door, which
is a portion of the docking structure, is opened from inside
MORL; it is manually stowed next to the nose pressure dome.
Shirt-sleeve entry into the cargo module is now possible from
the Hangar/Test area of MORL through the 30-in. opening.
Item 3--(not shown) The bolts which hold the Apollo adapter ring cone
are removed, and the adapter cone is moved out of the way;
the cargo unloading may now be accomplished, Figure 2-7.
Step 6 Jettison of Used MMM
Item l--Upon completion of the cargo transfer, the MMMis prepared
for jettison (or stowage) by reversing Step 5; the docking
structure with the docking cone installed is swung back into
the normal position and the large door locked; the pressure
in the MMM module passageway is bled to space; the seal and
lock ring which holds the module to MORL is released; Arm
No. 2 attaching carriage is extended to clear the seal; and the
M_NdM is ready for deorbiting or stowage. The stow arm is
released for MMM deorbit, and, at the proper time, the
module proRulsion system is activated; separation for deorbit-
ing is completed.
Step 7 Release of MMM from Dock Port
Prior to stowage of the MMM, the meteoroid door at the stowage sta-
tion must be opened.
Item 1--Attach Arm No. 1 to MMM as described in preceding steps.
Replace and bolt the Apollo adapter ring cone in the MMM.
Replace dock structure door, depressurize MMM passageway,
deflate seals, and release lock ring as described in Step 6,
Item 1. Arm No. 1 attaching carriage then moves MMM to
clear MORL seal and lock ring.
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DOCKING CONE
ADAP'I E R CONE
(REMO/E BOLTS TO OPEN CONE)
ADAPT EI_ RI_JG
Figure 2-7 Multimission Module Adapter Cone
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Item 2--Arm No. i powered dolly is rotated to place Arm No. I and
MMM into the plane of stowage Station No. 3 (or other desired
port).
Step 8 Stowage of MMM in a Stowage Port
Item 1 --Attaching Carriage No. 1 and MMM is rotated 180 ° about the
centerline of stow Arm No. I.
Item 2 --Arm No. 1 and MMM is then swung until the longitudinal axis
of the MMM is lined with the centerline axis of the stowage
station.
Item 3 --Attaching Carriage No. 1 is moved along the arm until the
MMM front adapter seal is mated i_o the stow station; the lock
ring shown in Figure 2-6 is engaged, the seal is inflated, and
the MMM is finally stowed.
Item 4 --(not shown) Entry into the MMM is gained by pressurization of
the MMM passageway and articulation of the MMM and MOI_L
stowage port doors, as described in preceding steps.
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A dynamic analysis for the two-arm axial stowage system is given in
Appendix A. Because the cantilever arm is decreased by moving the arm-
supported vehicle towards the pivot port, the moment of inertia about the
point of rotation is much smaller for the radial stowage concept than for the
axial stowage design. As a result, the impact load will be much smaller
than the case illustrated in the dynamic analysis, and the conclusions
reached for the axial stowage system can be applied to the radial stowage
concept.
2.2.3 Radial Logistics Vehicle Stowage System
The Phase IIa MORL design provided for stowage of seven logistics/
experimental modules parallel to the hangar side. During Phase IIb, alter-
nate methods of stowing the logistic vehicles were investigated. The radial
stowage concept was selected, based primarily on the ready access to the
stowed spacecraft and MMM. This configuration provides greater flexibil-
ity in unloading, allows direct access to special experiments, expedites
emergency evacuation, saves transfer time for maintenance and check out
of the spacecraft, and reduces radiator shadowing effects. Consideration
of multiple stowage parts was avoided in early studies because of the pos-
sible leakage problems. Recent tests on door seals, perforr_ed at Langley
Research Center on Douglas-designed parts, indicate that seals can be made
which will keep the leakage well below the allowable limits. Earlier design
decisions have, therefore, been reconsidered, and the baseline configura-
tion utilizing six stowage ports has been accepted.
The baseline configuration of the radial stowage is shown in Figures 2-3 and
2-4. Six stowage ports of 38-in. diam are placed radially around the hangar
shell, spaced 49 ° apart; this leaves a 90 ° arc clear along the MORL belly
for the experiment bay. To withstand the forces introduced into the MOI_L
structure from the radially stowed vehicles, each port contains a ring,
which incorporates the stow latch and mechanism; it is integrated into the
pressure shell and tied to the floor beams. An outside door is provided at
each port for meteoroid protection; before a vehicle is stored, the outer
door is manually opened, and it remains parallel to the hangar shell.
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Figure 2-6 shows a cross-section through the stow port. A detailed dis-
cussion of the structure is contained in Section 3.3.6.
Because the stow arm attachment point is the same distance from the longi-
tudinal axis for both the Apollo spacecraft and the MMM, the stow port
centerlines mu.st be kept in a plane parallel to the stow arm rotary track.
To keep the flat bulkhead stiffening beam depth small, the stow port center-
lines are as close to the flat bulkhead as possible. All stow ports are
identical and built to accept the Apollo docking ring; cargo too large for the
Apollo opening must be unloaded from the nose port. Because the MMM
docking cone seal ring is much larger than the Apollo ring, it is necessary
to add an adapter ring to the MMM that is the same size and shape as the
Apollo unit. Figure 2-7 shows the incorporation of the stow ring adapter
into the docking cone of the multirnission module.
Assessment of the experiment and mission requirements indicated that only
six stowage ports are necessary; however, the Apollo command module and
the MMM are shaped so that Apollos may be stowed adjacent to each other;
however MMM's cannot be so stored. A stowage arrangement using alter-
nate locations for Apollo and MMM's or an unused stowage position between
MMM's is required.
Redesign of the logistics vehicle stowing system and the added provision for
radial stowage have altered several requirements for controls and displays
on the master control panel. The major areas and operations to be moni-
tored from this station are the hangar area, hangar docking operation,
MMM, stowing operation, and stow port area. Provisions for continuous
monitoring of each operation on a step-by-step basis are included because
of the criticality of these tasks.
Provisions for monitoring the hangar area and f(_r control of the MMM fan
are shown in Figure 2-8. These changes reflect the requirements stemming
from the Apollo vehicle docking procedures. Provisions for monitoring and
controlling hangarpressure have been deleted from this portion of the panel,
since those procedures were to be used with the unmanned logistics vehicle.
!
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Figure 2-8. Hangar Latch Panel
The hangar docking and stowing portions of the panel were completely
revised to reflect use of the Apollo spacecraft, the MMM, and two-arm
radial stowing. These areas are shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10. A tele-
vision monitor has been added to provide a visual confirmation of the status
of all equipment; this capability will be extremely valuable during the final
stages of docking and stowing and particularly helpful when stowing units
are in close proximity.
Only minor differences between the longitudinal stowage and the radial stow-
age configurations were found in the stabilization and control system study
(Reference Book 3, Douglas Report No. SM 48817). Apossible problem
was that the modules might interfere with the field of view of the sensors;
however, this is a secondary problem, dependent on the combination of
vehicles being stowed.
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Effects of the radial storage on the EC/LS system were favorable because
of reduced radiator shadowing and radiator installation problems. Increased
volumes from the stowed vehicles present no problems and the modules will
carry any specialized circulation systems as basic equipment. Leakage
from the attached vehicles will be controlled by opening the ports only when
necessary.
2.2.4 Experiment Bay
The expe riment plan of" Task II identified ove r 20 instruments requiring
Earth-pointing sensors. Since each instrument is used for five separate
experiments (average), the number of potential assembly and disassembly
events approaches Z00.
The time-line analysis of the 48-hour study of Task III, noted in Table Z-I,
shows that the majority of the 9 man-hours are required by the EVA and not
the sensor installation; the time spent may, therefore, be considered lost.
Table 2- 1
SENSOR MOUNTING ACTIVITIES TASK' BREAKDOWN
Tasks Men Minute s Man- Hours
l
l
l
I
I
Obtain experiment equipment
Transfer equipment and don suits ":_
Denitrogenate_: _
Exit procedures_
Install sensors
Monitor EVA,:-"
Entry procedures'_
Z 30 i. 00
3 15 0.75
3 45 Z. Z5
3 50 Z. 50
Z 120 4. 00
1 120 2. 00
3 30 I. 50
14. 00
_:-'Tasks caused by extravehicular activities (requires 9.0 man-hours)
i
i
i
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Since crew time available for experimentation on MORL during a 3- to 5-
year mission is worth from $40, 000 to $60, 000 per man-hour, it seems
advisable to find an alternate technique for mounting external sensors to
eliminate as much EVA as possible. One approach explored was to build an
experiment bay in the Hangar/Test area of the laboratory, allowing sensor
assembly in apressurized environment, followed by exposure to space for
experiment performance.
Since some instruments use sensors large enough to make mounting them in
an experiment bay impractical, provisions must be made for separate exter-
nal mounts as well. Table 2-2 lists instruments used in the experiment
program; those instruments with sensors probably small enough to fit into
an experiment bay, and those with sensors so large they would require
external mounts. Table 2-2 also lists the number of separate experiments
each instrument is used for. Of 22 instruments, 15 could have sensors
mounted in the bay, which involves nearly 60 experiments; this is a potential
saving of about 120 assembly and disassembly EVA events, or about 1, 080
man-hour s.
A major factor to be considered in the design of an experiment bay is that
many of the experiments identified in Tasks I and II require precision attitude
alignment of instrument sensors to the laboratory inertial reference system
in order to achieve the pointing accuracies required. Also, once alignment
is secured, it must be maintained by'isolating the sensors from disturbances
within the laboratory. To maintain this precise alignment on several sensors
operating nearly concurrently, a rigid sensor-mounting beam was proposed
in Task III. Utilizing this rigid beam (mounted so as to keep the beam in a
stress-free state by isolating it from laboratory body-imposed strains) and
the optical and mechanical alignment techniques described in Book B Douglas
Report SM 48817, sensor attitude alignment accuracy of ±0.01 ° can be
obtained; this accuracy meets or exceeds the requirements of over 90% of
the experiments in the data bank. The sensor-mounting beam must be incor-
porated in any experiment bay design. The beam should include mounting
provisions for precisior/ attitude reference system components (the single-
gimbal triad and the two-star trackers), a horizon sensor, and optical
alignment equipment, in addition to the experiment equipment.
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Table 2-2
EXPERIMENT BAY UTILIZATION
(BASED ON EXPERIMENT PLAN)
No. of
Instrument Experiment s
Instruments with Sensors that Could Be Mounted Inside Bay
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Optical driftmeter
Optical camera
Visible radiometer (wide-band)
Visible radiometer (dual-channel)
Visible polarimeter
Television (high-resolution)
Television (dual-channel)
Dual star tracker
UV spectrometer
UV radiometer (dual-channel)
IR radiometer
IR inte rfe romete r
IR camera
IR spectrometer
Multi slit/multidete ctor g rating IR /spe ctr omete r
Subtotal
Instruments with Sensors that Would Be Mounted Outside Bay
K-band radar profilometer
K- or C-band radar
S-band polarimete r
Microwave radiometer
LIDAR (laser detection and ranging)
Searchlight and detector
Directional spherics receiver
Subtotal
TOTAL
5
5
4
5
2
6
4
6
5
Z
5
4
2
2
Z
59
3
6
7
6
I0
2
3
37
96
The requirements that originated from Task III dealt mainly with assuring
precise sensor attitude alignment. The simplest approach which achieves
this requirement is to provide a rigid beam on the outside of the laboratory.
However, the number of instruments involved and the resultant EVA events
led to consideration of an experiment bay which would allow suitably sized
sensors to be mounted, aligned, and maintained on the beam in a pressurized
environment.
I
I
I
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2.2.4. i External Sensor-Mounting Beam (No Bay)
A sensor beam is mounted outside the laboratory onthe bottom of the Hangar/
Test area (the nose), as shown in Figure 2-11. As noted above, the require-
ment for this beam was generated during the 48-hour study, which specified
a rigid base for common mounting of experiment sensors and components
of the precision attitude reference system. The experiment plan, as defined
in Task III, contained many Earth-centered experiments in the fields of
oceanography and meteorology. Since most of the sensors are thus pointed
in the same direction, a single mounting structure at one location on the
laboratory will suffice. The major advantages of this concept and location
are noted below:
i. A rigid, simple structure.
2. Minimum weight penalty.
3. The exterior position of the beam allows more sensors of larger
sizes to be mounted than other concepts.
4. The exterior beam position intrudes the least into the Hangar/Test
area, and causes the least compromise to use of that interior
volume.
5. Access is provided to attitude reference system and horizon sensors
from Hangar/Test area.
Major disadvantages of this concept are noted below:
i. Sensor installation, maintenance, and disassembly requires extra-
vehicular activity.
Optical alignment equipment must be mounted outside; this results
in continuous space exposure of optical components and necessitates
a long optical path with potential relative motion between internal
and external alignment equipment.
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3. Sensors are continuously exposed to the orbital environment.
4. Temperature control may be necessary for the beam, to prevent
thermal stress from causing distortions and misalignments.
5. Maintenance of mechanical alignment and checkout of optical
alignment between sensors in equipment airlock (for instance, a
camera) and the sensor beam may be a problem.
6. The beam requires the largest launch protection fairing of all the
concepts.
2.2.4. 2 Internal Sensor-Mounting Beam (No Bay)
Thi@ concept is merely a variation; in this case, the beam is mounted inside
the Hangar/Test area with universal sensor-mounting posts extending
through the laboratory pressure shell, Figure 2-1Z. The main advantages
of this approach are as follows:
I. Mounting the beam inside assures a more stress-free environment
because rninimu/_ thermal stresses are imposed on the beam.
2. The majority of alignment equipment is inside the laboratory,
except for optics at the sensor-mounting pads.
3. It may be the lightest of all concepts.
4. The structural concept is simple except for load-balancing flanges
and seals, where sensor-mounting posts penetrate the skin.
5. It allows growth to larger sensors, although the total number of
sensors that can be mounted would probably be more limited than
in the case of the external beam.
6. It allows access to the attitude reference system and horizon
sensors from the Hangar/Test area.
7. The concept has minor intrusion into the Hangar/Test area, and
it would not seriously compromise future use of that interior
volume.
Disadvantages of this concept are as follows:
I. Sensor installation, maintenance, and disassembly require extra-
vehicular activity.
Z. Sensors are continuously exposed to the orbital environment.
3. Sensor-mounting pads require multiple penetrations of its pressure
shell with attendant (minor) structural complexity and increased
probability of laboratory atmosphere leakage.
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. Some optical alignment equipment must be mounted outside the
laboratory, which complicates alignment system design and exposes
some optical components continuously to the orbital environment.
5. Launch protection fairings are required for sensor-mountingpads.
2.2.4. 3 Experiment Bay with Flat Pressure Bulkhead
As shown by Figure 2-13, this concept provides a separately pressurizable
section of the Hangar/Test area by partitioning the bay area, with a flat
pressure bulkhead or floor. After experiment sensors have been installed
in a shirt-sleeve environment, the bay can be evacuated and a pressure door
opened to expose the sensors. "-fhis door spans 90 ° of the hangar circum-
ference and extends the full length of the bay. The sensor-mounting beam is
located just on top of the pressure floor, inside the environmentally controlled
area of the hangar. Sensor units which are to be mounted in the bay are
installed onposts integralwith the beam and whichprojectthroughthe pressure
floor. There are two external sensor-mounting posts which are also integral
with the beam but located between the bay aft end bulkhead and the hangar/
control deck pressure bulkhead. These posts are for those sensors too large
to be mounted inside the bay. An experiment airlock is positioned on the
forward end of the beam and penetrates the pressure floor; when the bay door
is open, experiments can be placed in the orbital environments from the
hangar area. When the bay door is closed, the airlock can be used as a
passageway between the hangar area and the bay. Normal access to the bay
area is through an entrance hatch in the experimental control center station.
To form the pressure-tight region of the bay, each end is sealed to the MORL
by pressure bulkheads. The area between the end bulkheads is sealed from
the hangar area by the pressure floor so that it is open to space. Seals need
not be provided for the external sensor-mounting posts aft and the attitude
reference sensor-mounting well forward. The well located at the front end
of the hangar area is provided for the permanent installation of the star
trackers and the horizon sensors. The attitude reference sensors are
mechanically tied to the mounting beam for precise alignment of experiment
sensors. The well is sealed at the pressure floor and is open to the inside
hangar area for shirt-sleeve access to the precision attitude reference sys-
tem components.
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The sensor-mounting beam is structurally isolatedfrom all laboratory pres-
sure shell flexures caused by temperature and pressure variations, and it
provides the necessary required rigid-machined mounting plates to maintain
mechanical alignment between sensors. Since the beam is located inside an
environmentally controlled area of the laboratory, movement of the beam as
the result of thermal gradient stresses are minimized.
Major advantages of this concept are as follows:
i. Most sensors can be assembled, maintained, and disassembled in
a pressurized environment.
2. Sensors mounted in the bay can be optically aligned in a pressurized
environment. A majority of alignment components are always in
a pressurized environment, since th¢ mounting beam is always
inside the laboratory.
3. Thermal gradient warping of the beam is minimized by the
interior location.
4. Sensors can be shielded from orbital environment by closing the
bay when experiments are not in progress.
5. The design permits shirt-sleeve access from the hangar area to
precision attitude reference system and the horizon sensor
c ompone nt s.
6. Launch protection fairing requirements are minimized; the bay
door provides the main protection, but provisions must be made
to shield the horizon sensors, the aft exterior sensor-mounting
posts, and their cutouts.
Major disadvantages of this approach are noted below:
i. It is probably the heaviest concept, adding approximately i, 000 lb.
2. Complex structure and mechanism is required, particularly the
bay door with its pressure seals and actuating mechanism.
3. Multiple penetrations of the pressure shell are required for sensor-
mounting posts, attitude reference sensors, and experiment air-
lock, each with pressure compensation flanges and seals.
4. The bay must be pumped down each time the door is opened, which
causes some additional complexity in the EC/LS system.
5. Sensor growth in the bay area is limited in size and numbers
because of bay space limitations.
6. Extravehicular activity is still required to mount large sensors
on the aft exterior posts.
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7. Internal access to bay-mounted sensors is limited because of
shallow space between the flat pressure floor and the bay door;
the entrance hatch is also fairly small (about a 30-in. diam).
8. Equipment or samples in the experiment airlock can only be
exposed to space when the bay door is open.
9. The bay concept compromises the flexibility and use of the Hangar/
Test area interior volume by segregating a fixed portion for sensor
installation.
i0. Sensor field of view inside the bay is restricted by the bay walls.
1 i. The bay door must be at least partially closed during docking
activities, probably restricting sensor performance and disrupting
the experiment program.
1Z. Extravehicular activities are necessary to maintain portions of the
bay and bay doors (notably the vulnerable seals).
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2. Z. 4.4 Experiment Bay in Nose
This arrangement requires that the MORL be placed in a nose-down attitude
during the performance of Earth-centered experiments. The forward end of
the Hangar/Test area becomes the experiment bay, as shown in Figure 2-14.
This forward area is sealed from the rest of the hangar by a flat pressure
bulkhead. A central hatch allows access to the bay when the nose docking
port is closed. The sensor-mounting beam is on the inside of the pressure
bulkhead in the environmentally controlled region of the hangar. An exten-
sion of the beam goes up the side of the nose to the hangar/control deckbulk-
head so that the precision attitude reference system star trackers can be
mounted near the laboratory's constant-diameter section, permitting a good
view of the star fields. Sensor-mounting posts are arranged around the
periphery of the central hatches and extend through the pressure bulkhead
and the nose structure. The horizon sensors are mounted in a well that
extends from the pressure bulkhead through the nose structure, allowing
pressurized access to these components. This concept would be most effec-
tive if radial docking were acceptable. Experimentation must be suspended
during docking operations.
This approach was primarily the result of an investigation of potential reac-
tion control propellant saving that might result from a nose-down attitude.
However, it was found that the baseline (belly-down with the laboratory
47
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X-axis aligned to the velocity vector) is the most economical; this and the
fact that nose docking is the baseline method led to eliminating the experi-
ment bay in the nose from further consideration.
2.2.4. 5 Experiment Bay with Conical Pressure Bulkhead (Figure 2-15)
This configuration is essentially similar to the experiment bay with a flat
pressure bulkhead. Major differences, as shown in Figure 2-15, are in the
shape of the pressure bulkhead and the relative position of the sensor-
mounting beam; the bay door is hinged further forward and the locations of
the experiment airlock and the horizon sensors are therefore affected. To
minimize the structural weight penalty imposed by the bay, a conical bulk-
head, of the same shape as the hangar cone, is used instead of the flat pressure
bulkhead of Concept 3, pre sente d in Section 2.2.4.3. This conical bulkhead also
allows better access room to bay-mounted sensors, and a large entrance hatch
(36 -in. diam). The beam is positioned as itwas in Concept 3. However, now the
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pressure bulkhead is above it and the beam is exposed to space when the
bay door is opened. Sensors can be mounted directly to the beam and not
to posts extended through a pressure bulkhead. Because the beam is exposed
to space during experimentation, it must be sufficiently insulated so that no
appreciable temperature gradients can be created that could warp the beam.
The whole bay is further forward in position than in Concept 3. The aft end
of the bay is 42 in. forward of the main compartment bulkhead and is closed
by a flat pressure bulkhead which ties to the forward caps of the compart-
ment bulkhead support beams. The bulkhead support beam which lies in the
plane of the centerline of the experimental bay is divided into two beams,
40 in. apart, for a little less than half its length. Those beams are pressure-
tight sandwich bulkheads that are bolted to the main compartment bulkhead
and the experimental bay end bulkhead. The 42-in.-high by 40-in.-wide
rectangular experiment airlock that is formed by this arrangement is closed
at its in-board end by a rectangular hatch that hinges back against the main
compartmenting bulkhead. Thus, the experiment airlock can be used even
when the bay door is closed; however, there is a problem of limited access
to this hatch because of its location between the support beams. A circular
hatch, 38 in. in diam, closes off the out-board end of the airlock. Two
external mounting posts for large sensors and the horizon sensors are
located on either side of the experiment airlock, at the aft end of the bay.
The star trackers remain at the forward position, but the horizon sensor
has been moved aft because of potential interference with the door and hinge
mechanism. Pressurized access to the horizon sensors is available at all
times, and is also available to the star tracker when the bay door is closed.
Major advantages of this concept are as follows:
I.
o
.
Many sensors can be assembled, maintained, and disassembled in
a pressurized environment.
The conical bulkhead provides an efficient, pressure-tight bay
de sign with re sultant small weight penalty.
The conical bulkhead allows good access to sensors mounted in the
experiment bay, and provides a reas<)nably large access hatch.
Because of the forward position of the bay, the experiment airlock
can be located aft of the bay and can be used when the bay door is
clos_ :..
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5. The mounting beam position outside the conical pressure bulkhead
simplifies sensor mounting and eliminates the requirement for
load-balancing features on the sensor-mounting posts.
6. The bay-mounted sensors can be optically aligned in a pressurized
e nvi r onme nt.
7. Sensors can be shielded from orbital environment by closing the bay
door when experiments are not in progress.
8. Access is possible to precision attitude reference system star
trackers and the horizon sensors in a pressurized environment.
9. Launch protection fairing requirements are minimized; the only
shielding required, other than that provided by the door itself, is
for the star trackers, horizon sensors, aft external mounting posts,
and their cutouts.
Main dis
I.
advantages of this configuration are noted below:
Complex structure and mechanisms are required for the door, its
pressure seals, and actuating mechanism.
2. A significant weight penalty to the laboratory is imposed by the bay,
(approximately 600 Ib), even though it is lighter than the flat bulk-
head presented in Section 2.2.4. 3.
3. This concept intrudes the most into the hangar area, possibly com-
promising the future flexibility of the hangar interior.
4. There are multiple penetrations of the laboratory pressure shell
required for the bay door, star trackers, horizon sensors, aft
sensor-mounting posts, and experiment airlock.
5. The bay must be pumped down each time its door is opened, which
makes for additional complexity in the laboratory EC/LS system.
6. Sensor growth in bay area is limited in size and numbers.
7. Access to the experiment airlock is limited.
8. Field of view of sensors mounted in the experiment airlock may be
re stricted by radially stowed logistic s module s.
9. Extravehicular activity is still required to mount large sensors on
aft exterior posts, or to maintain portions of the bay.
i0. Sensor field of view inside the bay is restricted by the bay walls;
the open bay door al_o restricts the field of view of the external
sensors and the star trackers.
1 i. The bay door must be at least partially closed during docking
activities, which may interrupt the experiment program.
12. The beam is exposed to space, which could result in thermal
gradient stresses and warpage.
13. Horizon sensors are separated from precision attitude reference
system star trackers.
51
2. 2.4.6 Selected Configuration
The experiment bay with the flat pressure bulkhead (see Section 2.2.4. 3)
was chosen as the baseline configuration. It allows internal sensor mounting
and intrudes the least into the hangar area.
Relationship of the experiment bay to the MORL hangar area and arrange-
ment of the various components are shown in Figure 2-16. Major components
that form the bay are:
i. Pressure bulkhead and floor.
2. Two sets of end bulkheads.
3. Meteoroid shield•
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
To add the bay to the hangar area requires that a longitudinal bulkhead be
introduced to complete the pressure shell at the bay cutout and provide a
tension tie across the hangar shell at the point of discontinuity• To complete
the pressure shell, the bulkhead or floor is also attached and sealed to the
front pressure dome and to the rear flat bulkhead which form the operation
compartment floor.
Bay door and actuator.
Sensor beam.
Precision attitude reference and sensor mounting well.
Experiment airlock.
Experiment mounting pads (interior and exterior).
Each end of the bay is enclosed by a bulkhead, which is sealed to the floor,
to help form a pressure-resistant area. The area adjacent to each end bay
bulkhead is open to space, to relieve the necessity of providing seals around
the sensor-mounting posts (aft) and the sensor-mounting well (forward).
Installed within the experiment bay and just under the pressure floor is a
meteoroid shield• When the bay is open and exposed, there is the possibility
of meteoroids entering and striking the upper surface of the bay area. For
belly-down orientation, the path angle of the meteoroid to the vertical axis
of MORL cannot exceed the horizon look angle of approximately 74 °, or a
maximum strike angle to the bay roof of approximately 28 ° . However, for
other orientations of the MORL, the meteoroid strike angle could be as high
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as 90 ° to the bay roof, and protection against the possibility of meteoroid
penetration is provided by this shield.
The bay door and actuating mechanism complete the bay and serves the
dual function of providing an aerodynamic cover in the launch phase and a
meteoroid shield and pressure seal in the experiment phase. Two straps
are used to attach the door to the actuating mechanism and to provide clear-
ance around the horizon-sensor well. A motor and speed-reduction unit
is used to open and close the door, in the following sequence:
I. The door is rotated until it has almost reached the closed position.
2. Ledges on the door side move into recesses in the hangar structure.
3. When the door edges contact the MORL structure, the door rotation
is stopped.
4. At the end of the rotation cycle, the actuator moves the door parallel
to the bay sides, a distance of 2. 5 in. This lateral movement slides
the door until all projection lips or ledges are under the corres-
ponding ledges of the structure.
5. After the actuator has stopped, the door is mechanically locked
to the hangar structure by engaging the lock ring at the aft end.
6. The seal ring around the periphery of the door opening is inflated
and the experiment bay is pressurized.
One of the requirements of the experimental program is for an angular
alignment tolerance of 0. 01 ° between the precision attitude reference and
the installed experiment sensors. To meet this tolerance, a rigid beam is
provided, isolated from all structural loads and movements; it provides a
rigid tie with machined mounting plates between sensors to maintain
mechanical alignment. Stresses and movements introduced by temperature
gradients are minimized, since the beam is located in the environmentally
controlled hangar. Spherical bearings are mounted on the stiffening beams
of the operational compartment floor, and stub shafts from the sensor
mounting beam provide a three-point suspension. This isolates the sensor
beam from the movements of the MORL structure, which are. caused by
temperature changes and internal pressure variations.
A mounting well is provided to support the permanent installation of star
trackers, precision attitude reference coraponents, and horizon sensors;
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it is located at the front end of the hangar area, and is fastened to the
sensor beam. Clearance holes have been provided in the front bulkhead and
lower hangar shell for the star trackers and horizon sensors. Because the
well is open to the inside hangar area, it allows for the removal and replace-
ment of the precision attitude reference, the horizon sensors, and asso-
ciated electronic equipment in the shirt-sleeve environment. Part of the
optical alignment equipment, used to measure the precise angular alignment
between sensors, will be located in this area.
An experiment airlock, similar to the one used in Phase IIa, is incorporated
in the bay to introduce experiments to the environment of space without
requiring extravehicular activities for the crew. This airlock may be used
in conjunction with the experiment bay sensors or for individual experiments;
use of the airlock requires that the bay door be opened. The features of
construction and operation are similar to those described in Section 2.5 of
Reference 3. When the bay is in use, the airlocklower pressure door is
opened and stowed next to the meteoroid shield. The airlock may be used
as a passageway between the hangar area and the bay when it is not in use.
Be[ore the experiment mounting locations are made final, the projected list
of experiments must be integrated into the MORL design, and the type, size,
and number of sensors projected for use in the experiment bay, must be
determined.
Since the mounting pads, experiment airlock, and other units fastened to
the sensor beam project through the pressure shell, a flexible seal must be
provided between them and the pressure shell. A load-balancing pressure
flange and seal is provided for each unit to prevent the introduction of a
pressure load on each unit which would be transferred to the sensor-
meunting beam. This seal arrangement is described in detail in Section 3.3.
An access door is installed in the sensor-mounting beam for installation and
future replacement of pressure seals. Prior to seal removal, the space
between the pressure floor cutout and the projecting unit must be sealed to
prevent the loss of hangar pressure. An inflatable seal ring is installed
]J,_low the bellows and around each unit to enable this pressurization. Before
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Ithe replacement operation is started, the seal ring is inflated, which seals
off the space and allows the seals to be removed and replaced. Clearance
of the passageway is provided when the added seal ring is deflated; it does
not interfere with the bellows operation or freedom of movement of the
sensor shell or posts.
Access to the experiment bay is gained through an entrance hatch located in
the floor of the operations deck. A tunnel is installed between the two walls
toprovide a pressure seal between the floor and the aft bulkhead, since the
area is open to space.
The addition of the experiment bay has imposed a number of new control and
display requirements. Controls are necessary at the master control panel
for remotely actuating components of the experiment bay. Further, it will
be necessary to monitor the status of operations involvin G the experiment
bay to ensure against inadvertent loss of Hangar/Test area pressure. The
control and display requirements are summarized in Table 2-3.
2. 2. 5 Radiation Shielding
Radiation shielding requirements in earlier phases of the MORL study pro-
gram did not appear to be particularly difficult. However, the expanded
missions analysis, conducted during the Task III responsiveness analysis
(Reference 4) introduced requirements which are more severe, especially
in the synchronous orbit case. The requirements are further complicated
by the Starfish artificial electron source, and by the number of solar flares
that are likely to be encountered in a l-year period. The shielding require-
ments for the three missions are summarized in Table 2-4, as determined
by the Shield Weight Optimization For Radiobiological Dose (SWORD)
computer program output (Referenc_ 4). The shield thicknesses noted
are in inches of polyethylene material for six locations.
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Aluminum may be substituted for polyethylene on an equal weight basis with
essentially equal shielding; the shielding is a function of the material atomic
number, and polyethylene and aluminum have nearly equal numbers.
Table 2-4 shows that the shield weights range from ii0 to I, 900 Ib for the
50 ° orbit mission, depending on which governing parameters are selected,
but the weight may increase to a nominal 40, 000 ib for the synchronous
orbit; the possible range of shield weights indicated is from 4,400 to
ii0, 000 lb. These weights indicate the degree of uncertainty of the environ-
ment definition, and preclude strong confidence in present radiation shield-
ing solutions. Solutions are postulated for the 50°-inclination and polar-orbit
cases to better determine the configurational problems associated with
presently known radiation shielding requirements. These solutions arebased
on adding shielding material to the periphery of the inhabited areas. Other
techniques are possible but were not investigated in this study; however,
several of these techniques are listed below:
i. Rearrangement of the laboratory configuration to minimize the
operating volume (or inhabited area) and to maximize the inherent
protection given by operating equipment and installations. This
technique obviously takes advantage of on-board equipment; how-
ever, it implies excellent knowledge of the mission and of the
necessary equipment to support the mission. It also restricts
flexibility.
Use of on-board supplies and materials such as water, propellant,
since consumables are used during the mission.
3. Use of personal shielding such as eyeglasses, vests, or smocks
which contain high percentages of shield material. The shielding
effectiveness as a function of the discomfort of such items has not
been evaluated.
4. Investigation of materials and combinat{ons of material to decrease
unit weight for the same given shield protection. This evaluation
requires definitive knowledge of the actual environment to be
encountered; it should be readily simulated in Earth laboratories,
once criteria are established.
5. Investigation of methods of installing additional shield materials
in an orbital environment.
I
I
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. Design and optimization of a biowell to which the crew retreats
during high-intensity radiation and normal sleep periods.
Combinations of these and other techniques will probably be necessary; for
example, small weight laminar material could be used around the periphery
of a vehicle with the interior arranged judiciously to provide equipment
protection. Individual shielded clothing could be worn during the waking
hours, with a bunk hi.well used for sleeping. The dose rate would be higher
during the working periods, but decreases during sleep periods so that the
time-integrated dose rate is within acceptable limits.
Part of the uncertainty of the present radiation criteria has to do with the
artificial electron environment produced from .the Starfish high-altitude
nuclear bomb tests. General agreement exists that the electrons will
eventually disappear, but the rate of dissipation is open to question. One
hypothesis, tentatively accepted by Langley Research Center, is that the
increased solar activity predicted for the late 1960's and early 1970's will
cause the artificial electron field to expand into the Van Allen Belt, where
it will be captured, thus leaving the altitudes beneath the belt essentially
clear of Starfish electrons. This hypothesis is accepted for this study, and
it is assumed the artificial electrons will have been dissipated by the time
the MORL is operational.
It is further assumed that shield protection for two solar flare events must
be provided, based on the 12 November 1960 solar flare event intensity.
The chance of two flare events is based on the Poisson probability distribu-
tion corresponding to the observed maximum activity portion of the 1 l-year
solar cycle. (See Reference 4, Task III.) The probability of encountering
two events in a 12-month period is approximately 0.27, whereas the prob-
ability of three events is about 0.08. Should these events actually be
encountered the crew would have to be relieved.
The following sections describe the shielding for each mission, using these
assumptions. It is emphasized that only the 50 ° inclination orbit mission
definition is considered as a baseline change.
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Shielding requirements are not severe for the 50 ° inclination baseline
mission, using the specified environment, which minimizes artificial
electrons. The requirements can be met by adding 165 ib of shielding to
the aft dome. This increase requires an additional 20 mils in the material
gage, which provides shielding for 365 days of crew exposure and two solar
flares, and simultaneously increases the structural pressure safety factor
and meteoroid penetration protection. Protection against two solar flares
causes a weight penalty of 55 ib over the single solar flare shield weight in
this case, and provides for a high probability of mission success. No
internal rearrangements are required.
Two solutions were considered for the polar orbit case: use of the baseline
structure plus a biowell, for a total weight penalty of 330 ib, or an increase
of the shield material at the periphery, without a biowell, for a total weight
penalty of i, 820 ib; either method allows 180-day exposure time and pro-
vides protection for two solar flares.
In the first c'ase, the baseline structure could be used without change since
the increased dome thickness is less than that required for the baseline
50 ° inclination orbit. The biowell could then be added by placing polethylene
material on the operations bay floor, ceiling, and sidewall, as noted in
Table 2-4, Case 28. The polyethylene might be in large panels adhesively
attached without disrupting either the arrangement of the equipment or the
installations. Total added weight would be only 330 lb, but retreat to the
biowell, with the consequent interruption of station activity, is necessary
during each solar flare. Depending on the duration of the flare, this could
be an annoying restriction, although necessary vehicle functions can be
performed from this location.
The second case allows complete flexibility within the laboratory, since the
peripheral shielding gives adequate protection against solar flare events.
It is the preferred solution at this time because the weight can easily be
accommodated by the Saturn V booster.
The shield thickness requirements are noted in Table 2-4, Case 26. The
dome thickness is the same as the baseline gage and the dome structure is
l
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used intact• The sidewall and floor shielding require minor structural
changes. The sidewall aluminum equivalent of the polyethylene is about
130 mils; it is best added to the pressure shell, as shown in Figure 2-17.
The revision could be made without a large tooling change because the side-
wall is router-milled of plate stock, and an increase in the sidewall gage
requires only a lighter cut. The floor could also be revised without an
extensive tooling change, by increasing each face of the sandwich-constructed
floor by 36 mils; no manufacturing process changes are necessary for the
thickened face s.
All of the shielding requirements noted in Table 2-4 are beyond the ability
of the Saturn V booster to lift into synchronous orbit with a MORL vehicle;
the shielding weight is limited to about 25, 000 ib, to allow integral launch.
Because of this considerable weight, the other shielding techniques outlined
previously need to be evaluated before a valid shielding design can be
recommended. Furthermore, the Task III (Reference 4) analysis shows
that the electron field at synchronous altitude may vary by as much as a
factor of i0 because of actual environment uncertainty; this results in a
shield variation of 4,400 to If0,000 lb. These weights generated an
investigation into the problems associated with thick radiation shields.
Heavy shielding may be added to the laboratory at launch time or it may be
supplied and attached to the laboratory in orbit. The latter case, however,
would expose the crewman for a coffsiderable period of time to the extra-
vehicular environment, in which his only protection from radiation is his
pressure suit and whatever personal protection he can wear; such exposure
is unreasonable. Attachment of shielding internally, where the crewman is
more protected, involves access to the entire periphery of the habitable
volume and the movement of nearly all equipment installation; this approach
is also of marginal validity. Also, the cost of the launch to supply the
shielding essentially doubles the initial mission cost. For these reasons,
separately supplied shielding installed in orbit was not investigated further.
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Figure 2-18 shows how 25, 000 lb of peripheral shielding would be utilized.
This is the boost limit for a synchronous orbit mission MORE. The required
shield thicknesses were derived from Case 37 of Table 2-4, adjusted for a
total weight of 25, 000 lb.
In the concept shown in Figure 2-19, the baseline load-carrying outer shell is
revised to make it a fairing and radiator only, and the shield material is added
to the pressure shell, whicl_ is converted to the load-carrying member. Mete-
oroid penetration protection is assured by the thickened basic pressure shell.
The radiator structure provides protection dur{ng boost for the aluminized
Mylar layers used for thermal control. The baseline pressure dome is con-
verted to a plate supported by a tension member, which transmits the dome
pres sure loads to the beam-supported Hangar/Testareabulkhead. This is neces-
sitated by the impracticality of stretch forming 1.7 in. thick material. The
plate is placed 80 in. from the centrifuge, making a second deck that is the
same size as the baseline operations deck. The pressure shell and EC/LS
radiator assembly are thermally insulated from the load-carrying aft inter-
stage area by short length of fiberglass honeycomb section. The aft inter-
stage skin is straddle milled from i/4 in. plate. Corrugated frames which
also support the power system radiator tubes, provide the required circum-
ferential stiffening. The internal arrangement of the basic laboratory sys-
tems are as shown in the baseline.
Because of study time limitations, no attempt was made to optimize the
laboratory, and the lack of shielding in the Hangar/Test area would restrict
its use to occasional experimentation setup or transit to and from the logistic
vehicles. Operation of the hangar equipment must therefore be from the
operations deck, which adds considerable load to that area. In addition, the
tension member which runs through the laboratory restricts interior flexi-
bility. The example illustrates that the structural problems associated
with heavy shields can be solved, and that weight, cost, and flexibility
(rather than structural feasibility) are the paramount problems.
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The following sections describe the analysis used to substantiate the
structural design.
A design-pressure differential of 17.5 psi was selected for the flat compart-
menting bulkhead between the hangar and operations decks. The maximum
stress in a 45 ° segment which is simply supported on all sides by the support
beams is given by
2
St = 0. 114 pa (Reference 5) (Z-l)
t 2
The required monocoque thickness is
t = 130\/0.-! 114 x 17. 5 = 0.71 in. (2-2)
67, 000
Since this is greater than the thickness required for shielding, a sandwich
construction must still be used. The required core thickness is estimated
by equating the I/C for the sandwich with that required for the monocoque
bulkhe ad.
I/C = 2 + tf x h -
_xtf
(0. 71) 2
- - 0. 0846
0.53
tf - 2 - 0. 265
h = 0.224 = minimum required core thickness (2-3)
To provide an increased margin of safety at a very small increase in weight,
the aft face of the sandwich-compartmented bulkhead for the synchronous
orbit mission is machined from 0.750-in. plate, so that the core thickness
used is 0.750 minus 0. 265, or 0.485 in.
The 0.80-in. thickness specified for the cylindrical portion of the pressure
shell can be readily power-brake-formed to the cylindrical contour. To
facilitate welding of this thickness, the most weldable aluminum alloy that
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is available in large plate sizes can be selected. Since the working stress
level is so low (1, 140 psi}, the alloy strength is of little consequence except
in the area of the bolted end joints. For this reason, 6061-T651 plate is
used for the cylindrical portion of the pressure shell for the synchronous
orbit mission instead of 2014-T651.
If the shield material is added to the pressure shell, the resultant weight is
beyond the axial load capability of the cylindrical portion of the pressure
shell; it is therefore impractical for this mission to suspend the pressure
shell within a load-carrying outer shell. The cylindrical part ofthe pressure
shell is 204.13 in. long. The resulting surface area is adequate for the
reduced EC/LS radiator requirements on the synchronous orbit mission.
The flight loads are therefore carried through the thick monocoquepressure
shell. A fairing, spaced away from the pressure shell, serves as the mount=
ing surface for the radiator tubes and protects the aluminized Mylar insula-
tion around the pressure shell from the boost environment. The super
insulation is still required with this revised structural arrangement, to keep
the temperature of the pressure shell walls from falling below the dew point
of the laboratory atmosphere.
The hangar portion of the pressure shell is unchanged from the baseline
design, being bolted to the compartmenting bulkhead.
The conical portion of the outer shell is not required for radiator area for
the synchronous orbit mission. A sandwich construction, with 0. 020-in.
aluminum faces and a truss-grid aluminum honeycomb core is therefore
used.
The loads on the aft interstage are significantly increased over those
imposed by the baseline configuration because of the-increased launch
weight. No flight loads analysis has been conducted for this configuration
for the synchronous orbit mission. However, it is safe to assume that the
load will not exceed the design load for the Saturn IVB forward interstage
(i, 318 ib/in. ) since the synchronous orbit payload capability of the C-5
booster (60, 000 ib) is slightly less than for the lunar mission, and the S-IVB
forward interstage is designed to accommodate the loads imposed by the
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lunar mission payload. An interstage design with this load-carrying
capability, and which efficiently integrates the power systems radiator with
the interstage structure, is shown in Figure 2-19.
The total length of the MORL configuration for the synchronous orbit mission
is the same as .the length of the baseline configuration. Since the require-
ment for radiator area is reduced for this mission from the baseline config-
uratio_ the radiator was removed from the conical portion to simplify the
structure. If more radiator area is desirable than is available on the pres-
ent 29. 5 ft of cylinder length, it can most easily be incorporated into the
meteoroid shield, which closes off the end of the aft interstage, or into the
conical section.
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The hemispherical shape used for the aft dome on the baseline configuration
was selected to minimize the weight of the pressure shell and to make use
of existing tooling and a developed manufacturing process. However, the
1. 7-in. dome thickness specified as a radiation shielding requirement for
the synchronous orbit mission makes these reasons no longer valid. The
stress is maximum at the center of a flat monocoque bulkhead that is
substituted for the hemispherical aft bulkhead. The maximum stress is
given by
2( )S = 1.24 p _- (2-4)
If this thick flat bulkhead is designed for 17.5 psi, which seems reasonable
because of the great damage resistance of this bulkhead, the required thick-
ness is
130,/1.24 x 17.5t V 67, 000 =. 2.38 in.
Since this is greater than the 1.7-in. thickness required for radiation shield-
ing, some means of support must be provided if a flat aft bulkhead is to be
used. Four support beams are used for the flat compartmenting bulkhead.
These beams can also be used to support the flat aft bulkhead, by employing
a single tension member extending aft from the center of the compartmenting
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bulkhead to the center of the aft bulkhead. In this case, the support beams
will experience their maximum load when both the hangar and the main com-
partment are pressurized, and will be unstressed when the hangar is pumped
down. The design load in the tension member can be estimated by equating
the deflection 20 in. from the center of the bulkhead caused by a uniform
pressure differential of 17.5 psi, to the deflection from a uniform load
applied on a concentric ring 20 in. in radius (see Figure 2-18). Then, from
Reference 5:
2[ 4pa 2a 2 + r___ _ 2. 5r 23Et 3 2a 2
II
II
II
II
z (az Z ]r - r } (2-5)
4a 2 J
1
by taking m = 3 {_ = -_)and combining Cases 1 and 3
p = 17. 5 psi, a = 130 in., r = 20 in.
from whichw = 400,000 Ib
If 160, O00-psi heat-treated titanium is used for the tension member, its
cross-section area will be
400, 000 _ 2. 50 in. 2
160, 000
and its weight, less the weight of the end fittings, is given by
2. 50 (204) O. 16 = 81. 5 Ib
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The maximum shear load in each of the support beams is
400, 000
8 - 50, 000 lb
and the shear flow, which is now constant, is
50t 000
42
- 1, 190 lb/in.
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A corrugated shear web, brake-formed from 0.045-in.
40, is selected. From Figure 3-4,
42
h/t = 0.045 = 934
the allowable stress is 29, 000 psi,
sheet with a b/t of
and the allowable shear flow is:
29, 000 x 0.045 = 1,300 ib/in.
Because the beams must still be designed for the loading condition which
results from evacuating the main compartment while maintaining the hangar
pressurized, 0. 050 must still be used for the outboard 8 in. of each beam
shear web, as shown on Page 126. With both the hangar and the main
compartment pressurized, the maximum bending moment in each support
beam is
50, 000 x 130 = 6. 50 x 106 in. /Ib
Since this is'considerably higher than the design condition for the baseline
configuration (2, 520, 000 in. /lb) a new weight must be estimated for the
beam caps. The required cross-sectional area at the center (with 7075-T6
caps) is:
6.5xi06 2
= 2.01 in.
42 x 77, 000
A straight-line taper to 0. 1 in. 2 at the end is used and the resulting weight
for one beam cap is:
2.01 + 0. 1_ 260 0. 1 = 27.5 lb
x2 /
The total weight of the beam caps is
2 x27.5x4 = 2201b
weight of one beam shear web is 0. 1 x 42 x_ (0.045 x 244 + 0. 05 x 16) =The
66. 1 lb. The total weight of the support beams for the synchronous orbit
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mission is thus 220 + 4 (66. i) = 484 lb. The weight of the support beams
for the baseline configuration was 347 Ib, so that 137 ib must be added to
the beams to permit the use of a flat aft bulkhead for the synchronous orbit
mission.
The maximum stress in the i. 7-in. -thick flat bulkhead will occur at the
support ring, and can be calculated by again combining Cases 1 and 3
(Reference 5).
Maximum stress (Sr) with r = 20 = ro, is given by:
2
r 1s w [ o=]12_p[2r2
r 2_t 2 1 + 4 log ra _ .t2 _
O a
l
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where
a = 130
p = 17.5 psi
w = 400, 000
t = 1.7
from which
max S
r
= 57, 000 psi (at ultimate pressure)
and maximum working stress is
7 (57, 000)"17.5 = 22,800 psi. (z-s)
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2. 3 DESCRIPTION OF BASELINE CHANGES--INTERNAL
Earlier studies in the MORL program placed special emphasis on providing
a large laboratory volume to accommodate a diversified experiment
program within the 260-in.-diam envelope restriction. During this phase
of the study, the interior was evaluated more fully with respect to the
expanded experiment program. In certain areas, the laboratory was
inadequate; however, for the most part, the Phase IIa MORL was satisfac-
tory. The philosophy of separation of living and working areas is compatible
with the experimental program requirements and, for this reason, the
major laboratory layout was not revised despite the extensive nature of the
revision to the Hangar/Test area. The primary revisions expanded the
console and experimental test facilities; major changes were restricted to
the Hangar/Test area and the operations deck.
I
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2.3.1 Hangar/Test Area
The Hangar/Test area is shown in Figure 2-1. It was completely revised as
indicated by the following items:
1. Conversion of the common pressure bulkhead from a dome to a
flat floor.
2. The incorporation of eight deep-section beams to support the
pressure bulkhead and the logistics vehicle stowage ports.
3. The addition of six radial Apollo and MMM stowage ports.
4. The addition of an experiment bay.
5. Installation of an equipment mounting beam for experiments
and operating equipD_ent.
6. The addition of two experiment console work stations.
7. Conversion of the toroid pumpdown tank to two tapered cylindrical
tanks.
8. Relocation of the control moment gyros to the hangar from the under
floor area of the operations deck.
9. The addition of a handling system for the maneuver of large or heavy
items in the hangar area.
10. Deletion of the cryogenic atmospheric supply tanks.
11. Complete rearrangement of the Hangar/Test area and installation
of miscellaneous storage and handling equipment.
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The flat beam-supported common bulkhead is necessitated by the addition of
the experiment bay and the radial stowage ports which would interfere with
the domed bulkhead. No changes are necessary to the external outline, or
the pressurized volume. The annular space between the operations deck
floor and the domed common bulkhead is effectively relocated in the Hangar/
Test area. This enables the relocation of the control moment gyros and other
equipment to the space between the floor beams, where it is more accessible.
Crawlway space for entry into each radial stowage port has to be maintained,
but there is space for storage of items or insfallation of equipment on either
side of the stowage ports and in the central floor region.
The experiment bay is located longitudinally along the nose belly. It retains
the equipment airlock for exchange of smaller items into the space environ-
ment; the experiment bay door must be open for experiment airlock use.
The equipment mounting beam is integral with the experiment bay and is used
for mounting equipment which must maintain close accuracy and alignment
with the MORL inertial reference and/or with each other. Several items are
per_nanently installed on the beam because of their frequency ofuse or because
of the difficulty of installation; among these items are the stellar and horizon
attitude reference sensors, the inertial reference platform, the pointing and
tracking telescope, and the experiment airlock. Mounting pads which extend
through the pressure shell are used for numerous experiments. Assembly
and alignment of the experiment is achomplished in a shirt-sleeve environ-
ment. Access to the experiment bay is provided by two methods: (1)through
a hatch located in the operations deck, or (2) through the opened external
doors. The former method is used for smaller items and the latter method
is used for large or preassembled items; final adjustment and alignment is
conducted from the pressurized shirt-sleeve environment of the experiment
bay in either case. However, the initial installation must be accomplished
extravehicularly if access through the external door is used.
Two individual console work stations are located adjacent to the experiment
bay, one on each side of the experiment airlock. Thus, excellent access-
ibility and flexibility is available for the installation, maintenance, and con-
trol of experiments in either the airlock, the experiment bay, or the hangar.
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One of the consoles is located directly beneath the scientific test console in
the operations bay to provide short wire runs and other advantages for experi-
ments which require close coordination or communication with the operations
deck.
The consoles will be used primarily for experiments and, therefore, they
must provide flexibility for multiple installations of control, test, and experi-
ment support equipment, such as power supplies or IR cryogenic coolants.
Electronic cooling will be provided'by the standard laboratory system.
Control of certain hangar equipment, such as the
will be conducted from one console or the other.
provide approximately 16 sq ft of panel space and
experiment installations.
experiment airlock,
The two consoles
55 cu ft of volume for
Support equipment for the operation of the Hangar/Test area is located adja-
cent to one of the two pumpdown tanks. The support equipment is typified by
the hangar EC/LS system and the pumpdown equipment for the experiment
bay, airlock, or hangar.
The central core of the hangar remains essentially open for the maneuver of
large experiments into position at the experiment airlock, andfor preassembly
and checkout prior to their being moved into the space environment through
the 60-in. diam nose logistics port. A crane assembly (not shown in
Figure 2-I) is used to assist in maneuvering the larger and heavier items, or
to hold them for preassembly and erection. Transfer of large items from
the hangar to the nose experiment boom for external installation is possible
by this method. Experiment control and connections to experiments set up
in the hangar is possible from either of the consoles.
I
I
I
Large storage facilities are provided along the side of the nose, opposite of
the experiment bay; it is anticipated that the major storage forbothlaboratory
supplies and experiments will be also provided in the multimission modules
because permanent access is provided through the radial stowage ports.
I
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!2.3.2 Operations Area
The baseline operations deck is revised by the addition of an auxiliary scien-
tific test console and an auxiliary maintenance bench. The enlarged test
station is located in the scientific and maintenance bay. The auxiliary main-
tenance console is located at the side wall; it hinges at the outer corners to
simplify installation of equipment and experiment apparatus, and to enable
inspection and access to the pressure shell. Space is available for two crew-
men working simultaneously, although one crewman at a time will be the
usual arrangement. The original experiment control console is retained.
The auxiliary test console will house experimental apparatus and control
equipment. It must, therefore, be capable of complete revision from time
to time; this requires that wiring, coolant lines, and other connections be
accessible. Approximately 18 sq ft of panel space and 50 cu ft of volume are
available for experiment installations.
The auxiliary maintenance bench hinges from the back side of the operations
console. It is intended to be a maintenance and repair station, and no partic-
ular connections or apparatus are provided. It is an auxiliary work space in
which apparatus will be readily set up and torn down.
A pressure hatch into the experiment bay is located in the scientific bay; it
is the same size hatch as the airlockhatches used throughout the laboratory.
The hatches leading to the control moment gyros beneath the floor are deleted
because the CMG's are relocated to the hangar deck.
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Z. 3.3 Crew Living Quarters
Crew support systems were revised to add provisions for nine men. The pro-
visions were largely restricted to increasing the EC/I_S capacity and the
galley facilities. The number of crew sleeping quarters remains unchanged
(six) and no increase in hygiene equipment or toilet facilities is provided.
With a crew of nine men, it is felt that at least three crewmen will always
be awake and, therefore, the six bunks, if shared, are satisfactory. Should
the actual crew be increased to nine men, additional supplies and equipment
will be furnished simultaneously with the men.
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The detailed changes to the EC/LS system are noted in Book 2, Douglas
Report No. SM-48816. They consist primarily of increasing tank sizes
for consumables and enlarging processing systems such as the water electrol-
ysis, cabin conditioning, radiator area, and heat transport system to take
care of the larger crew. Therefore, the living quarters do not show a config-
urational change. The same is true of the galley changes because these
changes are associated with more frequent use of the existing systems
rather than the addition of different facilities.
Hygiene and toilet facilities are used singly; effect of a crew of nine on these
systems is, therefore, an increase of utilization time rather than a require-
ment for additional facilities. The waste processing system was changed
from a thermal-vacuum drying system to one of vacuum only. Furthermore,
the waste products are retained in a waste container in the toilet rather than
being moved to the drying containers after each use. The waste container is
retained in the toilet until it is filled, at which time it is sealed and stored in
an MMM prior to discard of the MMM. The effect of a nine-man crew on the
toilet system results in a larger storage requirement for waste containers.
The laboratory and laundry facilities, like the toilet, are used more often,
but the waste products of these systems are largely water borne; the elec-
trolysis system changes to the EC/LS system have been sized to account for
the added burden of nine men.
Since the baseline crew size continues to be six men, investigation into a
complete revision of the crew living quarters arrangement was not attempted.
A review and full explanation of the baseline living quarters may be found in
Reference 3. Investigations into quarters for increased crew sizes of 9
and 12 were accomplished in a preliminary fashion.
The nine-man crew size could be accommodated by sharing the six-man crew
compartments, or by converting three of the six single-crew compartments
to two bunk compartments and retaining three single-man compartments for
the crewmen with the longest tours of duty (Figure 2-20).
Twelve men could be accommodated by sharing three bunks of the latter nine-
man arrangement above, or by converting all of the single-crew compartments
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into dual bunks; sharing of the six baseline single-bunk compartments is
possible, but the ensuing rotation and asleep/awake schedule problems
appear undesirable. A proposed I2-bunk arrangement isshownin Figure2-21.
The nine-man configuration leaves approximately the same space for recrea-
tion, exercise, and personal upkeep as the baseline MORL. However, it was
decided not to penalize the launch weight with the three additional bunks, but
rather, for the present, to maintain the larger private area for the crewmen.
Addition of the second bunk to the compartment is not difficult, and should
nine-man crew requirements arise later, bunks could be added without major
system change s.
The 12-man configuration noted in Figure 2-21 was selected because it
retains the large central open area. The space-suit stowage area was
removed into the overhead to allow for the six additional bunks. Each dual
bunk is equipped with sound-deadening curtains which enclose the bunk area
and allow privacy for sleep or recreation. The galley and bathroom facilities
are the same as for the baseline arrangement; cabinets for storage of cloth-
ing and individual items are located beneath the upper bunks.
2.3.4 Displays and Controls
The operation control and subsystems displays station contains controls and
displays for all vehicle operations. The panel is designed for a standing
operator. A table-high bench and restraint system are provided. Related
controls and displays are grouped by function to minimize operator move-
ment and to facilitate rapid and reliable accomplishment of critical tasks.
The console is designed so that one man can effectively monitor and control
all routine functions.
The design also reflects the need for two-man operations during those
instances when multiple or complex tasks occur. The controls and displays
are mounted from the back of the panel to provide a clean, uncluttered panel
with maximum space for descriptive nomenclature. The front panels are
hinged to provide easy access to display fasteners from the front side of the
console.
I
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Figure 2-21. Living Quarters (12 men)
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The console is oriented so that Coriolis force effects on the operator are
minimized. Immediately adjacent to the console are the items of equipment
associated with the control and monitoring functions, including a periscope,
typewriter/facsimile printer, and provisions for tape storage.
2.4 ALTERNATE CONFIGURATION STUDIES
The baseline laboratory configuration is described in Section 2.2 and 2.3 of
this report. This section describes the following two alternate studies of
configurational changes accomplished during Phase IIb: (I) an alternate
MORL configuration which has an annular internal arrangement and (2) alter-
nate methods of extending the zero-g experimentation capabilities of the
MORL should artificial gravity be necessary.
2.4.1 MORL with Annular Interior
Figure 2-22 shows an alternate configuration which maintains external geo-
metrical lines and size of the baseline configuration, but differs in internal
configuration and structure. This configuration still retains two decks, a
centrifuge, and a separately pressurizable Hangar/Test area which has the
same equipment and arrangement as the baseline. The crew sleeping and
living quarters are not as well isolated as in the baseline configuration, and
a subsystem module is included rather than integrating the subsystems into
the laboratory.
The structural concept, which is the primary change, utilize stwolight-weight
flat-pressure bulkheads with a central load-carrying core running between
them. The beam-supported compartmenting bulkhead between the Hangar/
Test area and the operational decks is identical to the baseline. Thus,
when both the hangar and operations areas are pressurized, the pressure
loads from the aft bulkhead are carried in tension through the core into
the floor beams of the compartmenting bulkhead. When the hangar is
depressurized and the operations deck pressurized, the pressure loads
are bucked out against each floor by tension loads through the core.
Also, when the hangar is pressurized and the operations deck depres-
surized, the loads are carried out by the compartmenting bulkhead floor
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beams. Therefore, the central core is a tension member and may be
perforated with access cutouts into equipment bays and consoles which are
used for maintenance or equipment and experiment exchange. Flat floors
and pressure bulkheads are then provided with lightweight tension structure.
The primary external structure may be either the baseline nonload-carrying
or the alternate load-carrying pressure shell described in Section 3.
The intermediate floors are supported by the center core and by the pressure
shell peripheral edges, the internal consoles, cabinets, and equipment instal-
lations are mounted either from the central core or suspended between the
floors.
The central-core structure is used for the sleeping quarters; six, nine, or
twelve bunks may be installed, depending on the crew size. Storage space for
personal gear, clothing, and miscellaneous items is provided. The central
core, used as the sleeping quarters, is better shielded from radiation by the
equipment bay.s and surrounding structure than the baseline; it may be con-
verted to a biowell for solar flare protection by adding shielding of a smaller
weight than for the baseline because the surface area to be shielded is con-
siderably smaller than the baseline area for living quarters. Surrounding
the central core on both of the operational decks are bays for conducting
experiments, laboratory control, and personal maintenance.
The floor adjacent to the hangar contains the scientific test station, the
biological/liquids laboratory, the analytical station, and the maintenance
console. Connections to other equipment or tests in the experiment bay or
the hangar consoles are short.
The upper floor contains the laboratory operations station, the biomedical/
behavioral test console, and galley equipment; excellent accessibility to the
operating subsystems through ceiling panels is provided. The floor also
provides a large open area for exercise and recreation.
The subsystem module which contains the laboratory operating subsystems
and the centrifuge is located above the operations decks. Interconnecting
lines and wiring to other equipment run through the central core.
!
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The configuration offers advantages over the baseline. It has better radia-
tion shielding, simplified internal structure, and additional volume. Against
these advantages must be weighed the less luxurious living quarters, and a
floor configuration which is less adaptable to rearrangement. Although no
weight estimate of this configuration was made, there appears to be no
reasons to deviate greatly from the baseline weights.
2.4.2 Artifical Gravity
The MORL baseline will continue to use two means for providing artificial
gravity: (i) a centrifuge, and (2) provisions for a spin-deployment system.
The two systems are described in Reference 6. The centrifuge is intended
as a therapeutic/exploratory device to fully determine the gravity require-
ments of crewmen on board space vehicles; it is also intended to provide
re-entry gravity simulation for the crewmen prior to return to Earth. The
spin-deployment system is intended as a backup should manned space flight
experience prove the necessity for continuous g; it is not intended for use
until such necessity is conclusively established because of the complex
laboratory operations and experiment program which result. The present
uncertainty of continuous requirements, and the problems associated with
the experiment program in a spinning configuration led to investigation into
other methods of providing continuous gravity while still retaining zero-g for
expe rime nt ation.
An analysis of the experiment program reveals that approximately 40% of the
experiments require zero g, and that an additional 43% of experiments are
complicated by the spinning mode. For example, all Earth-centered tests
are drastically complicated by a spinning laboratory because the sensor
must remain stationary with respect to the Earth while the laboratory is
spinning. Thus, nearly 85% of the experiment program requires a stationary
or zero-g laboratory portion, irrespective of the requirement for an
artificial-g field for the crew.
The following two general methods for providing the combination zero- and
artificial-g areas were investigated: (i) elaboration of the centrifuge prin-
ciple, and (2) insertion of a zero-g laboratory between the MORL and its
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spin-counterweight; the investigation was not detailed, but was carried to
sufficient depth to give an insight into the potential problems.
2.4.2. 1 Artificial-g by Centrifuge Methods
The modification of the baseline centrifuge by the addition of operating equip-
ment and crew convenience items is an attractive method of providing artifi-
cial-g for the crew while the majority of the laboratory is at zero g. This
enables crewmen to spend a significant amount of time in a g environment
while they operate the laboratory and experiments. The concept is predicated
on the basis that interruped gravity levels are beneficial to the crew, and that
such periods need not be of the same length. For example, if 12 hours are
spent in artificial g on a given day and only 2 or 3 hours on another day, the
cu_rmalative effect is still beneficial.
The following four concepts were examined:
1. A spin room plus the baseline centrifuge.
2. A spin hall within the centrifuge compartment.
3. Two consoles added onto the existing centrifuge.
4. A single console added to one of the existing centrifuge cabs.
Spin Room
The spin room is shown in Figure 2-23. It contains the baseline centrifuge
to simulate the re-entry gravity environment and a separate, 60-in. -wide
rotating room. The room has a 24-in. -wide walkway or hall located along-
side, which is used for access to the individual radial bays and for walking
or exercise. The bays include a maintenance console, an experiment con-
sole, a galley with a recreational table and chairs, a toilet compartment,
two sleeping bunks, and an entry ladder as well as limited storage volume.
Access to the room is through the hub, which is initially counter-rotated
until it is stationary with respect to the room, at which time the crewmen
enters the room via the ladder. The room operates independently of the
centrifuge and rotates continuously. A full crew of six men may inhabit
the room simultaneously if all stations are occupied. It is the most elaborate
of the centrifuge concepts and the MORL must be lengthened to incorporate
this concept.
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Spin Hall
The spin hall is shown in Figure 2-24. This hall contains a maintenance
console, an experiment console, two articulating chairs that can be converted
to bunks, and space for exercise and storage. The hall occupies the 40-in.
disc normally used for the centrifuge. This hall rotates continuously at the
following two speeds: (1) slow speed for artificial g, and (2) fast speed for
re-entry g simulation. The hall is accessible through a hub which operates
in the same manner as the spin room. Normally, four crewmen would occupy
the hall (one man at each console, and two men asleep). During re-entry
simulation the hall is occupied by two crewmen. The exterior configuration
of the MORL remains unchanged.
Dual Spin Console
The dual spin console concept is shown in Figure 2-25. It consists of the
addition of two console cabs to the normal MORL centrifuge. The centrifuge
operates intermittently; access to the cabs is through the normal centrifuge
opening in the operations bay. The centrifuge must be maneuvered until
entry into the desired cab is possible. Long-term exposure of the crew to a
g field is possible while the crewmen operate the console.equipment; however,
the console cabs must be evacuated for the high-speed re-entry simulation
runs. No particular configuration changes are necessary for this concept
since the baseline 40-in. compartment and hub are used. Four crewmen can
occupy this console.
I
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l
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Single Centrifuge Console
The single centrifuge console concept is illustrated in Figure 2-26. It con-
sists of a small console added to one of the existing centrifuge cabs. Normal
access to the cab is provided and no c0nfigurational changes a.re necessary.
The concept is the simplest of the four; only two crewmen can use it at one
time.
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Figure 2-26.
TELEVISION M(
DATA STORAGE
EQUIPMENT
MORL Centrifuge Experimental Console Installation
EXPERIMENTAL
CONSOLE
Concept Evaluation
Because of the basic diameter of the MORL, all of the concepts are short-
radius centrifuges. Therefore, evaluation must account for'the requirements
of short-radius centrifugation. A resume of these requirements follows.
The evaluation is further compounded by the purposes for which the produced
gravity is to be used. For example, a short-radius centrifuge, such as the
baseline MOI_L, used to simulate high-g spacecraft re-entry conditions is
considerably different from a centrifuge used to provide continuous low-g
simulation, as in the concepts under evaluation. In the former case, the
crewman's movements are restricted. In the latter case, the crewman is
free to move about at will. The effects of centrifugation on a crewrnan may
be summed up by noting that, for short-radius rotation, a restricted crewman
may tolerate higher forces and rotational speeds without feeling nausea or
discomfort than he can if he is unrestricted.
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One reason for this is the Coriolis force effect. Travel to or from the center
of rotation along a radius (radial motion) in a rotating environment will cause
a variation in a man's local weight, and will produce a Coriolis force which
acts at 90 ° to the direction of travel. This force gives a pitching or sidewise
component to his direction of travel for climbing a ladder, standing up, or
even nodding his head. The force acts in the rotation plane and, since it is
dependent on radial velocity, its effect on a mobile crewman is uneven because
the arms and legs go through larger velocity changes than the body trunk,
which produces varying magnitudes of force on different parts of the body.
The ratio of Coriolis force to local body weight must, therefore, be restricted
to keep this awkward or perturbing force within tolerable limits.
A second problem is that of traveling along the circumference of a rotating
device. Travel velocity along the circumference adds to, or subtracts from,
the rim velocity which changes the centrifugal force. The sensation is some-
what analogous to walking up or down a variable inclined plane. Again, if the
travel velocity (walking speed) approaches a large percentage of the rim
velocity, the centrifugal force (artificial-g)change can become very large;
furthermore, it is variable depending on the walking speed. Therefore, the
ratio of walking speed to rim speed also must be restricted to keep this force
within tol e r able limit s.
Other considerations are that the angular velocity (rotational speed) be kept
below that which produces nausea, that the minimum artificial g be kept
above that which produces traction, and that the maximum artificial g be kept
below that which produces fatigue.
The foregoing considerations are summarized by the comfort envelope pre-
sented in Figure Z-27, which is used as design criteria for rotating stations
whose occupants have unrestricted mobility (Reference 7). The boundary
conditions are as follows:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Maximum angular velocity no greater than 4 rpm.
Minimum rim velocity Z4 fps or greater.
Maximum Coriolis force to local weight ratio of 0. 25 or less.
Minimum artificial g of 0. Z g.
Maximum artificial g of 1 g.
!
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Figure 2-27. Artificial Gravity Parameters
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The MORL radius is so small (i0 ft) that all of the centrifuge configurations
noted in Figures 2-22 through Z-25 are below the comfort envelope; if the
maximum angular velocity of 4 rpm is accepted as the fastest the centrifuge
can go without producing nausea, then a 10-ft radius results in a g force of
less than 1/50, a Coriolis force to local weight ratio far above 25%, and a
rim velocity considerably smaller than the 24 fps minimum. Furthermore,
the 10-ft radius is at the outer limit of the rotating devices, and the inter-
mediate radius distances at the head, arms, and so forth, are such that the
above values are compounded further. On this basis the centrifuge methods
for continuous artificial g are not acceptable. However, the data upon which
the criterion are established has been evolved with the Earth's force super-
imposed, and has not been verified in a zero-g environment. Inclusion of
these concepts into a space station is not recommended except perhaps for
an expe riment.
Other qualitative considerations are noted as follows:
i. Concepts 1 and Z (spin room and spin hall) require crewmen's
adaptation to two strange environments: zero g and some g inter-
mediate between 0 and I.
2. Concepts 3 and 4 (cab additions to the centrifuge) require the least
motion on the part of the crewmen and should be investigated first
should artificial g by a centrifuge method be desirable.
3. All of the concepts add complexity to the centrifuge. For example,
complicated slip rings are necessary, and a great deal of power is
required to move the large centrifuge mass; the effect on the stabil-
ization and control system was not investigated.
2.4. 2.2 Artificial G By Spin Deployment Methods
The baseline MORL is designed to have backup spin deployment capability.
This capability is not installed on the first laboratory. Should artificial g
be necessary, a backup laboratory with the spin-deployment system must
be launched and transfer of long-term operations accomplished.
Because the baseline spin-deployment system has no facilities for zero-g
experimentation, a method was examined for obtaining a zero-g or station-
ary laboratory when the spin-deployment system is used. The examination
was conceptual in nature; a detailed analysis was not made. The concept
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involves the insertion of an adapter section and a dual cable deployment
system between the MORE and the booster. This MORL (No. 2) is then
rendezvoused with the previous MORL (No. 1), which is already inorbit, and
the deployment system is attached at the aft end of MORL No. 1; the two
laboratories are then spun about each other with the adapter section located
at the center of rotation. The zero-g laboratory portion is provided by
inserting an MMM into the adapter, which is located at the CG, of the system
then counter-rotating the module so that it is at zero g while the laboratories
are rotating. For this method, it is required that the backup MORL be
launched as specified in the baseline system.
The concept, shown in Figure 2-28, is similar to the baseline spin-deployment
system except for the addition of the dual cable system and the adapter. The
cable system is in two sections--the first section is attached between the
laboratory and the adapter, and the second section is stowed between the
adapter and the S-IVB booster. The S-IVB booster is discarded at orbit
injection and the stowed cable system is attached to the MORL No. 1 upon
rendezvous. The latter section is remotely controlled from the MORLNo. 2
and, by adjusting the distances between the vehicles, the adapter may be kept
at the CG location of the rotating system. Both cable systems have the same
components as the baseline except for strut length; a payout and retraction
system must be added for the adapter control and power leads. The adapter
contains the deployment struts, the cable drive drums and pulleys, and the
adapter to MMM airlock and counter-spin mechanism; the latter mechanism
counter-rotates the MMM so that it remains at zero g while the two labora-
toriesandadapter rotate. The adapter is 65-in. longxZ60-in, in diam; it has
space for two zero-g laboratories, although only one isshowninFigure 2-28.
The attachment of the cable terminals requires an extravehicular operation.
Deployment of the two MORL's is similar to the baseline except that the
RCS syste!z_-,is corXro!led directly from. each MORL instead of rer_ote!y°
However, remote operation of the adapter cable system is necessary.
A separation distance of 155 ft must be provided to allow a nominal MORL
spin radius of 70 ft because of weight variations between the MORL No. 1
and the MORL No. 2. The artificial g for a 70-ft radius is 1/3 g at a spin
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rate of 4 rpm, which is within the comfort envelope of Figure Z-27. Adjust-
ment of the spin radius is possible by changing the spin rate, the cable
separation distance, or the weight located on the MORL.
The concept has a distinct advantage over the baseline system because it
provides for zero-g experimentation in the MMM. However, because the
spinning system acts like a gyroscope, experiments which point at a local
Earth vertical must be equipped with gimbals to keep from precessing the
spinning MORL system. In addition, the MMM's would have to be modified
to support the experiment program.
Because manned access to the central MMMis difficult, it is likely that
remote operation of experiments would be necessary, which would add to
the experiment complexity and lead to some unreliability. The MMM is
accessible only when the system is retracted, unless an elevator assembly
is added to the zero-g adapter which restrains the crewmen during transit
from the MORL to the MMM. Free travel by the crewman from the MORL
to the MMM is not considered feasible.
System complexity in the concept is increased by the remote operation of
the adapter and the MMM. The system requires a MMM counter-spin sys-
tem and attendant slip rings for multiple conductors, accelerometer sensing,
and environmental support. A system for extending and retracting the con-
ductors is also required.
The concept has the following three major advantages over the baseline:
I.
Zo
3.
The dual MORL system is lighter than the baseline because:
(i) the S-IVB does not have to be modified to add the spin RCS
system, (Z) the S-IVB does not have to be boosted into the circular
orbit, and (3) the shorter span does not require as much wire and
cable weight.
The zero-g MORL (No. i), and all its system, is retained and used.
Laboratory space is increased by the volume of MOR'L No. 2.
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The system weights for the concept and for the baseline deployment system
are noted below:
1. Structure
Single cable system
Dual cable system
Attachment adapter
Zero-g adapter
2. Electrical
Control wire (for engines cables,
experiment module,/and so forth)
3. RCS
4. Flight electronics
5. Booster models
6. On-board supplies
7. Growth contingency (20%)
8. Inject S-IVB booster into orbit
Total weight:
Dual MORL
(Ib)
o
m
695
6Z
865
52O
56
4O
53O
45O
3, "418
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While the artificial-g concept considered in this study is advantageous
because it provides zero-g experimental facilities, it also adds considerable
complexity. The concept requires remote deployment, and multiple slip
rings, bearings, and antispin equipment to support the zero-g laboratory.
Accessibility to the MMM is also difficult, and the problem is compounded
if an elevator system is installed. The dual MORL system does not require
remote operation of the RCS. However, this advantage is not toobeneficial
because of the other systems that require remote operation.
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Section 3
STRUCTURES
The selection of a structural concept to satisfy the stringent requirements of
the MORL mission is discussed in detail in Volume XII, Laboratory
Mechanical Systems--Structures, of the Phase II Report on the Optimization
of the Manned Orbital Research Laboratory (MORL) System. To avoid undue
repetition, frequent reference will be madeto that report with the emphasis
placed on the changes to the baseline structure and the new or additional
design features.
3. 1 INTRODUCTION
Several wall configurations have been proposed for use on manned orbital
space stations. Determination of the optimum configuration is dependent on
the.design criteria specified. This is particularly true in the case of the
micrometeoroid penetration criterion. The shielding efficiency that is
calculated for a wall configuration is dependent on the model assumed for
the penetration process. It is in this area that the greatest controversy
currently exists• Final resolution of this controversy must await the long-
term exposure of various shield configurations of large surface area to the
micrometeoroid environment in space. This data can perhaps best be
gathered by the manned space station itself.
The structural concept which has been selected as the baseline meets the
requirements for structural efficiency, producibility, ease of ground assem-
bly, and checkout; the concept'also provide.s maximum micrometeoroid
shielding efficiency under the criteria specified by NASA Langley. A second
structural concept has been documented as an alte'rnate; this concept main-
tains the desirable features of the baseline approach and provides compati-
bility with an alternate model of the micrometeoroid penetration process
which specifies the shield efficiency as a function of the separation between
the bumper and the target.
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3. 2 SUMMARY
The baseline MORL structural subsystem is basically the same as described
in Volume XII of the Phase II Report. It is composed of three major
structural assemblies as follows:
I. An external shell which carries all the flight loads, protects the
super insulation from the boost environment, and serves as the
mounting surface for the radiator tubing. The outer shell also
serves as a meteoroid shield for both the pressure shell and the
radiato r tub ing.
2. A two-compartment pressure shell with welded longitudinal joints
and flanged, O-ring-sealed, circumferential joints. The latter
facilitate assembly as well as checkout and, provide for major
internal equipment changes if the need arises after final assembly.
The pressure shell is supported within the load-carrying outer shell
at a single station plane by a short fiber glass insulating cylinder.
3. An internal equipment support structure which permits installation
and checkout of the equipment on the support assembly prior to the
installation of that assembly, as a complete unit, in the pressure
s he 11.
The alternate concept for the MORL structural subsystem is also composed
of three separate major assemblies. It differs from the baseline concept in
that the flight loads are carried through the waffle-stiffened pressure shell
rather than through the outer shell. The outer shell serves as a fairing for
the super insulation during boost, as the mounting surface for the radiator
tubing, and as a meteoroid bumper for both the pressure shell and the
radiator tubing. Short cylindrical sections of sandwich construction with
fiber glass honeycomb core and fiber glass faces are used to jointhepressure
shell to the aft interstage and nose cone.
The wall weight for the alternate concept is the same as that for the baseline,
but a greater percentage of the total weight is in the pressure shell. Since
both concepts employ the twin-shell approach, their thermal characteristics
in orbit are identical. Manufacturing cost and complexity are similar for
these concepts, both of which can be readily produced with present manu-
facturing methods. The chief area of difference lies in the micrometeoroid
shielding efficiency. Assessment of the superiority of one concept over
another requires a thorough understanding of the micrometeoroid environ-
ment and penetration process. It is in the latter area that no general
!
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agreement currently exists. Either concepi_ must be judged adequate, from
the present understanding of the orbital environment, for use on the MORL.
The baseline structural concept is fundamentally the same as that established
in Phase II and described in detail in Volume XII ofthat report. The principal
changes that have been incorporated are as follows:
i. A radiator has been added in the conical section of the load-carrying
outer shell. This additional radiator area was required to give
oxygen regeneration capability to the laboratory system. To provide
adequate heat transfer across the nose cone sandwich, a brake-
formed corrugated core has been substituted for the truss grid
honeycomb core. The bend lines of the axial corrugations coincide
with elements of the cone. This construction is the same as that
employed on the cylindrical portion of the load-carrying outer shell.
2. O-ring-sealed integral flanges, bolted together, have been substi-
tuted for the circumferential weld joints. To permit incorporation
of integral flanges, the cylindrical and conical portions of the
pressure shell are high-speed routed in the flat from 0.7 50-in. -thick
plate. This process is employed on the S-IVB and has proved
economical and practical.
3. The _pherical section, honeycomb sandwich, compartmenting bulk-
head between the experimental hangar and the control deck has
been eliminated. This was made possible by increasing the face and
core thicknesses of the control deck floor and by adding four trans-
verse beams on the hangar side of the floor to divide the floor into
eight 45 ° segments. These beams also provide support during boost
for the equipment mounted in the hangar, and carry or support the
loads imposed by the radially stowed vehicles.
4. A total of six radial stowing ports have been incorporated in the
hangar. These ports permit continuous pressurized access to all
stowed vehicles. The support structure has been sized to permit
spin up to i/3 g with a fully loaded cargo module. All six stowing
ports are identical, to permit stowing either an Apollo command
module or a multimission module at any port.
5. An experimental bay, encompassing 90 ° of thehangar circumference,
has been incorporated. This bay permits pressurized access to the
sensors for Earth-oriented experimental setup and alignment. The
sensor mounting beam is supported on the laboratory structure so
as to remain in a stress-free state at all times during the zero-g
mode.
These changes were required to enhance both the orbital use potential and
the flexibility to accommodate major internal equipment modification on the
!
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Iground. Because of experience gained since establishment of the Phase IIa
structural approach, in the design and testing of elastomeric sealed inter-
faces, these changes do not appreciably alter the overall reliability of the
laboratory nor do they appreciably increase the leak rate. The Phase IIa
and Phase IIb baseline structural concepts and the alternate structural
concept are shown in Figures 3-i, 3-Z, and 3-3.
3. 3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The text, illustrations, and calculations in the following pages discuss and
describe the structural considerations of the MORL system.
3. 3. 1 Structural Design
In the Phase IIastudy, structural design criteria were selected to provide
appropriately high reliability for the structural subsystem, so that crew
safety, equipment integrity, and overall mission effectiveness would not
be compromised. For all structure except the pressure shell, the yield
factor of safety was selected as i. i0 and the ultimate factor of safety as 1.40
times the design load (which is defined as the maximum calculated load to
which the structure will be subjected). Since all of the structure, other than
the pressure shell, experiences its design load during boost, and since the
laboratory is an integral part of the boost Vehicle, it would not be reasonable
to use one factor of safety {or the booster and another for the laboratory.
During boost, no single piece of primary structure can be judged more
important than any other; all must function satisfactorily for successful
completion of the launch phase. The selected factors of safety match those
of the S-IVB and have been maintained.
For the pressure shell, the design limit pressure was selected as I0 psig,
the maximum pressure differential to xvhich the pressure shell would be
subjected in space. Proof pressure was 1.5 times the design limit pressure,
and burst pressure was 4 times the design limit pressure. It was considered
essential that these factors be conservative because of the desired operating
life of the laboratory and the comparative unknowns of the space environment
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They were derived primarily from an assessment of critical crack length as
a function of stress level. Thus, they are most applicable to the membrane
portions of the pressure shell.
Since the selection of 10 psig as the design limit pressure during Phase IIa,
new data on aeroembolism makes the probability of ever operating at greater
than 7 psig remote. In addition, the fracture factor, which was selected to
give a critical crack length large enough to preclude fast crack propagation
from any conceivable accident, cannot be reasonably applied to the design
of bolted joints. Therefore, the bolted joints are designed for aburst
of 17. 5 psi (a burst factor 2. 5 times the maximum operating pressure
of 7 psi).
The pressure vessel wall thickness in the cylindrical section which resulted
from the application of the factor of 4 to 10 psig design limit pressure
was t = 4(10)(128. 5)/67,000 = 0.077. To this was added 0.005 to account
for the milling tolerance of ±0. 005. The resulting nominal wall thickness
of 0.082 was used in the PhaseIIb radiation analysis, as were the pressure
shell thicknesses in the hangar and aft dome, which were also established
for a burst of 40 psig plus milling tolerances. This analysis showed that,
to meet the specified dose rates, additional shielding was required for all
missions, although for the baseline orbit inclination, an addition was required
of only 0. 020 in. to the dome thickness.
It is, thus, impossible to save structural weight through a re-examination
of safety factors and a reduction in the pressure shell wall thickness. The
weight saved would have to be returned in polyethelene or some similar
shielding material. The pressure shell wall thicknesses established in
PhaseIIawillbe maintained, except for the addition of 0. 020 in. to the
aft dome.
The flat interior compartmenting bulkhead must be considered part of the
pressure shell. However, it is well protected from meteoroid impact and
cannot be considered a part of the meteoroid shield because it contributes
nothing to thepuncture resistance of the pressure shell proper. It will be
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in a stress-free condition most of the time. For these reasons, the flat
compartmenting bulkhead has been designed for a burst pres sure differential
of 17. 5 psig (a safety factor 2.5 times the maximum working pressure
of 7 psig).
The critical crack length as a function of working stress was derived for
the 2014-T6 MOKL pressure shell noted in Volume XII of the PhaseTTaReport.
With the cabin shell stressed to 16, 750 psi (1/4 of the tensile ultimate) the
critical crack length in the cylindridal portion was shown to be 9 in. At 7 psig
and with the nominal wall thickness of 0. 082, the hoop tensile stress is
7x 128.5
- 0.082 = ii, 000 psi
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The corresponding critical crack length is 13 in. in the cylindrical section.
The critical crack length in the conical or hangar portion of the pressure
shell will be approximately the same because the working stress level is the
same. The aft dome thickness was
t- PR _ I0 (130) = O. 039
Za Z (16,750)
plus 0. 005 in. , which was added for the chemical-milling tolerance. The
nominal aft dome thickness was 0. 044. To this 0. 020 in. has been added to
meet the radiation shielding requirements. The stress level in the aft dome
at 7 psig is thus
7x130
= 7, 1I0 psi
- 2 x 0.064
The resulting critical crack length is in excess of 16 in.
The flat, compartmenting bulkhead was sized for an ultimate pressure differ-
ential of 17. 5 psi. The compressive yield of 201_-T6, 61,000 psi, was
selected as the ultimate allowable stress because of the unpredictability of
compressive crippling above the yield. Since the bulkhead must support
the 17. 5-psi pressure differential in either direction, both faces will work
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to the same stress. At the maximum operating pressure of 7 psi, the
working stress will be
7
17--.5x 61,000 = 21,200
Since the core and face thickness of the sandwich are maintained constant
across the bulkhead, this stress will occur only at the maximum stress point
of each of the eight quadrants. Thus, a fast crack, initiated by some accident
on the tension side of the sandwich at the point of maximum stress, would
have to propagate into lower stress regions. However, for the purpose of
an approximate determination of the critical crack length in the bulkhead,
it will be assumed that 21, 200 psi is a uniform stress across the bulkhead.
The relationship between critical crack length and working stress is
l
C
Ur _ W (3-I)
Uu C Jc 3 1
C
I +--
Rp
where
1 = critical crack length
C
W = panel width
C = biaxial load correction factor
c
C = i. 0 for flat sheet analysis
c
Rp = plastic zone notch resistance factor
Rp = 7 for Z014-T6
u -- the applied stress
r
u = the tensile ultimate stress
U
= 68,000 for Z014-T6
Ur 21, ZOO
u - 68,000
U
0.312
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W is assumed to be half the chord width for one 45 ° quadrant.
W = 53.5
1
1 c
53.5
•*. 0.312 =
31 c
1+_ ?
i = 12 in.
c
Thus, a critical crack length of 12 in. is obtained; this is conservative,
because of the neglected nonuniform loading of the bulkhead.
(3-z)
3.3. 2 Material Selection
Early in the MORL study, 2014-T6 aluminum was selected as the material
for the pressure shell of the MORL, and 7075-T6 aluminum was selected
for the load-carrying outer shell. The background data and reasons for the
selection of these materials, together with all the material properties, are
presented in Volume XII of the Phase IIa Report. At the time of report
preparation, it was believed that, to meet the low leak rate required for the
MORL, the use of mechanical joints in the pressure shell would have to be
held to an absolute minimum. Experience in the manufacture and testing
of the NASA Langley two-man airlock, and data gathered from test programs
in the vacuum facilities, together with recent testing of a new, Douglas-
developed, inflatable seal configuration, negated this belief. Negligibly
small leak rates have been achieved in mechanical joints simply through the
exercise of reasonably careful design and manufacturing practice, with static,
dynamic, and inflatable seals. Resin-cured butyl rubber is the sealing
material currently selected. It has excellent stability at high vacuum and
good resistance to weathering and ultraviolet radiation. In most of the
sealing applications on MORL, with the exception of the seal at the hangar
entrance, the sealing material is well shielded. Butyl rubber does not have
good resistance to electromagnetic radiation, but a new polymer
(epichlorohydrin), which has been developed by B. F. Goodrich, is currently
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being evaluated by the Douglas Process Department. This elastomer is
reported to have even lower permeability than butyl and it possesses good
resistance to electromagnetic radiation; it may be used to replace butyl in
the more exposed areas.
3. 3. 3 Flight and Ground Loads
The flight and ground wind loads were calculated for the MORL and were
documented in Volume XII of the Phase Ha Report. Although the configura-
tion now differs in several details from the configuration for which these
loads were calculated, the changes were not sufficient to warrant reanalyzing
the loads. This loads analysis showed that the loads induced by the MORL
on the SIB launch vehicle are well within the current design limits of the
launch vehicle. The ultimate compressive load at the interface between the
MORL and the Saturn IB instrument unit is I063 ib/in. The forward skirt of
the Saturn IVB is currently designed for i, 318 ib/in., ultimate. The S-IVB
as currently designed is, therefore, adequate for the loads imposed by the
MORL.
3. 3.4 External Shell
The structural design of the external shell is discussed in the following
sub se ctions.
3. 3.4. l Baseline
The baseline external shell is unchanged in the cylindrical section from the
design established in Phase IIa, except for the addition of the isotope power
system radiator in the aft interstage portion of the cylinder. A sandwich
construction is used for this load-carrying shell. The inner and outer faces
are spot-welded to the brake-formed corrugated core, with the corrugations
running axially. The core maintains a 1 in. separation between the inner
and outer faces. For both inner and outer faces, as well as for the corru-
gated sheet, 7075-T6 sheet, 0. 020 in. thick, is used. The radiator tubes
for both the EC/LS radiator and the isotope power system radiator, are
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spot-welded to the inner sheet of the sandwich before that sheet is spot-
welded to the corrugated core. The outer sheet is then blind-spot welded
to the core.
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The conical portion of the baseline external shell was changed to incorporate
a radiator. Provisions for oxygen regeneration required an increase in the
area of the EC/I_ radiator. It was determined that 440 sq ft were available
on the conical portion without using either a 3-1/2-ft section at the lower end
of the cone which was reserved for radial stowing, or a 90 ° quadrant of the
cone which was reserved for an experiment bay. Provision of a highly
conductive path to ensure adequate heat transfer between the radiator tubes
and the outer radiating face required a change from the bonded, truss-grid
honeycomb core that was used on the sandwich conical portion. The honey-
comb was replaced by a corrugated sheet, brake-formed in the flat, with the
bend lines falling Qn elements of the conical inner and outer faces of the
sandwich, which intersect at a common apex. The resulting sandwich is
3/4-in. thick at the forward 154-in. diam, and l-i/4-in, thick at the 260-_n.
base diam. Aluminum sheeting (7075-T6), 0. 020 in. thick, is used for both
faces and the corrugated core. The spot-welding sequence for joining the
radiator tubing, and the faces, to the core, is the same as employed on the
cylindrical portion of the outer shell.
Calculations have shown that if minimum spacing, quality spot welds are
achieved, the conduction will be adequate. However, a I°F temperature
drop between the radiator fluid and the radiating surface will cause a 2%
reduction in the heat rejectien rate• Since the heat transfer is across three
spot-welded interfaces, careful quality control must be exercised with
this design.
I
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3. 3.4. 2 Alternate Concept
The outer shell for the alternate structural concept does not carry the axial
loads. This function is reserved for the pressure shell. In this alternate
concept, the nonload-carrying portion of the outer shell is suspended from a
sandwich isolation band, with fiber glass laminate faces and a fiber glass
honeycomb core. This isolation band transfers the compressive load imposed
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by the outer shell (drag and inertia during boost) to the forward end of the
conical hangar pressure shell. The nonload-carrying portion of the outer
shell then extends aft to the isolation band at the aft end of the cylindrical
portion of the pressure shell. Fiber glass spacer frames transfer the
aerodynamic lift forces generated on the outer shell to the pressure shell,
to prevent the accumulation of excessive shear or bending in the outer shell
during boost.
In this alternate concept,
i.
2.
3.
the outer shell must serve three primary functions:
Provide the radiating surface for the EC/LS radiator.
Serve as a fairing during boost for the aluminized Mylar insulation.
Provide meteoroid shielding in space for both the radiator tubing
and the pressure shell.
The design selected to meet these requirements uses a corrugated sheet
with the l-in. -high corrugations running circumferentially, to which is
spot-welded an outer sheet. These corrugations provide the mounting surface
for the radiator tubing and provide the hoop stiffness required for the shell to
withstand the boost environment. In the cylindrical portion of the outer shell,
the corrugated sheet can be easily fabricated by brake-forming in the flat,
as on the baseline design, and then rolling or stretch-forming the circum-
ferential corrugations to contour. In the conical portion of the outer shell,
the circumferential corrugations must be formed in the flat pattern of the
cone. This places each successive corrugation on a different radius and
requires either a special rolling process, or a set of sequentially applied
hydropress dies. The circumferential wraps of radiator tubing are spot-
welded to the corrugated sheet prior to the spot-welding of the corrugated
sheet to the outer sheet. All spot-welding is thus open and conventional and
the blind spot-welded interface of the baseline design is eliminated.
Aluminum (6061-T6), 0. 020-in. thick, is used for both the outer sheet and
the corrugated sheet, for the nonload-carrying portion of the outer' shell.
A very similar construction is used for the aft interstage, or load-carrying
portion of the outer shell, in this alternate structural concept. The identical
corrugated sheet and circumferential radiator tube configuration used on the
nonload-carrying portion of the outer shell is used on the load-carrying or
l
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aft interstage portion. The outer sheet is straddle-milled to a thickness
of 0.030 from 0. 2501in. -thick plate, leaving 0. 040-in. -thick ribs l in. on
center. This construction gives a positive margin with the ultimate loads
applied during boost, with no load relieving, and stabilizing pressure
differential across the interstage; however, (as is the case in the S-IVB
interstages) the venting orifice would be sized to gain this advantage. The
aft interstage of the alternate concept has the same weight per square foot
as the load-carrying outer shell of the baseline design, but it improves the
integration of the radiator with the _tructure. One spot-welded interface
is eliminated and a more direct heat transfer path is achieved between the
radiator tubing and the radiating surface.
3. 3.4. 3 Jettisonable Nose Cone
Both the baseline structural concept and the alternate concept make use of
the same nose cone design. The jettisonable nose cone has abase diam
of 154 in., a semiapex angle of 20 °, and a tip radius of 15 in., and is of
frame-stiffened monocoque construction. Three small solid propellant
motors are installed in the nose cone, any two of which are sufficient to
propel the nose cone clear after activation of a mild detonating fuse at the
separation joint at first stage burnout.
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3. 3.4. 4 External Shell Analysis
The outer shell experiences its maximum loading at maximum dynamic
pressure, at which time the ambient pressure is 2.7 psia. The large
volume of air in the nose cone and aft interstage will vent during boost to
a low-pressure region behind a small fairing on the aft interstage. Careful
selection of the size of the venting orifice can control the bleed-down rate
and maximum pressure differential, to reduce the maximum load on the
outer shell. This venting orifice will be sealed'by a blowout plug to be
released when the pressure differential reaches about 2 psig. This proce-
dure would be used on either the baseline concept or the alternate
structural concept. The stabilizing and load-relieving effects that this
pressure differential provides have purposely been ignored in the prelimi-
nary structural sizing analysis, to provide a degree of conservatism.
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The analysis of the outer shell for the baseline structural concept was docu-
mented in Volume XII of the Phase IIa Report. The corrugated core sandwich
outer shell structure was analyzed for general and local instability and a
small positive margin was demonstrated for the maximum loading condition,
assuming no stabilizing pressure differential across the outer shell. Since
the ambient pressure is 2.7 psi at the maximum loading condition, a large
increase in margin of safety can be realized by careful sizing of the venting
orifice, with no increase in weight.
In the alternate structural concept, the axial load-carrying portion of the
outer shell is restricted to the aft interstage. The bending moment at the
top of the S-IVB instrument unit is 26 million in. -ib, and the axial load is
220,000 lb. The resulting unit design load is
26 x 106 220,000]Nc = _(130)2 + 260_ 1.4 = 1,063 Ib/in.
(3-3)
For the aft interstage of the alternate concept to be equal in weight per unit
area to the corrugated core sandwich of the baseline outer shell, the rib-
stiffened outer face must be equivalent in weight to a 0. 040 monocoque
sheet. Since all the axial load is carried in this rib-stiffened sheet, it
will work to
I, 063
0. 040 - 26,600 psi
The buckling allowable for a flat-plate element under uniaxial load with all
four edges simply supported is
Fcr = KE (b) 2 (3-4)
Peery (Reference 8) gives the minimum value of the buckling coefficient, K
(independent of panel dimensions) as 3. 62. The rib spacing required to
prevent buckling of the 0.030-in. sheet is therefore established by
26, 600 3. 62 x 107 ,0. 030, 2
= _---g---) (3-5)
b = 1.11in.
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For preliminary design purposes a rib spacing of I in. will be used. The
rib dimensions must now be established. The ribs can be analyzed as pin-
ended columns, with the column length equal to the spacing between the
circumferential corrugations. The column buckling load is given by
Z
EI
Pcr Z, (3-6)
1
Since a 1-in. spacing has been assumed for the ribs, the column load
is l, 063 lb.
Z
x 107x I
1,063 = (3-7)
(1.5) 2
-5. 4
from which the minimum moment of inertia is I = Z. 66 x I0 m. The
rib cross-section area must be less than or equal to 0. 010 for the weight
of the alternate design to be less than or equal to the weight of the baseline
outer shell. To check the compatability of this restriction on rib cross-
section area with the minimum moment of inertia requirement, assume a
rib dimension of 0. 040 in. thick by 0. Z5 in. high.
bh 3 0.04 (0. 250) 3 -5
I - iZ - iZ = 5. Z x i0 (3-8)
Since the true moment of inertia must take into account the 0. 50-in. strip
of 0.030-in. sheet on either side of the rib, it can be seen that the selected
rib significantly exceeds the minimum moment of inertia required. The
interstage of the alternate structural concept, designed for the same weight
per unit area as the baseline outer shell, will thus be more than adequate
for the maximum applied load.
3. 3. 5 Pressure Shell
The structural design and analysis of the pressure shell are discussed in
the following text.
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3. 3. 5. 1 Baseline Design
All joints in the pressure shell are welded except the joint between the aft
dome and the pressure shell cylinder, the joint between the conical experi-
mental hangar and the cylinder, and the joint joining the forward dome to
the hangar. O-ring-sealed, bolted joints are used in these three places to
simplify initial assembly and checkout and to provide the flexibility after
final assembly to easily incorporate internal equipment modification or the
addition of extensive provisions for internally mounted experiments, if
required.
All welded joints are a minimum of 2-1/2 times the parent sheet thickness
for a distance of l in. on either side of the weld centerline. A thickness
halfway between the parent sheet thickness and thickness in the weld area
will be maintained for an additional 3/4 in. to smooth the transition in
thicknesses. The weld joints so designed will exceed the strength of the
sheet away from the weld area because proper chilling during welding will
have restricted the heat-affected zone to well within the weld pad area.
The hemispherical aft dome is fabricated from nine stretch-formed, heat
treated, chemical-milled segments. The segments are formed from I/4-in.
plate and stiffened bY chemical-milling in an integral, full thickness,
external waffle pattern. The shell thickness between the ribs is 0.064
±0.005, which was established from radiation shielding requirements. The
stiffening waffle pattern will enable the dome to support the aft airlock.
A 2014-T6 aluminum frame incorporating an O-ring sealing groove is
machined froma roll ring forging and butt-welded to the dome to provide
a flange for bolting the dome to the cylinder. Facilities for fabricating
roll ring forgings of this diameter are currently available.
The cylindrical portion of the pressure shell is high-speed-routed in the
flat, on a vacuum table, from 0. 750-in. thick plate, to provide the integral
bolting flanges for joining the cylinder to the aft dome and to the conical
portion. The conical portion is also high-speed-routed in the" flat from
0. 750-in. thick plate. After machining, the sections are rolled or brake-
formed to contour and welded together. Aluminum plate, 130-in. -wide
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by 260-in. long by 0.750-in. thick, is currently being purchased for use on
theS-IVB. This method of manufacture permits integral reinforcing flanges
to be incorporated for view ports, hatches, and all penetrations of the
pressure shells, as well as the integral flanges for the bolted end joints.
The pressure shell is compartmentizedby a flat sandwich bulkhead which
separates the Hangar/Test Area from the remainder of the laboratory.
This bulkhead is designed to support a pressure differential of 17. 5 psi in
either direction. It is supported by four transverse beams on the hangar
side, which divide the bulkhead into eight 45 ° segments. Both faces of the
sandwich bulkhead are machined from 0.750-in. -thick plate, to a thickness
of 0.039 ±0. 005. This permits integral ribs to be used for the riveted
attachment of the corrugated shear webs of the support beams, without any
penetrations of the bulkhead faces. The machined bulkhead faces serve as
the aft beam cap for each of the beams. Integral ribs are also provided on
the operations area side of the bulkhead for attachment of the front and rear
faces of the consoles, to provide for their support during boost. Since the
beams on the hangar side of the bulkhead have been sized to support the
bulkhead with a 17. 5-psi pressure differential across it, equipment doors
and access covers in the consoles may be removed in orbit without jeopar-
dizing the structural integrity of the compartmenting bulkhead.
The support beams in the hangar are bolted to the hangar wall to distribute
the beam end load to the pressure shell. The through bolt pattern at the
beam end does not penetrate the pressure shell, because of the 0. 750-in.
plate thickness from which the pressure shell is machined. A channel,
which runs the length of the beam shear web, is machined in the pressure
shell plate. Nut strips are installed on both sides of the channel and are
held in place by single rivets at the ends of each nut strip. The gang channel
nuts are counterbored to obtain full bearing for the bolts that attach an
extruded T-section to the pressure shell. The T-section, which is riveted
to the beam shear web, carries the pressure load across the open face of
the machined channel. A 10-in. -deep frame, which inscribes 270 ° of the
hangar circumference, is joined to the pressure shell in a similar manner.
This frame is bolted to the forward caps of the bulkhead support beams, and
serves to distribute the loads imposed by the radially stowed vehicles, with
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the laboratory operating in the spin mode. With the laboratory operating in
the zero-g mode, this structure provides a stiff support for the stowed
vehicles that precludes dynamic coupling with the attitude control system.
3. 3. 5. 2 Alternate Structural Concept
The pressure shell for the alternate structural concept is similar in all
details to the pressure shell described for the baseline concept, except that
an external, integral waffle pattern is superimposed on the conical and the
cylindrical portions, to enable the pressure shell to carry all the flight
loads. The weight added to the pressure shell in the form of integral
stiffeners, plus the weight of foam that is added in the waffle pockets to
improve the micrometeoroid shielding efficiency, is made just equal to the
difference in weight between the baseline load-carrying outer shell and the
nonload-carrying outer shell of the alternate concept. The pressure shell
of the alternate concept, so designed, is more than adequate for the maxi-
mum flight loads imposed.
3. 3. 5. 3 Pressure Shell Analysis
The structural analysis of the pressure shell is discussed in the following
subsections, with illustrative sketches and formulas.
Waffled Cylinder of the Alternate Structural Concept
At Station 1890 (aft end of the pressure shell cylinder), the limit bending
moment is 14,000,000-in. -Ib, and the limit axial load is 211,000 ib at
maximum dynamic pressure and angle of attack (max. q_--Volume XII,
Phase IIa Report). At this time, the minimum pressure differential across
the pressure shell is 6. 5 psig (lower limit of the relief valve setting). The
resulting design compressive load is .
N c = S.F. M +____ 2
N c = 1.4 [14x 106+ 211,000] 6.:5 x 130 (3-9)
x 1302 _ x Z60 2
N c = 310 Ib/in.
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II " " The equivalent monocoque thickness of the nonload-carrying outer shell
is 0. 020 in. less than the baseline load-carrying outer shell (inner 0. 020-in.
m sheet of the corrugated core sandwich removed in the alternate concept).
If the heights of the pressure shell ribs are made equal to the plate stock
I thickness, the nominal depth of the waffle pockets will be
m 0.750 _ 0.082 = 0.668
if the waffle pockets are filled with foam with a density of I. 5 ib/ft 3, the
m aluminum sheet thickness that is equivalent in weight to the foam will be
0.668 x_ x _ = 0.0058 (3--10)I
This leaves 0. 020 - 0. 0058 = 0. 014Z equivalent thickness to be added in the
m form stiffeners to the pressure shell.
h 2T e nominal cross-section area of the selected stiffener is 0.043 in.!
I o.o_R--,_ _I:o._88 "l _c_ll,>_ ,
I + .
,.. ( m lINTERSECTION
m L 0"082-*0"005 ]_, 0"085 IN'3
l
l
m
If the longitudinal ribs are spaced 5. 5 in. apart and the circumferential ribs
are spaced I0 in. apart, tho monocoque sheet that is equivalent in weight
to the stiffeners is approximately
0. 043 0. 043 0. 085
5_ + 1-----6--+ 55 - 0. 0137 in. (sheet thickness) (3-11)
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The rib spacing that is required to prevent skin buckling is given by the
empirically determined expression
o" = 8.47 N for a square pattern (Reference 9)
cr
1 = t •_/847
E'
s s ffcr
t = 0.082 ±0.005
s
310
ffcr = 0.077 + 0. 043 = 3, 660 psi
5.5
(3-12)
1 -- 0.077 "1_/8"47 x I07' = ii.7 in.
s 3, 660
1 = stiffener spacing required to prevent skin buckling with a
S
square waffle pattern
The selected stiffener spacing is thus well below the required spacing.
The allowable rib stress (that is, the maximum stress at which local rib
buckling will not occur) is given by the expression for a plate simply
supported on one side with three sides free (Reference 9).
2
acr = 0.416 E _-
2( o. o6_
_cr = 0. 416 x 107 \0-7"6-_! = 31, 600
(3-13)
Since this is well above the working stress of 3, 660 psi, local rib buckling
will not occur.
The linearized buckling theory for stiffened cylinders developed in
Douglas Report SM-47837 has been programmed in Fortran IV, and can be
used to determine the load for the general instability and bay buckling
modes of failure for a given design. It was not used in the analysis of the
alternate concept, but, from the analysis of similarly stiffened shells, the
margin of safety for this stiffened cylinder is large. The 0.014 in. added
to the pressure shell in the form of stiffening ribs will in all probability
enable the laboratory to be launched unpressurized, with the pressure
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differential building up naturally until the relief valve opens at an altitude
of approximately 17,000 ft. The maximum load condition (maximum qol)
occurs at 40,000 ft. Since the laboratory will have been at its full gage
pressure from 17,000 ft, it is fairly obvious that the maximum q_ condition
is the critical design condition for the waffle stiffening. However, to remove
all doubt, flight load as a function of altitude would have to be determined
between liftoff and 17,000 ft, to compare the worst combination of flight load
and internal pressure during this time, with the known conditions prevailing
at maximum q_.
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Flat Pressure Bulkhead Analysis
The compartmenting bulkhead is designed to support a pressure differential
of 17. 5 psi. Four transverse beams divide the bulkhead into eight 45 °
segments, as shown below.
From Roark (Reference 5, page 212 3rd Edition),
a simply supported segment is given by
Z
St t 2
for
O = 45 °
S t =
0. 114
0. 114 x 17. 5 x 1302
t2
3.37 x 104
t2
the maximum stress on
(3-14)
I
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\for
S t = 61,000 (compressive yield for 2014-T651)
t 2 = 3.37 x 104 = O. 552
61,000
A sandwich bulkhead will work to the same stress as a monocoque bulkhead
with the same I/C. Equating I/C for monocoque and sandwich
t3 2 t2 h2tf 2
i--2 " t- = --6" = 2 h = htf (3-15)
h = core thickness
tf = face thickness
0.552
htf - 6 = 0. 092
0. 092
tf - h
For these preliminary design purposes, it will be assumed that one half the
pressure load on the bulkhead is reacted at the ends of the support beams,
and one-half is uniformly distributed between the beams. Assume a honey-
comb core density of 4.4 ib/ft 3 (a 5056 aluminum honeycomb core with this
density has a typical shear strength in the Z direction of 400/_si.)
The weight per square foot (W) for the sandwich panel is thus
W = Z8.8 tf+ _-_-h+ 0.160
whe re
tf = face thickness (in.)
h = Core thickness (in.)
Glue weight = 0. 160 ib/ft 2
0. 092
substituting tf- h
2.65
W =
h
--+ 0. 367 h+ 0. 160
(3-16)
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differentiating and equating the differential to zero to determine the core
thickness for minimum weight.
h 2 _
h =
tf -
dw
dh
2.65
h_--+ 0.367 = 0 (3-17)
Z.65
= 7.12
0. 367
2.67 in. (core thickness)
0. 092
= 0. 0345 in.
2. 67 (face thickness)
In this analysis, it was assumed the segment is simply supported along its
edges. In actuality, since the bulkhead is continuous across the support
beams, full fixity exists along the radial edges of the quadrant. The unit
weight thus established for the sandwich is conservative, but a more detailed
analysis must remain the object of a future study, because of the limited
time available in Phase IIb for detail design and analysis. The nominal
weight per unit area calculated for the pressure bulkhead sandwich is
28.8 x (0.039) + 0.367 (2. 67) + 0.160 = 2.26 ib/ft 2.
The total design load on the bulkhead is PvR 2 = 17. 5 x _ x (130) 2 =
929, 000 lb. Half of this load is assumed to be carried by the support beams.
The beam end reaction, which must be distributed to the pressure shell is
therefore i/8 x 464, 500 = 58, 062 lb. To develop the bending moment
diagram, a triangular load distribution is assumed.
58,062
,.,f.WMAX= 893 LB/IN.
LOADING
58,062 LB
To allow space for the radial stowing ports between the compartmenting
bulkhead and the deep ring frame, a 42-in. depth is selected for the support
beams. The maximum shear flow in the beam web is then 58,062 + 42 =
1320 ib/in.
I
I
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,.,{L-- o.o5o .
" YA/,,TIT')-_._ r- 0.032I_,. 130 ...._1
1380LB/IN. L-o.04060.__i_
MAX.SHEARFLOW ,_. v, 40 I
A corrugated web of 7075-T6 aluminum has been used. The center section
will be 0. 032 in. , the intermediate section 0. 040 in., and the outboard
section 0.05 in. The b/t will be 40 for each section.
For the center section:
42
h/t - 0.032 - I,312
From Figure 3-4:
F = 20, 000
S
q -- 0.032 x 20,000 = 640 Ib/in.
From the above sketch, using a proportion:
64O
130 x = 60 in.
i, 380
I
I
I
I
I
I
5O
7075-T_6
ROOMTEMPERATURE
[I
I.L
4O
3O
2O
10
0
I00
b/t
2O
'3_
200 300
Figure 3-4.1CorrugatedShearWebs
4OO
h/t
5OO 700 1,000 2,000
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For the intermediate section:
h 42
t 0.04 - 1,050
From Figure 3-4 :
F = 26; 600
s
q = 0.04x 26,600 = 1,060 Ib/in.
From the sketch:
130 x i,060
1, 380
- 100
i00 - 60 = 40
For the outboard section:
h 42
t 0.05 - 840
F s = 30, 200
q = 0.05 x 30,200 = 1510 ib/in.
Shear Web Weight
For the 30 ° corrugations usedT= 4/3t. inerefore, the weight of one beam
shear web is
0. 1 x 42 (120 x 0.0426 + 80 x 0.0534+ 60 x 0.0667) = 56. 1 lb (3-18)
The weight of the shear webs for the four beams will be 224 lb. The three
shear web sections are shown in Figure 3-5.
893LB/IN.
58,026 -- X. 58,026LB
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I\
=1.28
>
_ b _
INTERMEDIATESECTION
t = 0.040
T= 0.0534
(
OUTBOARDSECTION
I __
1
0.050
0.0667
Figure 3-5. Beam Shear Web(b/t = 40) Center Section
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The bending moment in the beam can be expressed as a function of the
distance from the end of the beam by
M = 58, 026X 893 X 2 X 3
x i30 (65 - -_ ) (3-19)
The cap load is equal to M x divided by the beam depth,
is equal to the cap load divided by the allowable stress.
and the cap area (Ac)
M M
A = x = x (7075-T6 bar)
c 4Z (77,000) 3. 23 x 106
(3-20)
The total weight (Wc) is ther_
W
c
c
130
ZP [ A dx
J c
0
130
0.2 /
3..23 x 106 0
0.2
6
3.23 x i0
Wc = 0.2 6 [
3.23 x 10
0.2
130
M dxf
3.Z3 X 10 6
0
58,062X - 446. 5 X 2 + I. 144 X31
58, 06Z X 2
2
dx
446. 5 X 3 i. 144 X 4] 130
3 + 4
0
29 x 1.69 x 107 - 32.7 x 107 + 8. 16 x 1071
l
W = 6. Z (4.90 - 3. 27 + 0.816) = 15.2 lb
c
The forward beam cap will weigh more than this because the cap area cannot
taper to nothing at the beam end as the analysis assumes. The aft cap will
be considerably lighter, however, because the faces of the sandwich bulk-
head, for which the weight has already been accounted, will serve to carry
part of the cap load. For this preliminary analysis, and to make the
estimated weight conservative, the 15. 2 lb will be assumed to be the average
weight of the forward and aft beam caps. The total weight of the caps for
the four support beams is then 2 (15.2) (4) = 121.6 lb. The weight of the
shear webs was calculated to be 224 lb, so the total weight of the support
beams is 346 lb.
I
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The unit weight of the sandwich bulkhead was calculated to be 2. 26 ib/ft 2.
The area of the bulkhead is _(130)2/144 = 368 ft2, and the bulkhead weight
is therefore 831 lb. The total weight, for support beams and bulkhead, is
then 831 +346 = 1177 lb.
The preceding analysis for the beam-stiffened, compartmenting pressure
bulkhead, is crude. The sandwich geometry was optimized for the maximum
stress point in the segment, and the resulting core and face thickness was
held constant over the whole bulkhead. The analysis assumed thesegments
were simply supported along the radial edges, when these edges are really
fully fixed. The beam end reactions were established by estimating that
one-half the pressure load on the bulkhead was carried by the beams.
These simplifying assumptions should result in a conservative weight esti-
mate. A more detailed analysis, which was considered beyond the scope
of this study phase, can best be accomplished by the redundant force method.
The beam-stiffened, flat sandwich pressure bulkhead replaces the hemisphe-
rical segment sandwich bulkhead and the operations compartment floor,
which were sized in the Phase Ha study. For the purposes of weight com-
parison, the weight of these items will be redeveloped.
The hemispherical segment sandwich bulkhead, which has been removed,
was designed for a pressure differential of 40 psi in either direction. It
had 0.025-in. faces and a honeycomb core with a density of 4 ib/ft 3. The
unit weight for this sandwich bulkhead was (faces + core + glue)
28.8 (0.025) + 0.667 + 0.260 = 1.647 Ib/ft 2. From the bulkhead geometry,
the radial load on the bulkhead attach ring is given by the following
expre s s ion:
PR (tan 17°23 ' + tan 20 °) 40 (102. 955) (tan 17°23 ' + tan20 °) = 1,398 Ibs/in.Z =-Z--
Applicable sketch is shown on next page. The radial load in the ring which
joins the hemispherical bulkhead to the cone is I, 398 Ib/in. The resulting
hoop load is i, 398 x 103 = 144, 000 lb. To allow for some reduction in
material strength from welding the ring to the cone, 60, 000 psi will be
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I 17°23"
2200LB/IN.
109.562R
102.955
70° 1398LB/IN.RADIALLOAD
ON RING
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assumed to be the allowable stress. The required ring cross-sectional
area is then
144,000 _ 2.40 in. 2
60,000
and the ring weight is 2w x 103 x 2.40 x 0. 1 = ig5 lb. The surface area of
the spherical segment is
A = 2#R2(I - cos@) 6. 28 x 109. 62
= 144 (I- cos 70 °) (3-21)
A = 344 ft2
The weightof the spherical segmentbulkhead is thus 344 (i. 647) + 155 = 721 lb.
I
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The operations compartment floor had 0. 016-in. faces and a 2-in. honeycomb
core. The weight per unit area of this floor was 28.8 (0.016) + 0. 500 +
0. 160 = 1. 121 lb/ft 2 and the total weight of the floor was then 368 x 1. 12 =
412 lb.
The combined weight of the floor plus hemispherical bulkhead was
412 + 721 = i, 133 lb. The weight calculated for the flat pressure bulkhead
and support beams, that are used to replace the hemispherical segment
bulkhead and the operations compartment floor, is i, 173 lb. An apparent
weight penalty of 40 Ib has thus accrued from this change, but this will be
reduced by the simplication the flat bulkhead makes possible in the design
of the hatch with the inflatable airlock. Provisions for this hatch can be
integrally machined in one face of the bulkhead, eliminating the omni-mill-
machined transition cylinder that was required with the hemispherical
se g me nt bulkhead.
The weights that were calculated here for the purpose of comparison of the
Phase IIa and Phase IIb configurations, do not include provisions for weld
pads or joints, and so may not exactly match the weight statement which,
of course, must go into much greater detail. However, they indicate the
degree of weight penalty incurred by this change. The cryogenic tankage,
and hangar pumpdown tank, can now be supported during boost by the bulk-
head support beams. The same is true for the equipment mounted on the
operations compartment side of the bulkhead. The structure required for
support of tankage and equipment in the hangar, had not been detailed for
the Phase IIa configuration. In all probability, if time permitted both
configurations to be developed in complete detail, it would be found that
these design changes had resulted in a weight saving. The selection of a
more realistic design pressure differential for the compartmenting bulkhead
is more responsible for this weight saving than the simplification, and
multiplicity of purpose, which the flat, beam-stiffened, compartmenting
bulkhead provides.
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B olted Joint Analysis
The O-ring sealed, bolted joints between the aft dome and cylinder, and
between the hangar and the cylinder, have been sized for a pressure differ-
ential of 17. 5 psi. The design pressure load across the joint is thus
PR 17. 5 x 130
-_- = 2 = I, 140 ib/in.
Fifty lb/in, is added to this to conservatively account for the compressive
load on the O-ring seal, giving 1, 190 lb/in. The resulting bolt load is
determined from the free body diagram of the integral flange.
0.750--
0:434]
0.282 | I r_. 1 0.115
_- I _ _ ,-0.i25
_t __U _ oo,o
1 L oo3o oogoR
0.282 F 2 = (0.393) I, 190
I i
L 0.082 +__0.005
L
---- 1190 LB/IN.
0.393
1 rh
LWB22-4 BOLT APPROX
272 REQ'D PER JOINT
F z = i, 660 Ib/in.
F 1 = i, 190 + i, 660 = Z, 850 Ib/in.
8, 540 ib is the allowable load for the LWBZ2-4bolt that is used.
The required bolt spacing is 8, 540/2,850 = 3 in. on center. This analysis
neglects the small additional eccentricity due to the curvature of the joint
and the external flange. This is, however, extremely small with this radius
and bolt spacing. The bolt spacing actually used will be that which divides
the bolt circle into an integral number of equal spaces, and so will be
slightly less than the 3-in. maximum spacing pegmissible.
This analysis assumes the pressure shell is 260 in. in diameter which is
the case for the alternate concept. The pressure shell diameter for the
baseline concept is 255.5 in. in diameter, and so the maximum permissible
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bolt spacing would be slightly larger. For the waffled cylinder of the
alternate concept, the longitudinal rib spacing would be made an integral
multiple of the selected bolt spacing. To keep the combined weight per unit
area of the pressure shell and outer shell the same for both the baseline and
alternate concept, a 5-in. rib spacing was selected for the alternate concept.
A 6-in. spacing would be adequate for the maximum loading condition and is
more compatible with the required bolt spacing.
3.3. 6 Radial Stowing Ports
3.3.6. 1 Baseline
The experimental hangar has been modified to incorporate six ports for
radially stowing docked vehicles. These ports permit continuous pressurized
access to the stowed vehicles as shown in Figure 3-6. The six ports are
equally spaced 49 ° between centers at the aft end of the hangar cone. This
permits the concentrated loads imposed by the stowed vehicles to be distrib-
uted by the support beams and flat pressure bulkhead, and leaves a 90 °
quadrant of the hangar free for the Earth-oriented experiments. A deep
frame, which inscribes 270 ° of the hangar, is bolted to the caps of each of
the support beams and to the hangar shell. /k machined fitting, fabricated
from either ahand-forgedbillet of 7079-T652 which is 38x45x3-5/8-in.
thick, or an equivalent size piece of 7079-T651 plate, is bolted to the hangar
pressure shell. This fitting, together with the bolting flange integrally
machined in the 0. 750-in. thick plate from which the pressure shell is
fabricated, serves as the doubler around the 38-in. diameter stowing port
hole in the pressure shell. A resin-cured, butyl O-ring (0. Z70 in. in
diameter) is used to seal the bolted joint between the fitting and the pressure
shell. Integral flanged ribs on the fitting are bolted to ribs on the pressure
shell floor, and to the deep ring frame joining the beam caps, to react the
loads imposed by the stowed vehicle. A large aluminum snap ring is installed
in a oaachined groove in the fitting. This expandable ring is used to lock the
stowed vehicle to the port. The locking ring is manually expanded and con-
tracted from within the hangar by means of an acme threaded through shaft.
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The shaft is rotated with a handle that swivels parallel to the shaft when not
in use. The through shaft is sealed by two O-rings with the annular space
between the two O-ring grooves filled with silicone grease for lubrication.
A similar rotatable, shaft and sealing arrangement was used on the Langley
two-man airlock; this arrangement was satisfactory. A fitting on the out-
board end of the shaft engages inner and outer thrust bearings on the shaft.
Each side of this fitting is joined to a pair of links. A needle bearing is
mounted on the outboard end of the first link to react the component force in
the link that is parallel to the drive shaft. The normal component is trans-
mitted through a pin joint to the second link, which is connected to a slot in
the lock ring through a second needle bearing. Rotating the shaft moves it
in or out enabling the low friction linkage to expand or contract the locking
ring. By removing the swivel handle and threaded support fitting, the
O-ring seals and silicone grease can be replaced. The leak rate during
this operation is kept small by minimizing the clearance of the shaft in the
through hole.
The joint between the stowed vehicle and the stowing port is sealed by an
extruded, inflatable seal of butyl rubber. A lathe-turned, internal retainer
ring that clamps the seal in position is bolted to the seal mounting slot, with
sealing washers under the bolt heads. This seal design is currently under
test at Douglas and gives promise of being a long-life, low-leak arrangement
The inflatable seal can be designed to maintain a sufficiently small leak rate
when pressurized to the 7 psi hangar pressure, so that the seal retainer bolts
can be removed without a large loss of hangar atmosphere. A leaking seal-
ing washer can thus be replaced while a vehicle is stowed in the ports by
deflating the seal from its 50 psi normal operating pressure to 7 psi. The
leaking washer can be found by coating the sealing washers with a soap solu-
tion while the seal is pressurized to 50 psi.
The inflatable seal can be replaced by removing the retainer bolts while a
vehicle is stowed in the ports, by closing the port pressure door and remov-
ing the stowed vehicle. The seal must be removed and replaced from the
outside, which requires EVA. However, the seal retain bolts can be installed
from the pressurized hangar after the stowed vehicle is replaced in the port.
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Replacement of any of the stowing port seals may never be required in the
5-year life of the laboratory because of the expected stability of the sealing
material in the space environment.
A circular pressure door is used to seal the port when no vehicle is stowed
in it. A sandwich construction is used for this door, with 0.031-in. faces
and an aluminum honeycomb core with a density of 3. 1 ib/ft 3. The flange
and one face of the door are integrally machined from a piece of l-in. plate,
so that no leak can occur through a bonded joint in the door. The door flange
engages a butyl O-ring that is mounted in a lathe-turned bevel groove in the
stowing port fitting. The pressure differential across the door is used to
supply the sealing force and no latching mechanism is required. An over
center spring holds the hinged door in the closed or open position when no
pressure differential exists across it. The hinge is placed so that the door
lies flat against the compartmenting bulkhead when in the open position.
A door is provided inthe outer shell to serve as a fairing for the stowing
port during b'oost, and as a micrometeoroid shield for the inflatable seal
and pressure door when no vehicle is stowed in the port. The inner face of
the micrometeoroid door is lined with aluminized mylar to minimize thermal
cycling of the port when no vehicle is stowed in it. A sandwich construction
is used for the micrometeoroid door with a 2 Ib/ft 3 truss grid aluminum
honeycomb core, and 0.020-in. 6061-T6 aluminum faces.
The cargo modules are supplied with an adapter, the end of which is identical
with the stowing flange on Apollo. This adaptor is removable so that a clear
opening 60 in. in diameter can be maintained for unloading cargo at the
hangar mouth. Because the adaptor must clear the door at the hangar
entrance when the cargo module is stowed there for off loading, the distance
that the adaptor can extend past the 60-in. diameter sealing flange is limited.
With the cargo module stowed in the radial port there is thus very little
clearance between the 60-in. diameter flange and the surface of outer
shell. For the stowing port micrometeoroid door to clear this 60-in.
diameter flange, it must lie flush against the outer shell when in the open
position, with its curvature in the same direction as the curvature of the
!
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outer shell. Stowing the door in this position is accomplished by a pair of
hinge arms and idler link that maintains the door parallel to the surface of
the outer shell. The pair of hinge arms are splined to a shaft which is
positioned inside the outer shell by two rod end bearings. The rod end
bearings are mounted on a fitting that is bolted to the pressure shell. The
splined shaft is driven through a pair of bevel gears by a through shaft into
the hangar. The rod end bearings permit adjustment of the bevel gear
engagement. The through shaft is sealed by two spaced O-rings with silicone
grease in the annular space between the O-ring grooves, similar to the shaft
actuating the locking ring. These O-rings and the silicone grease can be
replaced in orbit by removing the shaft handle and the guide fitting. Leakage
is limited during this operation by the fit of the shaft in the guide bushing.
The shaft mounting the hinge arms is fabricated in two sections which are
joined by two splined crank fittings and a crank pin. A spring, which goes
over center when the door is opened, is attached at the crank pin, and holds
the micrometeoroid door in either the open or the closed position in orbit.
Two explosive bolts are used to secure the door in the closed position during
boost.
To maximize reliability, the hardware associated with the stowing operation
has been designed to be manually operated. This required two through
shafts at each of the six stowing ports. From the experience gained on
similar through shafts in testing the .Langley two-man airlock, the increase
in leak rate from this feature will be negligible. A similar case can be
made for the O-ring sealed pressure hatches and inflatable seal joints
between the stowed vehicles and the ports. With reasonable care in the
detail design, the total leak rate at any port, whether a vehicle is stowed
there or not, can be held to a maximum of 50 cm 3 per day. This will give
a maximum of 300 cm3/day for the six.ports. At this rate, it will take 3.4
years for the six ports to leak 1 lb.
In the stowing port design that has been described, it is assumed that
provisions for damping both bending and torsional oscillations in the stowing
arm will be a design feature of the arm. A detail design of the stowing arm
has not been accomplished. If incorporation of this design feature should
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prove difficult, the stowing port can be modified to permit stowing a vibrating
vehicle. A short, conical, lead-in section lined with butyl, or a similar
material suitable for serving as a bumper, can be added to the stowing port
fitting. Adding this lead-in section requires enlarging the hole in the outer
Thisshell which requires moving the stowing port hole forward on the cone.
has the follow{ng undesirable effects:
l.
.
The clearance between the stowed vehicles is reduced.
The depth of the support beams must be increased, at least locally,
to provide for attachment of the deep frame which would have to be
moved forward to clear the stowing port hole.
Since the separation between the deep frame and the floor is
increased, the depth and weight of the stowing port fitting is
increased.
A design tradeoff study will have to be made to determine whether provisions
for stowing a vibrating vehicle should be included in the design of the stowing
port, or whether an oscillation damper should be a design feature of the
stowing arm.
3. 3.6. 2 Alternate Concept
The stowing port design for the alternate concept would be identical to that
described for the baseline. In both cases the hangar pressure shell is high-
speed routed in the flat from 0.750-in. plate, so that integral provisions for
attachment of the stowing port fitting can be made.
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3. 3. 6. 3 Stowing Port Analysis
The stowing port structure has been sized to permit spin up to i/3 g at the
center of mass of a fully loaded cargo module. The loaded cargo module
weighs 20,660 lb. Its center of mass is approximately 95 in. from the
stowing port. The resultant bending moment at the port is I/3 (95)(20,660) =
654, 000 in. -lb. The design moment is I. 4 (654, 000) = 916. 000 in.-lb. The
load on the latching ring from spin up is
Mc M 9 16, 000
--i--t - - = i, 010 ib/in.
7rR 2 7r (17) 2
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The design pressure load on the latching ring is
PR _ 17.5(17)
2 2
- 149 Ib/in.
A load of 50 ib/in, is added to account for the inflatable seal. On the tension
side of the neutral axis these loads are added to give a total design load on
the latching ring of i, 010 + 149 + 50 = 1, 209 ib/in. The resultant stress at
various sections of the joint is as noted.
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SECTIONA
SECTIONB
17R
1.22
1814LB/IN.
CARGOMODULEADAPTER
SECTIONC
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1159LB/IN.
At Section A
f MC 1=) 6 x i, 159 x 0.3 ÷ i, 159 _ 57, 500 psi (3-22)
= --i--+_ = (0.2)2 0.2
At Section B
fb - MC _ 6M _ 6 x 1,209 x 0.3 = 34, 800 psi (3-23)
I h 2 (0. 250) 2
At Section C
MC _ 6M 6x 1,814x 1.22 53",100psi (3-24)
fb - I h B - (0.5) 2 :
The reactions introduced in'the planes of the floor and deep ring frame are
9 16, 000
= 21,800 lb42
141
83.6
It is assumed for the purposes of this preliminary analysis, that this
reaction is equally divided between the three ribbed flanges on the stowing
port fitting. These flanges are located on the centerline and 15 in. either
side of the centerline of the stowing port fitting. The maximum bending
moment in the deep ring frame will occur on the centerline of the most
centrally located stowing port. The loading diagram for the ring frame
in this quadrant is as shown. Since the ring frame is continuous over the
beam caps, full end fixity may be assumed.
/__;,"- 7267 LB
R1
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A conservative quick approximation to the resultant maximum bending
moment is estimated bv neglecting the curvature and approximating the
loading as shown.
i
I = 83.6 _ I
R1 _-- R2
W= 21,800 LB
Wb2 21'800(39"2)2 [3 (44.4 + 39.2]
R 1 - 13 (3a+ b) = (83.6) 3
IK1 = (57.4 (172.4) = 9,900
P_2 = 21,800 - 9,900 = 11,900
Max. M -
Max. M =
_Wab 2
----2---+ Rla
1
-21,800 (44.4)(39. 2) 2
(83. 6) 2
+ 9,900 (44.4)
(3-25)
= -213,000 + 436,000 = 223,000 in./ib
For a 10-in. frame depth, the maximum cap load is 22, 300 lb. The required
2
cap area is 22,300/67,000 = 0.333 in. (2014-T6 caps). The weight of the
two frame caps is 3_ (0. 333)( 107)(0. l) = 33.6 lb. The actual cap weight will
be a little less than the cap weight calculated above because the pressure
shell can serve as part of the frame outer cap. An additional saving over
that calculated, can be achieved by tapering the frame caps.
The maximum shear in the web is 11,900 lb. With the 10-in. frame depth,
this gives a shear flow of 1, 190 lb/m. Assume a. shear web thickness of
0.032. The maximum shear stress is 1, 190/0. 032 = 37, 200 psi. The H/t
for the web is 10/0.032 = 310. From Figure 3-4 it can be seen that if a
corrugated shear web is used with ab/t of 20, the allowable shear stress is
143
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in excess of 38, 000 psi. The t for the shear web is 4/3 x 0.032 = 0.0426,
and the weight of the shear web is 3/2u(107)(0.0426)(I0)(0. i) = 21.4 lb. A
conservative weight estimate for the frame is 33.6 + 21.4 = 55 lb.
!
I
3.3. 6. 4 Stowing Port Hatch
The hatch required to seal the radial stowing port when a vehicle is not
stowed there, is 36 in. in diameter. It has been sized for a 28 psi burst
pressure (factor of four on maximum operating pressure of 7 psi).
From Roark, page 194, Case I
2
a
S = 1.24p (_-)
max
t 2 _ 1.24 (28)(18) 2
60,000
- 0. 1875 (3-26)
A sandwich plate will work to the same stress as a monocoque plate with
the same I/C.
Equating I/C
t3 2 t2 h2tf 2
I--2xy = _ = 2 h = htf
0. 1875
htf - 6 - 0.0312
(3-27)
Use 0. 031 faces and a 1-in. aluminum honeycomb core.
PR 28 x 18
2h 2
Use a 3. I lb/ft3 core density.
- 252 psi = max. core shear.
3. 3.7 Experimental Bay
To permit the installation and alignment, in a pressurized environment, of
sensors on the sensor mounting beam, an experimental bay will be provided
in the hangar portion of the laboratory. The principal use for the bay will be
the setup and alignment of Earth-oriented sensors. Several configurations
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for the bay have been investigated. Insufficient time was available in this
study phase to accomplish the design tradeoffs that will be required to select
the optimum configuration for the bay. Two configurations that established
the feasibility of the concept are described, and a preliminary design-type
stress analysis is written for each.
The six radial-stowing ports have been arranged around the hangar so that
a 90 ° quadrant is left clear for the experimental bay. With the laboratory
flying in the belly-down mode, the bay (except for the small angle between
the approaching horizon and the local horizontal) is shielded from micro-
meteoroid impact by the Earth and the remainder of the laboratory.
One configuration of the experimental bay has been designated as baseline.
This is not meant to infer that this configuration has been optimized; this
was merely the first configuration investigated and received the greatest
amount of detail effort.
In the baseline configuration, the experimental bay is separated from the
remainder of the hangar by a flat, sandwich, pressure bulkhead which
intersects the hangar pressure shell along straight-line-conical elements.
The sensor mounting beam is mounted on the inboard, or pressurized, side
of the flat bulkhead. The sensor mounting shafts extend through the bulkhead
into the bay. To prevent the accumulation of bending stresses in the sensor
mounting beam, which must be maintained in as nearly a stress-free condi-
tion as possible to meet the accuracy required for sensor alignment, a load-
balancing flange is provided on the sensor mounting shaft. This arrangement
is schematically shown below. The surface area of the load-balancing
flange is made equal to the cross-sectional area of the shaft where it pene-
trates the pressure bulkhead. With the venting arrangement shown, the
pressure differential across the load-balancing flange balances the pressure
end load on the shaft. Diaphragm-type seals permit the pressure bulkhead
to move, relative to the sensor mounting beam, without introducing appre-
ciable load in the beam.
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EXPERIMENTALBAY
With this scheme and the venting arrangement shown, the pressure end load
on the sensor mounting shaft is balanced, no matter what the magnitude, or
the direction, of the pressure differential between the hangar and the
expe rimental bay.
The experimental bay is exposed to space by opening a large pressure door
in the hangar. This door spans 90 ° of the hangar circumference and extends
the full length of the bay. The edges of the door lie along straight-line
elements of the conical hangar shell. Both the door and the hangar pressure
shell are machined in the flat from 0.750-in.-thick 2014-T6 plate. This
thickness permits integral, flanged lips to be machined into both the door
and the door jamb. These lips are interlocked when the door is in the closed
position. With the hangar and the experimental bay both pressurized, the
hoop load is carried through the interlocked lips.
After machining in the flat, the door and the flat pattern segments of the
conical hangar pressure shell are rolled to contour. The door is sealed by
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an inflatable seal similar to the seal used on the radial-stowing port, which
forms a seal between the stowed vehicle and the stowing-port fitting.
Provisions for this seal are integrally machined into the door jamb. An
inflatable seal is used to minimize the door latching force and to accom-
modate tolerances in machining and forming.
The interlocking lips extend along the full length of the sides of the door, and
across the 90 ° of circumference at the forward end of the door. A locking
ring segment, extending across the 90 ° of circumference at the aft end of
the door, engages an integrally machined groove in the door and locks it
in the closed position.
To open the door, the experimental bay is pumped down. Residual pressure
differential across the door is eliminated by venting the inflatable seal to
vacuum. The locking ring at the aft end of the door is retracted. The hinge
mechanism at the forward end of the door slides the door 2 in. forward in
the plane of the conical elements at the sides of the door. At this time, the
interlocking lips are fully disengaged. The hinge mechanism then rotates
the door forward until the centerline of the door lies in the plane tangent
to the approaching horizon.
The portion of the load-carrying outer shell that faces the experimental bay
pressure door is joined to the edges of the door by fiber glass stringers, and
along the forward and aft ends by fiber glass frame sections. Additional
fiber glass spacers, between the outer shell and the pressure door, will be
provided as required. Aluminized mylar is installed in the space between
the outer shell and the door'to prevent the door from falling below the dew
point of the hangar atmosphere when the door is in the closed position.
Flight loads are carried through a butt joint at the aft end of this section of
the outer shell. The pressure door maintains the position of the outer-shell
s e gment.
The hinge mechanism, which slides the door assembly forward and then
rotates it, is attached to the outer-shell segment. The outer-shell door,
along with the Earth and the remainder of the laboratory, protects the
pressure door from micrometeoroid impact.
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Temperature differential between the door and jamb, which could be appre-
ciable when the door is first rotated into the closed position, will be reduced
by holding the door in this position until the interlocking lips can be freely
engaged. The locking ring at the aft end of the door, which will be manually
actuated, cannot be extended with the interlocking lips partially engaged. A
view port will be provided in the pressure bulkhead to monitor the position
of the door prior to actuation of the locking ring segment. Also, this port
can be used for inspection of the door surface. In the open position, the door
is protected frona meteoroid impact (except for the very small angle between
the surfaces from the door to the points of tangency on the laboratory and on
the trailing horizon).
The baseline configuration of the experimental bay permits continuous pres-
surized access to the sensor mounting beam, and pressurized access to the
sensors when the bay is pressurized. The experimental airlock, part of the
sensor mounting beam, in this configuration extends through the pressure
bulkhead into the experimental bay. A load-balancing flange, identical to
that described for the sensor mounting shafts, is provided on the experi-
mental airlock to balance the end load from pressure differential across
the airlock.
Three disadvantages of the baseline configuration which have been identified
are as follows:
i. The airlock can only be used when the experimental bay door is
open. Because the time for sensor setup, alignment, and change
may be small, this disadvantage may not be serious.
2. The large flat pressure bulkhead is structurally inefficient. If
support beams are added across this bulkhead on the experimental
bay side to reduce the bulkhead weight, they reduce the already
limited working space in the bay; if added on the hangar side of the
bulkhead they force an increased separation between the sensor
mounting beam and the bulkhead.
3. Access to the bay must be gained through the operations/experi-
mental area of the laboratory because of the arrangement of the
sensor mounting beam and experimental airlock. This arrangement
requires a circuitous route for sensors off loaded'in the hangar.
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3. 3.8 Alternate Experimental Bay
An alternate condept for the experimental bay was developed in an attempt
to eliminate the three disadvantages of the baseline concept noted above.
This concept is shown in Figures 3-7 through 3-I0. To minimize the struc-
tural weight penalty imposed by the bay, a conical bulkhead was used to
replace the flat pressure bulkhead that separated the experimental bay from
the rest of the hangar. This conical bulkhead has the same shape as the
hangar cone. Straight-line elements along its edges intersect straight-line
elements of the hangar shell. The kickload that is developed at the inter-
section of the two cones, when the experimental bay is evacuated, is reacted
by titanium tie rods which extend across the center of the bay in the same
plane as the flat bulkhead in the baseline concept. The tie rods, which
are 18 in. on center, feature pin joints at the center and each end so that
they can be easily removed when it is necessary to increase the clear
working space in the bay. They are not required, of course, when the bay
is pressurized.
The sensor mounting beam is in approximately the same location as in the
baseline concept. But, because of the conical shape and resultant increased
depth of the bay, in this concept the beam is on the experimental bay side of
the bulkhead. Since the sensors and the sensor mounting beam now share
the same environment, the need for load-balancing features on the sensor
mounting shafts is eliminated, and the sensor installation is considerably
simplified. Because the sensor mounting beam is exposed to the space
vacuum along with the sensors, it must be insulated so that no appreciable
temperature gradients can be created. The beam will be supported by a
pin joint at one end and a hinged link at the other end; therefore, changes
in the mean temperature of the beam are of no consequence. However, the
beam must be sufficiently insulated so that the rate of temperature change
is sufficiently slow to ensure that no appreciable temperature gradients can
accrue to bow the beam. Since the sensor mounting beam will be fabricated
from either aluminum or beryllium, both of which are excellent conductors,
the beam insulation problem should be trivial.
I
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The whole experimental bay is moved forward, in this concept, from the
position it occupied in the baseline concept. The aft end of the bay is closed
by a flat sandwich pressure bulkhead which ties into the forward caps of the
bulkhead support beams. The end of the bay is, thus, 42 in. forward of the
main compartmenting bulkhead. The bulkhead support beam, which lies in
the plane of the centerline of the experimental bay, is divided into two
beams 40 in. apart for a little less than half of its length. These beams are
pressure-tight sandwich bulkheads that are bolted to both the main compart-
menting bulkhead and the experimental bay end bulkhead. These bolted joints
are made pressure tight with O-ring seals. The 42-in.-highby 40-in.-wide
rectangular experiment airlock that is formed by this arrangement is closed
off at its inboard end by a rectangular hatch that hinges against the main
compartmenting bulkhead. This hatch features an O-ring seal and is held
it either the open or the closed position by a spring that goes over center
when the hatch is opened. A circular hatch, 38 in. in diameter, closes off
the outboard end of the airlock.
The airlockportion of the sensor mounting beam features four posts that are
positioned in the four corners of the airlock. Truss members between the
posts keep them rigidly positioned relative to each other. Machined pads on
the two forward posts are rigidly bolted to cylindrical extensions of the
sensor mounting beam in the experimental bay. Load-balancing flanges,
identical with those used on the sensor mounting shafts in the baseline con-
cept, are used where the cylindrical extensions penetrate the experimental
bay end bulkhead. This arrangement prevents end load on the sensor
mounting beam no matter what pressure differential exists between the air-
lock and the experimental bay. The two aft posts, which are supported from
the airlock by a pin joint, extend out through the pressure shell. Load-
balancing flanges are also incorporated where these posts penetrate the
pressure shell. Machined pads are provided on the outboard ends of these
posts for attaching an external sensor mounting beam for those sensors too
large to be accommodated in the experimental bay. An additional pad is
provided on one of the posts for mounting the horizon scanner assembly.
A load-balancing flange arrangement is provided on the horizon scanner shell
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where it penetrates the pressure shell, so that continuous pressurized
access to the horizon scanner is maintained without introducing any load in
the sensor mounting beam.
The forward end of the sensor mounting beam is supported by a hinged link
in the experimental bay. The pinned joint in the airlock reacts fore and aft
and lateral loads on the beam during launch, and the hinged link, which
features ball joint sockets, reacts load only along its centerline. This
arrangement maintains the sensor mounting beam in as stress-free a
condition in orbit as possible.
The forward end of the sensor mounting beam penetrates the hangar forward
bulkhead. The same load-balancing flange is provided. A machined pad on
the end of the beam is provided for mounting the star tracker assembly. The
section of the sensor mounting beam outboard of the end bulkhead is made
pressure-tight, so that access to the back face of the star trackers is main-
tained from within the experimental bay.
Screw jacks are positioned on the centerlines of each of four sensor beam
posts in the experimental airlock. The screw jacks are synchronously
actuated by a bicycle chain which engages a spur gear at the top of each one
of the jacks. One of the jacks is driven by an O-ring-sealed crank which
extends into the hangar. A threaded fitting is provided on each of the screw
jacks for attaching the sensor mounting plate. Machined pads on the sensor
beam posts position the sensor mounting plate when it is cranked to the
outboard position.
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To change sensors, the sensor mounting plate is cranked in until the sensors
clear the circular pressure door on the airlock. This door is then closed
and latched, and the seal is inflated. Provisions will be made for manually
closing and latching this door, similar to those 15rovided for the radial
stowing port. The airlock can now be pressurized and the inboard, rectang-
ular pressure door can be opened. The sensor mounting plate is then
detached from the screw jack fittings and taken into the hangar for replace-
ment of the sensors.
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Access to the experimental bay is provided by a hatch close to the experi-
mental airlock at the aft end of the bay. This concept eliminates the three
disadvantages listed for the baseline concept and also provides greater
working space in the experiment bay for the installation and alignment of
sensors on the beam. On the other hand, the hatch provides only limited
access to the experimental airlock because of its location between the sup-
port beams. Furthermore, a load-balancing flange assembly must be pro-
vided if a camera or a telescope is to be mounted on the sensor mounting
beam in the airlock, and extend into the hangar. In the baseline concept,
since the airlock shell is itself an integral part of the sensor mounting beam,
a sealing flange on the camera or telescope could be bolted directly to a
sealing flange on the airlock. In this case, the load-balancing flange is be-
tween the airlock and the flat bulkhead, rather than between the camera or
telescope and the airlock, and so need not be disturbed each time the cam-
era or telescope is replaced with another sensing element. Lastly, more
space is required in the hangar experiment compartment for this installation,
making operations in that area potentially more difficult.
An optimum configuration for the experimental bay has not been developed.
To do so will require a greater understanding than currently exists of the
details of all the sensors that may be employed. However, the two configu-
rations which have been described demonstrate the feasibility of the experi-
mental bay concept.
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3. 3. 9 Experimental Bay Analysis - Baseline
From Figure 3-11:
0.75wb 2 0.75 x 28 x (114.3) 2 _ 152,000
Sb = =
tz(1+ i.6143) t2i 1+ I.61(0vgz)3] t2
Sb = S - PR cos2tf45° = 67,000 - 28 x 1022tfx0.707 = 67,000 l,tf010
t2 = 152,000
67,000 1,010
tf (3-28)
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T
a= 144.3
_ =a = 0.792
a
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2020
l
l
Figure 3-11. Experimental Bay Details - Baseline
l
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!Equating I/C for monocoque and sandwich
t 2 2.5, 300
T = 67,000 --1'010 = htf
tf
h = core thickness
tf = face thickness
25,300 = 67,000 htf - 1,010 h
25, 300 + 1,010 h
tf = 67,000 h -
25.3+ 1.01 h
67 h
sandwich wt/ft 2 = W = 28.8 tf+ 3.4hl---X-- + o. 16o
faces core glue
W = 28.8tf+ 0.283h+ 0.160
sub stituting for tf
W
W
dW
dh
for minimum we ight
9.8.8 (25.3 + 1.01 h)
= 67 h + 0.283 h+ O. 160
10.9
+ 0.434 + 0.283 h+ O. 160
h
10.9
h 2
+0.283 = 0
h 2 _ I0.9
O. 283
- 38.5
h
tf
W
W
6. 2 in.
Z5.3+ 6. Z6 31.6
67 (6.2) 415
- 0.076
28.8 (0. 076) + O. 7.83 (6. 2) + O. 160 = 4. i0 Iblft2
= weight per unit area for flat pressure bulkhead of baseline
experimental bay
(3-29)
(3-30)
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l 3. 3. I0 Alternate Experimental Bay Analysis
l Rapid sizing analysis (necessary to obtain a conservative weight approxi-
mation for the conical pressure bulkhead of the alternate experimental bay)
g requires the following assumptions. The tension tie rods are spaced 18 in.
on center. The bulkhead frames in the planes of the tie rods carry all the
pressure load (this assumption is used for the frame sizing). The panels
l between the bulkhead frames are analyzed as short, complete cylinders
under radial pressure and axial load. The total weight of the bulkhead
i frames is obtained by" sizing the center frame and assuming that it represents
the ave rage frame.
a i
!
!
!
SECTION THROUGH
I CENTER OF BAY
I
I
I
At center of bay PR = 7 x 98. 5 = 689.5 ib/in. (limit). Design tension load
in center tie rod equals 2. 5 x 18 x 689. 5 x 1.414 = 43,900 lb. Using
2
160, 000 H. T. titanium A c = 274 in. = average cross-section. Total tie
rod weight (6 rods) = 0.274 x 98.5 x 1.414 x 6 x 0. 16 = 36.6 lb. Use
40 Ib for tie rod weight to allow for pins and end fittings.
'-- 18x 7= 126 LB/IN. LIMIT LOAD
CENTER (AVERAGE BULKHEAD FRAME
p'= EI (_2_1)=]5 El
R3 a 2 R3
I- R3 P" - (98"5)3x 126x 2.5 = 2.0 IN.4
15E 15x 107
r-
0.05--.,...--
C ""m_
TYP FRAME- CROSSSECTIONAL
AREA= 0.633 IN.2
0.2165 IN.2 CAP AREA
--T-FRAME WT= _" x 9B.5x 0.633x 0.1 = 9.8 LB
4 2
TOTAL WT OF BULKHEAD FRAMES= 6x 9.8=58.8LB
R
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Panel section between bulkhead frames is analyzed as a short cylinder under
radial pressure and axial load. The critical radial pressure and the critical
axial load are calculated separately and are then combined by the method of
stress ratios.
I
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Radial pressure
E t 2 --/ 1 t 2
0. 807 _ V r 2{i - uZ)3
(Reference 5, page 318)
0.807 Et 5/2 0.864 Et 5/2
l:m = =
l r3/2(0.91) 3/4 ir 3/2
3fz
P' r 0. 864 E t
_cr t 1 r i/2
(3-32)
assume 0. 030 faces for the sandwich bulkhead
28 x 117
r_cr = pr _
Ztf 0. 06
- 54, 600 psi
t3/2 = ¢cr Ir I/2 = 54, 600 x 18 x 1171/2
0. 864E 0. 864 x 107
= I. 245 (3-33)
t = (1.245) 2/3 = 1.157
equating radius of gyration squared for monocoque and sandwich
t2 h 2
12 4
h = t = 1.245 _ 0.719
V_ 1. 732
to account for combined axial load, use a O. 750 core and O. 04 faces
t = _h = 1.732 (0.750) = 1. 3
(3-34)
0.864Et 3/Z 0.864x 107 x(1.3) 3/2
= = 65, 900 psi
= i/2Crcr i r 18 x 117 1/2
2tf
p, _ (rcr 0.08 (62,000) = 42.4 psi critical (3-35)
allowable r 117 radial pres sure
(the compressive yield is assumed to be the critical buckling stress rather
than the calculated 65,900)
!
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!Allowable axial load calculation for a sandwich cylinder with 0. 030-in. faces
and a 0. 750-in.-honeycomb core is now made.
t = v_-h : 1.73z(0. V5)= 1.3
(this assumes that sandwich and monocoque cylinders with the same radius
of gyration will buckle at the same stress, the lengths and diameters being
equal)
12 182
rt - 117 (1.3) = 2. 13 transition range
cr = K
cr c
2 1
_" - S
Z
Z I - 12(I _ u2) I/2 = 182(0.91) I/2
rt 117 (i. 3) = 2.03
r 117
- - 90t 1.3
from Reference 10, Figure 6
K = 4.0
c
(3-36)
..... 4 x 3. I4 Z x 107
ffcr 12(1 - u Z) = 12(0.91) = 188,000 psi
since this is over the compressive yield, the compressive yield is used as
the bulking stress.
ff = 62, 000 N' = allowable axial load
cr C
N'c = 2tf_cr = 0.08(62,000) = 4,960 lb/in.
N = P_F_- 28x I17
c 2 2
N
c p _ I, 640
--+! T
N c p 4, 960
- 1,640 lb/in.
28
+ 42.4 - 0.33 + 0.66 = 0.99
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Because the panels only subtend a 90 ° arc, this crude preliminary analysis
must be considered conservative.
1
MS = 0.99 1 = 0.01 (3-37)
An approximate "weight comparison between the baseline and alternate experi-
mental bay pressure bulkheads is made below.
baseline 4. 10 lb/ft z (flat bulkhead)
144.3 x 114.3 = 115 ft z
area = 144
flat bulkhead weight = 4. 10 x 114 = 471 ib
conical bulkhead - O. 040 faces O. 750 core 3. 1 Ib/ft 3
wt/ft 2 - 14.4x 0.08 + 3. 1 x 0.750
12
_i (d I + d2)
conical bulkhead area = 8
3. 14x 124(234 + 160)
area = 144 x 8 = 133 ft2
conical bulkhead weight = i. 5 x 133 = 199 Ib
+ O. 160 = I. 50 lb/ft 2 (3-38)
bulkhead 199
frame s 59
tie rods 40
Total 298 ib
47 1 - 298 = 173 ib saved with conical bulkhead
This weight comparison does not account for the discontinuities in the flat
bulkhead or the weight of the attaching joint for either bulkhead. The joint
weight is comparable for the two concepts.
3. 3. 11 Internal Equipment Support Structure
The internal equipment support structure has beeh described in considerable
detail in Volume XII of the Phase IIa Report. The design changes which have
been described do not make necessary any reconfiguration of the laboratory
interiors, except as already described for the experimental hangar. However,
changing to the flat, beam-stiffened compartmenting bulkhead does permit
163
!some simplification and lightening of the consoles in the operational experi-
mental area. The equipment consoles, partitions, and transverse floor and
ceiling bulkheads have been integrated to minimize the weight of the internal
equipment support structure. The front and rear faces of the consoles are
aligned with each other to provide shear paths. Each console has been
designed so that the operating panels, equipment doors, and access covers
support the shear loads applied during boost, with the lateral bulkheads
serving as cap material. Since the flat, beam-stiffened compartmenting
bulkhead can support all the equipment during boost, an opportunity exists
for simplification of the design of the consoles. The loads which the equip-
ment can impose, during boost, on the compartmenting bulkhead are small
compared to the pressure load for which the bulkhead has been designed. No
attempt was made during this study phase to redesign the equipment consoles,
because of the limited time available. However, the opportunity now exists
to reconfigure the operations/experimental area, because of the incorpor-
ation of the flat compartmenting bulkhead.
3.4 THERMAL BALANCE
The thermal analysis for the MORL baseline structural subsystem is des-
cribed in Volume XII of the Phase IIa Report. Since the alternate structural
and baseline structural subsystems are very similar from a thermal stand-
point, the analysis is equally applicable. In each structural concept, the
aluminized Mylar between the outer shell and the pres sure shell maintains
the pressure shell essentially at the temperature of the laboratory atmo-
sphere. In each concept, thermal cycling and cyclic thermal stresses are
virtually eliminated in the pressure shell. In the baseline concept, the
pressure shell is suspended within the load-carrying outer shell by a fiber
glass cylinder which minimizes heat transfer between the pressure shell and
outer shell. In the alternate concept, the load-carrying pressure shell is
joined to the aft interstage, and to the nose cone, by short, fiber glass
sandwich cylinders, which serve the same purpose.
The design and performance of the thermal radiators, which are integral
with the outer shell, are also similar for the two concepts. In the baseline
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concept, the power system's radiator tubing runs in fore and aft loops on the
inside face of the aft interstage portion of the outer shell sandwich. The
EC/LS radiator tubing runs in single circumferential loops between the inlet
and return manifolds which are side by side in the cylindrical portion of the
outer shell, and on opposite sides of the experimental bay in the conical
portion. In the alternate concept, the radiator tubing for both the EC/LS
and the power systems radiator runs in single circumferential loops. The
efficiency of the radiator is slightly improved inthe alternate conceptbecause
of the improved conduction between the radiator tubing and the radiating
surface. This improvement is brought about by the elimination of one spot-
welded interface and the more direct heat transfer path. However, in both
concepts the available radiating surface area appears adequate to accom-
modate the maximum anticipated heat loads.
Since the entire surface area of the laboratory is now utilized for the
radiation of heat (except for the area of the experimental bay), an appre-
ciable increase in heat load will require either an improved radiator
efficiency, an increased inlet temperature, or an enlargement of the radiating
area. In a strictly zero-g mode with no backup spin capability, the 368 sq ft
of the meteoroid shield that is exposed when the S-IVB is jettisoned could be
used as additional radiator area, with a large increase in the margin between
the maximum heat rejection capability and the maximum anticipated heat load.
In both the baseline and alternate structural concepts, manifolds will be used
around access hatches and any other required discontinuities in the outer
shell, to minimize the surface area lost to the radiator.
3.5 METEOROID PKOTECTION
A meteoroid hazard analysis was completed for the baseline structural
concept in Volume XII of the Phase IIa Report, using the penetrating micro-
meteoroid flux that was specified by NASA. This analysis showed that the
baseline structural system, which provides a multiple bumper meteoroid
shield, gives a very low probability of micrometeoroid puncture to the
pressure shell. The penetrating micrometeoroid flux was specified as
P = 4x 10-10t -3 (3-39)
I
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where
P
t
= penetration flux in penetrations per square foot per day
= effective thickness in inches
The effective thickness used in this equation is the armor-plate thickness
of aluminum that will resist the penetration of an impacting micrometeoroid.
The effective thickness of structures other than armor plate can be obtained
by dividing the total thicka!ess of the structural components by an efficiency
factor which was also specified by NASA. The typical structural arrange-
ments and their corresponding efficiency factors are shown below.
Structure
Armor plate
Two- spaced sheets
Three-spaced sheets
Two sheets, with the space
between filled with foam
Efficiency Factor
1.0
0.29
0.27
0.25
It has been assumed that a 1-in. separation between the spaced sheets is
required to give the specified efficiency factors. It has also been assumed
that the minimum required foam density is I. 5 ib/ft 3.
With the Phase IIa baseline structural concept, an efficiency factor of 0.27
was used for the conical- and aft-dome portions of the pressure shell. An
efficiency factor of 0.29 was used for the cylindrical portion of the pressure
shell because of the small separation (I/2 in. ) between it and the inner face
of the load-carrying outer shell.
The efficiency factors were not specified as a function of the separation
between the spaced sheets. But, if it is assumed that the efficiency factor
does not improve with increased separation beyond that specified for 1 in. ,
the alternate structural concept can be compared with the Phase IIa baseline,
using the factors specified by NASA Langley.
The monocoque sheet thickness that is equivalent in weight to the corrugated
core sandwich, load-carrying outer shell of the baseline concept, is 0.076 in.
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The pressure shell thickness is 0. 082 in. in the cylindrical portion. The
equivalent armor plate thickness is
0. 158
0.29 - 0.545 in.
in the cylindrical section of the Phase IIa baseline concept. In the alternate
concept, the inner face of the outer shell sandwich is removed. This
0. 020-in. face is replaced by an integral waffle pattern filled with foam.
The waffle pattern on the pressure shell will support the flight loads, and
the foam improves the shielding efficiency. The combined weight of the
waffle pattern and foam is equivalent to that of the inner face that was
removed. The aluminum sheet thickness that is equivalent in weight to 1 in.
of 1. 5 lb/ft 3 foam, is
1.5
12 (144)(0. 1)
= 0. 00868 in.
The remaining 0. 01132 in. is adequate for the required waffle pattern. The
armor plate equivalent of the alternate concept is then
0. 056 + 0. 082 0. 138
0.25 0.25
- 0. 552 in.
This is comparable to the 0. 545 in. equivalent armor plate thickness that
was calculated for the Phase IIa baseline structural system.
When the Phase IIa baseline structural system was modified to incorporate
O-ring sealed, bolted joints at both ends of the pressure shell cylinder, the
separation between the inner face of the load-carrying outer shell and the
pressure shell was increased to 1.1 in. to provide room for the integral
bolting flanges. With this increased separation, an efficiency factor of 0.27
can be used. So the equivalent armor plate thickness of the Phase IIb base-
line structural system is
0. 158
= 0. 585 in.
0.27
in the pressure shell cylinder.
Another method of evaluating the micrometeoroid hazard for MORL is
specified in the Air Force sponsored Report NO. TOR-269(4560-40)-2
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titled "Aerospace Meteoroid Environment and Penetration Criterion" by
V.C. Frost; as a cross check the following calculations were made.
The efficiency factors for double plate wall construction are noted below:
With no foam between the plates
Separation (in.)
1.0
1.5
2.0
With foam between the plates
Separation (in.)
1.0
1.5
2.0
Efficiency Factor
0.50
0.35
0.27
Efficiency Factor
0.33
0.25
0. 20
If in the alternate structural concept, a 2-in. separation is maintained
between the outer shell fairing and the load-carrying pressure shell, but
only i in. of this separation is foam filled, it would seem reasonable to use
an efficiency factor half way between the listed 0.27 and 0.20, or 0. 235.
Based on this criterion, the equivalent armor plate thickness for the cylin-
drical portion of the pressure shell is
0. 138
0. 235 = 0.587 in.
The referenced report cannot be used directly to evaluate the baseline
structural concept because the efficiency factors are only listed for double
plate wall construction.
It can be used, however, if the baseline structure is evaluated in two steps:
(1) obtaining an armor plate equivalent thickness for the outer shell, (2)using
this thickness with the pressure shell thickness to obtain an equivalent armor
plate thickness for the combination. The armor plate equivalent of the outer
shell is
0. 076
= 0. 152 in.0. 50
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The armor plate equivalent of the combination is
O. 15Z + O. 080
O. 50 = O. 464 in.
This calculation is considerably more optimistic than the referenced report
intended because it does not take into account the relative thickness of the
outer plate. The thickness of the outer plate should be from 0. 15 to 0. Z5 of
the total thickness to be compatible with the efficiency factors specified in
the report.
According to the penetration criterion specified in the referenced report
(which is based on work done at NASA-Ames, NASA TND-94 (1959), by
J.L. Summers), the shielding efficiency of the alternate structural concept
is better than that which can be calculated for the baseline concept. This
criterion is by no means universally accepted, however, and more data on
the mechanics of particle impact at micrometeoroid velocities is required
to settle the controversy. This is the reason that the newer structural concept
is documented as an alternate only. Both the baseline and the alternate struc-
tural concepts appear to have acceptably low puncture probabilities. The
probability of encountering no punctures of the pressure shell in 1 year in orbit
was shown to be 0. 99486 in Table 6-Z of Volume XII of the Phase IIa Final
Report. This is slightly improved to 0. 99498 by changing the efficiency
factor for the cylindrical part of the pressure shell from 0. Z9 to 0.27.
The internal equipment has been arranged to permit complete in-flight
inspection and puncture repair, and the pressure shell has been divided into
two pressure-tight compartments, each with its own life support system.
The hazard that the micrometeoroid environment presents to the MOKL
mission has been minimized so that either structural system, baseline or
alternate, must be judged adequate for the micrometeoroid shielding
requirement.
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3. 6 STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Two structural concepts, baseline and alternate, have been described for
the MORL structural subsystem. The baseline system, in which the flight
loads are carried in a corrugated-core-sandwich outer shell, has been shown
to be equivalent in weight to an alternate system. In the alternate system,
the flight loads are carried in the waffle-sti£fened pressure shell, with the
outer shell serving as an aerodynamic fairing during boost and a micro-
meteoroid bumper and radiator in orbit. An interesting variation to the
alternate system would be to have the outer shell carry the flight loads
in the conical portion, and serve as a fairing in the cylindrical portion.
This is a compromise between the baseline and alternate concepts,
which would permit the separation between the outer shell and the pres-
sure shell to be varied at will, as with the alternate concept, yet would
maintain the conical portion of the load-carrying outer shell unchanged. The
optimization of the structural subsystem must be a continuing process, with
design improvements being incorporated as new data on the environment and
on the mission are obtained. The subsystem which efficiently meets all the
requirements, as they are currently specified, and yet maintains sufficient
flexibility to efficiently accommodate new or changed requirements that
future knowledge may dictate, must be judged best. For this'reason it is
recommended that the design and performance evaluation of alternate struc-
tural configurations be a specified part of any future study of the MOI_L.
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Section 4
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
In addition to providing power to all MORL subsystems, the MORL power
system must furnish power for the on-board experiments, and must maintain
the Apollo logistic spacecraft in a standby condition. The average electri-
cal loads for the operating MOIRL subsystems are divided between ac and dc
in the following proportions: (i) 2.4kW of square wave ac, (2) 0.3 kW of
sine wave ac, (3) 2.6 kW of 56 _28 Vdc. Recomputing these loads in terms
of 1,067 cycle ac, at which power is generated and allowing 3 kW for the
expanded experimental program as well as 1.3 kW for contingencies, leads
to a total power requirement of II kW at the alternator terminals. Both
power sources considered in this document are designed to fulfill the above
power requirements adequately.
4. 1 SUMMARY
A summary comparison of the characteristics of the solar cell/battery and
the Pu-238 Isotope Brayton Cycle (PBC) system is shown in Table 4-I. The
PBC system exhibits a clear advantage with respect to the performance and
operational aspects of the mission by eliminating the large solar cell panels
which constitute an impediment to extravehicular as well as experimental
activities. While the nuclear safety aspects of the PBC system add an ele-
ment of risk to program development, it is anticipated that timely launch
approval will be obtained for a major program with the national significance
attached to an orbiting research laboratory.
The difference in launch weight between the PBC and the solar system is
not considered significant at this time. On the basis of preliminary cost
estimates, the solar cell system shows an advantage over the PBC system.
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The resupply penalties are small for both systems, and are not significant
during the 1971 to 1975 time period; however, during the subsequent years
of higher atmospheric density, an increase in solar cell/battery resupply
weight as well as a small increase in launch weight, would occur.
The launch weights assumed in Table 4-1 for the Isotope Brayton Cycle
system are predicted on the use of the purified fuel form (Reference 1 1), and
the use of a helium-xenon mixture as the Brayton cycle working fluid. The
launch weights assumed for the solar cell/battery system are an extra-
polation of the baseline system, and have assumed the use of the following
technological advances: (1) larger area solar cells, (2) thinner solar cells,
(3) integral cover slides, (4) wrap-around cell contacts, (5) improved sub-
strate panel structure, and (6)silver-cadmiumbatteries. These systems are
felt to be both achievable and compatible with the MORL system.
The biggest unresolved problem with the PBC system is the availability of
adequate quantities of Pu-238 for MORL and its comtemporary space pro-
grams. Info1'mation available to Douglas indicates that the quantities of
Pu-238 resulting as a by-product of weapons production are adequate to
meet an early (1971) launch date assuming MORL is given priority on all
Pu-238 available from this source. The lead time for additional quantities
(produced as a prime product) is estimated to be 5 to 6 years. NASA and
the AEC are currently formulating plans to alleviate the isotope availability
problem, and it is therefore assumed that adequate supplies will be pro-
vided for recognized national programs such as MORL.
The ultimate use potential of the PBC system, which is unaffected by orbital
parameters and long lunar nights, might be expected to be broader and
provide greater flexibility and growth potential to support alternate missions.
In view of these factors, it was recommended to NASA that a PBC system
of 1 1 kW nominal capacity be used as the baseline power system for the
MORL, replacing the solar cell/battery system. This PBC system has
allowed supplemental changes to other MORL subsystems, some of which
173
are potentially very beneficial to the MORL mission; these are discussed
as appropriate in conjunction with the affected subsystems.
4. Z LOAD ANALYSIS
A revision of the electrical load analysis was accomplished during the MORL
Phase IIb study. The purpose of this analysis was to include all of the sub-
system changes and to reflect the power available from the PBC system.
Table 4-2 is a summary of the load analysis. A detailed breakdown of the
electrical power requirement for each item of equipment is shown in
Appendix D. The loads lead to the requirement of ii kW of high-frequency
ac at the alternator terminals of the PBC system.
The connected loads shown in Table 4-2 represent the total load requirement
of each system if it is assumed that all equipment items are operating
simultaneously. These values are, therefore, indicative of the size of the
distribution branch circuits and buses. The average power is an integrated
average of the load requirements of each system, taking into account an
approximate duty cycle associated with each item of equipment over a
24- hour period.
Table 4-3 accounts for all of the power from the alternator for the PBC
system. The values shown in this table are reflected values to the alternator
buses and, therefore, include conversion and distribution efficiencies. The
total power requirement is 9.1kW, excluding the reserve for contingencies
and parasitic losses. The systems, thus, provide approximately 1.3 kW
for subsystem growth and contingencies.
As shown in Table 4-3, approximately 3 kW of alternator bus power
(1,067 cps) are available for experiments. This corresponds to approxi-
mately 2.5 kW of regulated bus power. In the MORE Phase IIa study, an
average of Z kW were allocated for the experimental requirements.
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Table 4- 3
POWER SOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Power Requirement Magnitude (W)
Reflected square wave ac':' 2,692
Reflected sine wave ac*
Reflected 56 +28 Vdc*
Subtotal
Expe riment s_:-',:,
Subtotal
Contingency (i5%)
Parasitic losses
Total
_:-'Reflected to alternator bus power
)i..t.
.....Experlmental power at alternator bus
308
3,190
6, 190
2, 953
9, 143
i, 371
486
Ii, 000
I
I
I
I
l
The PBC and the solar cell/battery power systems are designed to deliver
power to the respective buses in accordance with the data in Tables 4-2
and 4-3.
4.3 ISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE SYSTEM
This section describes the PBC system and specifies its characteristics,
design parameters, launch weight, installation in the MORL vehicle, and
overall performance. A more detailed description of the system is pre-
sented in Reference ii through 16.
4.3.1 System Description
The MORL PBC electrical power system is shown in simplified schematic
form in Figure 4-i. The principal elements and subsystems are given in
Table 4-4, along with their function.
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Table 4- 4
PBC SUBSYSTEM FUNCTIONS
System Element Function
Pu-238 fuel block
Shield
Brayton cycle power
conversion system (PCS)
Power conditioning and
control subsystems
Heat-rejection subsystem
Heat-dump door
Provides heat (energy) source for the system
Attenuates fuel block neutron radiation to
the crew compartment
Converts fuel block thermal power to elec-
trical power
Converts alternator 1,067 cps ac power to:
(i) ±28 Vdc, (2) 400 cps square wave,
(3) 400 cps sine wave, and (4) provides an
ig-Cd battery to accommodate peak loads
Rejects system waste heat through a liquid
loop space radiator; also cools the system
during launch and prelaunch when tl_e radiator
is not effective
Provides for emergency fuel block cooling
by direct heat dump to space
The PBC system installed within the MORL interstage area is de signed to pro-
duce a total of 11 kW at the alternator terminals. The total fuel block heat load
is shared by two identical power conversion systems. In each system, the
Pu-238 isotope is contained within fuel capsules, which are inserted into a
fuel block assembly. Heat is transferred by radiation to the surrounding
U-shaped heat exchanger of the associated power conversion system. The
heart of the closed-loop recuperated Brayton cycle power conversion system
is a 64,000 rpm turbo-alternator-compressor unit, which is supported on
gas bearings using the power conversion system working fluid, helium-
xenon.
Waste heat is rejected to the liquid radiator loop through a helium-xenon
to liquid heat exchanger. The radiator is an integral part of the MORL
vehicle interstage structure. Each PCS is serviced by two identical heat-
rejection loops, one of which is normally on standby. The two operating
heat-rejection loops share a total effective radiator surface of 920 sq ft.
FC-75 fluid is used as the heat-rejection loop coolant.
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Should the normal heat-removal capability of either PCS be lost, the heat
source is maintained" within safe temperature limits by opening its associ-
ated heat-dump door, which permits direct thermal radiation to space. A
lithium hydride (LiH) biological shield shadows the occupied compartments
of the vehicle from the neutron emission of the isotope source and main-
tains radiation exposure of personnel within acceptable limits.
The two power conversion systems, under normal conditions, operate at
constant load to produce three-phase, 1,067 cps, 112/194 Vac power at the
alternator terminals. A parasitic load is provided for each system to dis-
sipate power in excess of the load demands, according to a programmed
frequency control. Power conditioning to satisfy load requirements is
accomplished by initial rectification to 260 Vdc for inversion and ultimate
use by the ac loads, and by rectification to 56 ±28 Vdc power for ultimate
use by dc loads.
Paralleling of the ac portion of the system is accomplished through the
260 Vdc bus. All ac loads are supplied through a sine wave inverter for
high-quality 400-cps power on the experimental bus, and through a square-
wave inverter, for unfiltered, 400-cps power on the other ac bus. The dc
loads are supplied at 28 V by a three-wire circuit from the 56-V essential
dc bus. Abattery is provided to meet peak load and emergency power
demands on both the essential dc and ac buses. Battery charging is accom-
plished from either or both power conversion system sources through the
battery bus. An emergency inverter, supplied from the battery, is provided
to supply emergency power to essential ac loads. This inverter is designed
to supply variable-frequency, variable-voltage power to start either power
conversion system.
Besides supplying electrical loads, the power system serves as a direct
source of thermal power to satisfy the requirements of the EC/LS system.
Heat transfer for this purpose is provided from PBC system waste heat.
I
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4.3.2 PBC System Design Parameters
The basic design parameters for individual components,
cycles optimization, are shown in Table 4-5.
which evolved from
Each of the two fuel blocks is designed to produce a thermal power output of
20.35 kWt at the end of a 5-year mission, which corresponds to an initial
installed capacity of 21. 15 kWt when isotope decay is considered. The fuel
block surface operates at a maximum temperature of i, 800°F, radiative
heat transfer across an effective heat transfer surface area of 9.5 sq ft (each
fuel block) raises the helium-xenon gas temperature from 1,203 to 1,640°F
in its passage through the heat-source heat exchanger. The combined
rotating unit (CRU) design is based on a turbine of 87. 3%o and a compressor
efficiency of 80%. Operation of the CRU at 64,000 rpm results in an opti-
mum pressure of 17.7 psia at the compressor inlet. Gas expansion through
the turbine expends about 88o/0 of the total heat developed by the compressor,
with the remainder allotted to pressure drop through heat exchanger com-
ponents and ducts.
The gas flow from the recuperator enters the heat sink heat exchanger at
347 °F, where provisions are made for removing up to 2.42 kWt by the
EC/LS coolant; the remainder of the waste heat load is transferred to the
heat rejection system.
After passage through the compressor, the gas flow is regeneratively heated
from 265 ° to l, 203°F in the recuperator. The high recuperator effective-
ness (0.92), combined with optimized cycle operating conditions, results
in a cycle efficiency of 27%.
The reference PCS design parameters are based on operation with no heat
extraction for the EC/LS system. The total waste heat rejected by the
radiator is 27.4 kWt and the resulting overall PCS cycle efficiency is 27%.
The corresponding total output power at the alternator terminals is ii kWe,
for end-of-mission design conditions. With the removal of a total of
1.8 kWt to satisfy EC/LS system requirements, the radiator heat load is
reduced to 25.6 kWt and overall cycle efficiency increased to 27.3%. Con-
sequently, output power is increased to ii. 1 kWe.
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Table 4-5 (page 1 of 3)
PLUTONIUM BRAYTON CYCLE SYSTEM
DESIGN PARAME TERS
Parameter Requirement
!
l
I
I
I
I
i
l
I
l
l
I
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Output power (total, two PCS units at alternator terminals)
(kWe)
Overall system efficiency (cond power at load bus
+ 40. 7 kWt)
Heat source
PCS
Fuel block thermal power, both fuel blocks (kWt)
End of mission
Beginning of mission
Total heat loss (fuel blocks and PCS) (kWt)
Fuel block surface temperature, operating maximum
(°F)
Fuel block effective heat transfer surface area
(sq ft) each block, both sides
Fuel block--heat exchanger temperature differential,
nominal (°F) (gas outlet end)
Maximum radiation dose, power source (Rein/man/
90 days)
Working fluid
Gas-flow rate, ib/sec, each PCS
Turbine inlet temperature (°F)
Heat- source heat exchanger, inlet temperature (°F)
C ompr essor inlet tempe ratur e (°F)
Shaft speed (rpm)
Recuperator effectivene ss
Recuperator pressure loss (hp/p)
Heat-source heat exchanger pressure loss (AP/p)
Heat-sink heat exchanger pressure loss (AP/P)
Total system pressure loss (rt/rc)
Compressor inlet pressure (psia)
Compressor pressure ratio
Compressor efficiency
1!
gl. 6%
40.7
42. 3
2.3
1, 800
9.5
110
10
Helium-Xenon
0. 334
1, 64O
I, 203
65
64, 000
0.92
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.88
17.7
1.95
0.80
!
i
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Table 4-5 (page 2 of 3)
Pa ramet er R equit ement
Turbine pressure ratio
Turbine efficiency
Type of alternator
Frequency (cps)
Nominal alternator electromagnetic efficiency
Initially assumed bearing losses, each PCS (W)
Alternator windage losses, each PCS (W)
Control circuit losses, each PCS (W)
Coolant pump power requirement, each PCS (W)
Heat losses, each heat source area (W)
Heat losses, each PCS package (W)
Overall cycle efficiency (".=%0)
Heat-rejection system
Heat load, total (two PCS packages) (kWt,:=-_:=)
Radiator surface area (sq ft)
Number of loops
Number of redundant loops
Coolant fluid
Coolant flow rate, each loop (ib/min.)
Coolant inlet temperature (°F)
Ceolant outlet temperature (°F)
Ab s orptivity /emi s sivity ratio (max.)
Design orbital sink temperature (°F)
Reliability (two of four radiator segments)
i. 716
0. 873
Rice
I, 067
0.90
500
190
20
135
958
189
Z7.0
Z7.4
920
4
g
FC-75
13.85
266
51
0. Z5
-20
0. 9999
l
l
l
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*Alternator output power at terminals divided by thermal input power at
end of mission, assuming no heat extraction for EC/LS system; 27. 3%
with i. 8 kWt total extracted for EC/LS system.
_:=_KAllowance for EC/LS thermal load (amounting to i. 8 kWt) is not
deducted here.
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Table 4-5 (page 3 of 3)
! Parameter Requirement
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Electrical power control and conditioning efficiencies
High frequency (1, 067 cps) and parasitic circuits
Power conditioning system (alternator bus
to load bus)
Dc conditioning subsystem
Ac conditioning subsystem
Sine wave subsystem
Square wave subsystem
Power distribution to loads
Electrical power system (alternator to loads)
Power quality
General characteristics
Electromagnetic-interference (EMI)
Voltage
Alternator bus
Dc loads
Ac, square wave loads
Ac, sine wave loads
Frequency
Alternator bus
Ac, square wave bus
Ac, sine wave bus
95.5%
83.4%
79.8%
91.3%
90.3%
92.4%
97.0%
77.3%
MIL-STD-704
MIL-STD-826
112/194 V ±3%
56 V, (51 to 57 V),
or ±28 V,
(25. 5 to 28. 5 V)
115/200 V ±5°1'o
115/200 V,
(108.5 to
117.5 v)
1, 067 cps
±i.25%
400 cps ±1%
400 cps ±1%
!
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!In each of the heat rejection systems, the FC-75 coolant removes waste
heat from the heat sink heat exchanger and the alternator. Flow through
the radiator reduces coolant temperatures (by thermal radiation), the range
of which is between 266 ° and 51°F to heat-sink temperature of -20°F.
4.3. 3 Launch Weight
Alaunch weight summary of the PBC system is shown in Table 4-6. These
weights include a purified _uel form and a helium-xenon mixture as the
Brayton cycle working fluid. All changes in the baseline configuration of
the MORE vehicle occasioned by application of the PBC system are con-
sidered in the launch weight. The weight includes an extension of the inter-
stage length by 38 in. over the Phase IIa baseline length to accommodate
the power system radiator.
The vehicle integration weight penalties occur in the vehicle structural and
mechanical systems primarily because of the installation of the heat dump
doors, structural beef-up, internal handling aids, PCS supports (including
those for spares), and radiator optical coatings. The launch weight does not
include the provision of spare power conversion systems or other spare
modules and components.
4. 3.4 Installation
The basic physical arrangement of th_ PBC is shown in Figure 4-2 and its
installation within the MORE interstage area is illustrated in Figure 4-3.
The MORE interstage is extended to provide the required additional radiator
surface area, and to accommodate the internal installation of the power
system in a relatively compact and readily accessible arrangement. Two
adjacent fuel block assemblies are situated near the perimeter of the inter-
stage, with one heat transfer surface of each fuel block facing the vehicle
surface. The two identical PCS units are packaged within sealed enclosures
which are mounted inboard of the fuel blocks on the opposite side of the
shield assembly, with their respective U-shaped heat exchangers extending
around both sides of the fuel blocks.
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Table 4-6
PBC SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
I
Weight Weight
Sy stem (lb) (lb)
Fuel block and radiation shield 1, 353
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Power conversion unit
Brayton cycle PCS
Radiator
Coolant motor assembly
Pump as sembly
Evaporator subsystem
Power conditioning and energy storage
Parasitic load and control
Transformers and rectifiers.
Inver te r s
Relays, circuit breakers and misc
Variable frequency inverters
Battery and case
Battery controls
Vehicle integration
Inter stage extension
Structural changes
EC/LS system
Insulation and attachments
Total system weight penalty ;:_
924
164
40
50
130
90
116
119
134
2O0
384
46
355
665
64
133
1, 308
i, 089
1, Z17
4, 967
_:'Does not include 519 lb for distribution and protection equipment
I
I
The fuel blocks are initially installed in the vehicle through the heat-dump
doors and are supported in a fixed position by the reinforced interstage
structure. The two heat-dump doors are positioned in line with the respec-
tive fuel blocks to allow emergency heat removal from the fuel blocks
I
I
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!if PCS failure occurs. Each heat-dump door contains an emergency panel
in case of primary mechanism failure. The inside surface of these doors,
the separation panel between fuel blocks, and the inside shield surface are
insulated to minimize heat loss and to maintain system external surfaces at
temperatures within acceptable levels for maintenance personnel.
The shield to attenuate neutron radiation from the isotope consists of an
inverted L-shaped fixed section that extends over the top and inboard sur-
faces of the fuel blocks in a position to completely shadow the occupied
compartments of the vehicle and maintenance personnel in the interstage
area. Side shields are hinged at the forward ends of the main shield and
rotated forward to permit insertion or removal of the PCS units. To pro-
vide a partial-power capability if a single unit fails, the two PCS units are
identical and interchangeable and each provides half the total power require-
ment of ii kWe. The PCS unit is replaced in the following manner. First,
the following elements are disconnected: (1) the four small radiator liquid-
line quick disconnects, (2) two electrical connectors, and (3) the structural
supports. Then, the PCS units are swung from the vicinity of the fuel-
block assembly by using one of the two manually activated internal handling
aids, pivoted at the vehicle axis.
4.3. 5 PBC System Performance
The performance characteristics of the power system are discussed in the
following sections.
4.3.5. 1 Performance Criteria
The maximum thermal power and minimum absorptivity-to-emissivity ratio
at the start of the mission results in the highest cycle, efficiency and a single
PCS output power level exceeding the 5.5 kWe design basis throughout the
orbit. Although the maximum variation below rated power is approximately
7% for the least favorable combination of operating conditions, the inte-
grated average output power of one PCS over the complete orbit period
exceeds 5.5 kWe at the alternator terminals under all conditions. The
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minimum total electrical power available at the load buses is 8.78 kWe, and
the minimum total power at the load terminals is 8. 52 kWe.
The turbine inlet temperature varies between the extremes of approximately
1,615 ° and 1,680°F as a function of orbital position and mission duration.
Although the interval above the design value of i, 640°F is relatively short
for the most plausible combination of operating parameters, the turbine
design includes sufficient margin to accommodate this nominal increase in
temperature without penalizing performance or reducing reliability.
The compressor inlet temperature varies as a fnnction of orbital position
and mission duration between the extremes of approximately 30 ° and 75 °F.
To preclude the effects of a decrease in system efficiency, the range above
the design value of 65°F is relatively small.
4.3.5. 2 Performance with Single PCS in Se_ vice
PBC system operation with only one power conversion system in service
results in a somewhat higher unit output power than the normal operating
condition in which both power conversion systems are functioning. Under
these conditions, the heat dump door for the system that is out of service
is opened to maintain the associated fuel block within safe temperature
limitations. The temperature distribution in the fuel block and heat source
heat exchanger of the operating system remains essentially the same as for
normal operation with both systems functioning.
4. 3.5. 3 Reduced Power Rating
The reference power system design provides a margin for growth in the
MORL electrical loads that is consistent with development of more sophis-
ticated life support systems and larger crews; the system design also pro-
vides sufficient latitude for a comprehensive experimental program. A
reduction in output power by reducing compressor inlet pressure for a
system operating at design speed is achieved by reducing the amount of
working fluid in the system. This results in a decrease in thermal power
I
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input for a given turbine inlet temperature. A high temperature ratio is
maintained, and the overall system pressure loss and heat exchanger effi-
ciency is improved with the reduced flow, resulting in an increase in over-
all cycle efficiency.
Reduction of power output by lowering the turbine inlet temperature is
achieved through a reduction in isotope loading in the fuel blocks, with the
design compressor inlet pressure level held constant. However, this
alternative will result in a considerably lower cycle efficiency.
The PBC system performance at reduced power ratings for the two above
conditions will be as shown in Table 4-7.
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Table 4- 7
PBC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AT REDUCED POWER RATING
Operation at Operation at
I
I
Parameter
Reduced Com-
Reference pressor Inlet
Design I Temperature Z
Reduced
Turbine Inlet
Tempe r atur e3 I
Output power, alternator
terminals (kWe)
Turbine inlet temperature
(°F)
Compressor inlet pressure
(psia)
Overall cycle efficiency
Thermal power required, end
of mission (kWt)
ii 8 8
I, 640 i, 640 1, 430
17. 7 9. 5 17. 7
27 31 23
40. 7 25. 8 34. 8
i. Reference PCS component designs remain unchanged
2. Compressor inlet pressure is reduced at constant turbine inlet
temperature
3. Turbine inlet temperature is reduced at constant compressor inlet
pressure
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4.3. 5.4 PBC System Performance During Ground Operation
During ground operation of the power system, waste heat is transferred by
the heat rejection system coolant (FC-75) to a ground source of chilled
water at 40 ° to 45°F, which circulates at 15 ib/min, through the evaporative
cooling system associated with each PCS and is discharged overboard to
the ground facilities. The system is capable of operation for an indefinite
time while the flow of cooling water is sustained. The selected cooling
water inlet temperature maintains the corresponding PCS compressor inlet
temperature approximately equal to the nominal design value of 65°F.
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4.3. 5.5 PBC System Performance During Launch and Ascent
Immediately prior to launch, the ground water supply is removed, and
waste is removed by the evaporative cooling system using an on-board
supply of chilled water throughout the launch, ascent, and orbital injection
phases. For this purpose, a supply of 16.6 ib of stored water (for each
PCS), precooled to 45°F by the ground cooling supply, is expended over a
period of I, 400 sec until orbit is attained and normal heat rejection through
the radiators is effective. The cooling water is heated to the saturation
temperature corresponding to existing ambient pressure, flashed into
vapor, and discharged from the evaporator to the atmosphere.
From the time the on-board supply of cooling water flow is initiated until
the initial ascent phase is completed, power conversion system compressor
inlet temperature increases because the cooling water boils at a higher
temperature (as a function of ambient pressure) than normal heat rejection
system coolant temperatures. However, after approximately 2 rain. , when
ambient pressure has been reduced to a high vacuum, boiling occurs at a
sufficiently low temperature that compressor inlet temperature and, conse-
quently, output power are restored to rated operating values. The minimum
output power level during launch and the initial period of ascent will exceed
3 kWe for each of the operating power conversion systems. The power
available, therefore, is well in excess of anticipated power requirements
during this period.
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4.3.6 Fuel Block Recovery
Since completion of the MORL power system study, questions have been
raised at some NASA centers on the feasibility of attaching the fuel blocks
to the outside of the Apollo command module (CM). These questions have
been based on the acceptability of pertubations to the CM's center of gravity.
A meeting was held on 9 November 1965 at the NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center in Houston, Texas, to review the initial design concepts and several
alternates. The major conclusions are covered below.
The basic body recovery concept included in the MORL power system study
is feasible, although final positioning of the fuel blocks will require a
detailed study; it was indicated that this study is not justified at this time.
The modification to the CM should be minimized; however, it is recognized
that modifications will be required to allow extended vehicle life either for
the extended missions or standby operations associated with either Apollo
applications flights or orbiting research laboratories.
4.4 SOLAR CELL/BATTERY SYSTEM
The solar cell/battery system is discussed in the following sections.
4.4. 1 Solar Cell/Battery Description
The solar cell/battery system described herein is an updated solar cell
system, as compared to the baseline system; it produces and distributes to
the load buses equivalent power to that delivered by the Isotope Brayton
Cycle system. The uprated solar cell/battery system differs from the
MORL baseline system defined in Reference 17 as shown in Table 4-8 and
as follows:
i. The dimension of each solar cell has been increased to 2 cm by 2 cm.
2. The thickness of the solar cells has been reduced to 0. 010 in.
3. Integral cover slides are being used in place of the convential
cover glasses.
4. Solar cells with wrap around contacts are being used.
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5. The substrate structure of the panels has been improved.
6. Silver-cadmium batteries are being used in place of nickel-
cadmium batteries.
A simplified diagram of the solar cell/battery system is shown in Figure 4-4.
The solar-cell system is made up of N on P silicon solar cells attached to
four flat solar panels that are oriented toward the sun by a gimbaling mech-
anism. During the illuminated portion of the orbit, the solar cell panels
provide electrical power for all of the electrical load requirements and for
recharging the batteries that provide the vehicle power during periods of
solar eclipse and peak power demands. The battery system consist of four
batteries, each made up of 30 hermetically sealed, alkaline, silver-cadmium
secondary cells connected in series, and the associated battery charging
circuitry. Charging of the batteries is controlled by the charging circuitry
so that excessive overcharge and gassing of the cells does not occur.
The dc regulation and distribution subsystem is not shown in Figure 4-4 but
it is schematically similar to the ac system.
The improvements in the uprated solar cell/battery system are a result of
a later launch date and each item will be briefly discussed in this section.
4.4. i. 1 Larger Area Solar Cells
Most of the solar cell manufacturers are manufacturing single-crystal
silicon solar cells with dimensions of up to 3 cm by 3 cm at no sacrifice
in efficiency. The larger area cells were made possible when switching
from P on N to N on P solar cells. This increase in solar cell size and
area allows the designer of solar cell systems to use fewer cells, inter-
connections, and cover slides, as well as reduces the cost per unit area
of active surface. The decrease in the number of interconnections will
increase the system reliability.
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The cost of the fabrication of the 3 cm by 3 cm cell is not currently
competitive with the smaller size cells and, therefore, the 2 cm by 2 cm
cell have been chosen for this system. This size of solar cell is being used
on the fourth interplanetary monitoring platform, IMP-D (Reference 18).
4.4. I. 2 Thinner Solar Cells
Several of the solar cell manufacturers have fabricated silicon solar cells
of various thickness, down to 4 mils thick (Reference 19 and 20). Tests have
shown that at about 8 mils thickness, the efficiency of cell begin to drop off
rapidly. The radiation resistance has been shown to be greater for the thin-
ner solar cells. A solar cell thickness of I0 mils has been selected for
the uprated system and it results in a large decrease in solar cell weight.
The conventional solar cells have a thickness of approximately 18 to 20 mils
and, therefore, the solar cell weight, which contributes at least one-fourth
of the total panel weight, is cut in half by use of 10-mil solar cells.
l
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4.4. i. 3 Integral Solar Cell Covers
The ultraviolet filter on the solar cell cover glasses is a cause for the
large cost in solar cells because the ultraviolet filter requires many
vacuum deposited metal coatings of exact thicknesses and each cover glass
must be attached by hand to the solar cells. At least one manufacturer
(Reference ZI) has developed an integral glass coating that performs the
same function as the conventional cover glass and can provide simpler
fabrication and lighter cell weights. The covers are fused to the cell to
form an integral coating, this shows a good thermal match between the
cell and the cover. The thicknesses of the integral covers are 2 to 3 mils
(cutting the weight of the covers in half) and are designed for use where
the radiation environment consists mainly of low-energy particles. Cells
with integral cover slides are not available in quantity at the present time;
however, they could be available for the MORL and will offer potential
savings in weight and cost.
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4.4. 1.4 Wrap-Around Cell Contacts
Another advancement in solar cell technology which has a potential
application on the MORL solar-cell panels are solar cells that are con-
structed with contact grids on the bottom of the cell (wrap-around contacts).
This arrangement provides a 5% increase in power for a given area because
of the increased cell effective area (Referencel9). The wrap-aroundcontacts
permit the solar cells to be sweat soldered to printed circuit boards and
eliminate the unreliable wire connections. The only disadvantages of this
type of cell are slightly higher costs and the difficulty of inspecting the
solder joints. Full production of these cells could reduce or eliminate the
increased cost. Proper inspection methods could be developed to eliminate
the latter problem. Solar cells with wrap-around contacts are being used
on the IMP-D satellite which is to be launched in 1966 (Reference 18}.
4.4. 1. 5 Improved Substrate Structure
Methods to improve the structure of solar cell panels are being conducted
by several companies (Reference 19). Solar cell panels with densities of
less than 0.45 lb/ft have been reported, but they have not been constructed.
Programs for developing solar cell arrays are currently in progress at
RyanAeronautical Co., (Referencel8}, Hughes Aircraft Co., and Boeing Co.
(Reference 19}. Itis expected that larger area solar-cell arrays can be con-
structed in the MORL time period to achieve at least the design value of
0.65 lb/ft. The solar cell improvements discussed previously have beena
large factor in making this reduction in weight possible.
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4. 4. 1. 6 Silver-Cadmium Batteries
A parametric evaluation of a sealed nickel-cadmium and a sealed silver-
cadmium battery was conducted, the batteries were compared, and a silver-
cadmium battery was selected for the uprated energy storage subsystem
(Reference 16}. The selection of the silver-cadmium battery was based on
the battery and system weight savings over that of the nickel-cadmium
battery, and advancing technology of the silver-cadmium cells. A compari-
son of the nickel-cadmium battery characteristics is shown in Table 4-9.
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Table 4-9
NICKEL- CADMIUM AND SILVER- CADMIUM
BAT TERY CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic Nickel-Cadmium Silver-Cadmium
Number of batteries
End of discharge voltage
End of charge voltage
Weight per cell
Cells/battery
Battery system weight (four batteries)
Amp-hour capacity
Depth of discharge
Peak
Overloads
Estimated design life
4 4
i. 0 V/cell 0. 9 V/cell
I. 5 V/cell I. 6 V/cell
13. 7 ib 7.6 ib
24 30
i, 644 l, 124
173 173
70% 70%
35% 35%
1 year 1 year
l
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4.4. 2 Solar-Cell Panel Shadowing
A study was conducted to investigate the effects and the extent of shad-
owing on the MORL solar-cell panels, because the shadowing of the solar
cells can reduce the solar-cell panel output more than proportionately to the
amount of panel shaded. A detailed discussion of this study is presented
in Appendix B.
The amount of shadowing that occurs in a belly-down orientation can be
reduced by using single rectangular solar-cell extension panels. The single
rectangular extension panels are achieved by moving the rectangular exten-
sion panels nearest the laboratory on each of the four'main panels, and
joining them with the rectangular extension panels located farthest away
from the laboratory. Figure 4-5 shows the time power variation for a 50 °
launch inclination using the modified panel and shows that the average power-
available, with shadowing, is always greater than the average power required.
l
l
I
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With a roll solar orientation, the shadowing is reduced from 18. 5 to 5. 5%
with the use of single rectangular extension panels and the shadowing can
be eliminated by rotating the laboratory 180 °
The shadowing of the solar-cell panels is not a serious problem. The
rotating of the laboratory 180 ° in the roll solar orientation and/or the use
of single rectangular solar-cell extension panels will assure continuous
normal operation of the laboratory.
4.4. 3 Solar Cell Technology Requirements
The technology requirements of a solar cell/battery system that are to be
implemented in support of MORL development were investigated and a flow
chart of the requirements was prepared. The flow chart appears in
Appendix C. Each of the development items was defined from its general
function and functional requirement through its performance requirements,
area of investigation, studies and analysis, and tests. Also included were
subsystem orbital test requirements which could be demonstrated by AAP
mission and technology items that are potential improvements to the base-
line system.
4. 5 COMPARISON OF ISOTOPE BRAYTON CYCLE AND SOLAR
CELL/BATTERY POWER SOURCES FOR MORL
This section presents a comparative evaluation of the two primary candi-
date electrical power sources for the MORL vehicle discussed in the pre-
vious sections, and to make appropriate recommendations concerning the
baseline MORL system. The systems compared are: (1) the Pu-Z38
Isotope Brayton Cycle system evaluated under a parallel study, and (2) the
solar cell/battery system, which was the MORL baseline system during
Phase I, Phase IIa, and most of Phase. IIb. Both systems are scaled to
provide equivalent power to the using loads and are extrapolated, in so far
as possible, to a common technology supported time scale.
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Discussed in this section are the relative merits of the two power systems
under consideration, with respect to the following system selection criteria:
(1) launch weight penalty, (2) resupplyweight, (3) total mission cost, (4)
development risk, (5) reliability and maintenance, (6) growth potential, (7)
safety, (8) operational flexibility, and (9) miscellaneous vehicle integration
penalties.
4. 5. 1 Launch Weight Penalty
Table 4-10 summari_.es the launch weight aspects of the improved Pu-238
Isotope Brayton Cycle system and the uprated solar cell/battery power
source. This table includes the weight of eadh power source and the attend-
ant weight penalties in other subsystems that interface with the power sub-
system. For example, installation of a solar cell/battery system requires
that the MORL interstage area be lengthened 3 ft, at a weight penalty of
216 Ib, to provide space for solar-panel stowage. These weight and length
penalties are relative to a hypothetical MORL without an electrical power
source. The total weight penalty represents the total increase in MORL
weight with the addition of the indicated power source, relative to the hypo-
thetical MOR L.
4. 5. i. 1 Pu-238 Isotope Brayton Cycle System
The total Pu-238 Brayton Cycle energy source weight is 2,661 lb. The
weight of the battery and power conditioning equipment is i, 089 ib, bringing
the total weight of the power source to 3,750 lb. A weight saving of 78 ib
can be realized in the EC/LS system by using I. 8 kWt of Brayton Cycle
waste heat for various heating functions. This heat is now provided by a
special Pu-238 heat source and some associated equipment which may be
eliminated.
The MORL vehicle is not long enough to provide the area required for an
optimum radiator design. A weight optimization study, on the basis of
minimum vehicle weight, showed that 58 in. of interstage should be added
to the vehicle. This is the removal of 20 in. of interstage length used for
solar-panel stowage and the addition of 58 in. or a net increase of 38 in. in
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Table 4-10
MORL LAUNCH WEIGHT
I
!
I
System
Pu-238 Isotope Solar Cell/
B rayton Cycle Battery
(Ib) (lb)
Power source
Primary energy source
Battery and power condition
Power Source Total
Vehicle integration penalties
EC/LS
Isotope heater removal
Regenerative heat exchanger and control
Nonoptimum radiator
Miscellaneous
Structure
Interstage extension
Shield insulation and attachments
Additional structural changes
RCS (drag propulsion)
Communications (antenna)
Total Vehicle Penalty
2,661 2,591 I
i, 089 i, 685 I
3,750 4, 276
I
- 78 --- I
- 16 ---
+ 130 ---
+ 38 + 178 I
+ 355 + 216 I
+ 133 ---
+ 665 --- I
Negligible + 43
--- + 68 I
4,967 4,781 I
interstage length. This optimum length vehicle, however, requires that the
EC/LS radiator operate at a nonoptimum point, Figure 4-6. Accordingly,
a 130 Ib penalty is charged to the isotope system. The area represents a
355 ib structural penalty. The shield insulation and attachments represent
a 133 ib penalty. Another structural penalty of 665 Ib is incurred to beef-
up the interstage and provide special supports and mechanisms. The use
of waste heat from the power system to satisfy the thermal-load require-
ments of the EC/LS system results in a weight reduction of 78 Ib through
I
I
I
I
I
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l
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NOTES:
1. 10.5KWEOUTPUTWITHA SINGLEFUEL BLOCK
2. HEATTRANSFERFROMONESIDEOF FUELBLOCK
3. ABSORPTIVITY-TO-EMISSIVITYRATIO(a/e)= 0.20
4. HEATLOADOF25.3KWT
COOLANTTIN = 220°F;TOUT= 60°F
5. EC/LSHEATLOADOF 12.2KWT
COOLANTTm= 105°F;TOUT= 35°F
6. TT= TURBINEINLETTF_MP
A SELECTEDOPTIMUMSYSTEMFORTT= 1,540°F
[] SELECTEDOPTIMUMSYSTEMFORTT = 1,340°F
7. EC/LSAREA SHOWNINCLUDES78 SQFT PENALTYFOR
NONUSABLESURFACE
i 4,100
! 3,900
3,700
i jPBC SYS
TT= 1,540°F
3,500
= ;
3,300
PBCSYS
TT= 1,340°F
i _,_oo
i 2,900
,..,=..,,, I_'_'_C OMBiNED
TT = 1,540°F,\ /
"_COMBIN ED
TT= 1,340°F
i 600
I 400
i 2oo
0
I
EC/LS
\ /_D,_,o_
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PENALTY r_
f
/
j_ J
700 900 1,100 1,300 11500 1,700 1,900 2,100
USEFULRADIATORAREA(SQFT)
Fi.g,.ure 4-6, Radiator Optimization
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elimination of a separate isotope source initially provided for this purpose.
The drag penalty for this power system is negligible, despite the increased
vehicle length, because the long-term orientation is belly down. The
system is sized to provide rated power in the belly-down orientation (worst
case). Performance may be improved a few percent by more optimum
orientations.
4. 5. 1.2 Solar Cell/Battery System
The total weight of the power source is 2,591 Ib and the weight of the battery
and power conditioning equipment is i, 685 lb. Included in the power condi-
tioning weight is 52 Ib of increased wire weight for the distribution system
of the low-voltage, high-current solar cell/battery source as compared to
a high-voltage, low-current Brayton Cycle source. The 216 ib structure
penalty results from the need to increase the length of MOIRL to stow the
solar cell panels, as previously discussed. The increased length of the
communication antennas and the use of rotating IRF joints results in a penalty
of 68 ib to this power system.
Table 4-11 summarizes the yearly propellant consumption chargeable to the
solar cell/battery system. The variation from year to year is the result of
the changing atmospheric density. The increased IRCS propellant tankage
(to hold the fuel required to overcome the solar-cell panel drag) and a
20 -day supply of propellants results in a 43-ib weight penalty using tanks
sized to hold a 147-day supply of propellant during the 1976, the worst por-
tion of the 1972 to 1976 time period.
I
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4. 5. 2 Resupply Weight
Table 4-12 summarizes the resupply requirements for the Isotope Brayton
Cycle and the solar cell/battery sources. The replacement period for the
Brayton Cycle power conversion system (PCS) is assumed to be l year. The
life of the PCS units cannot be accurately predicted at the present time; how-
ever, the life of these units may be well in excess of 1 year because the only
l
l
I
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T able 4 - 11
SOLAR CELL SYSTEM DRAG PROPELLANT
I Year
Propellant Consumption
(ib/year)
I
I
I
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
Average
204
132
132
204
43Z
221
I
I
Table 4-12
RESUPPLY WEIGHT
Pu-238 Isotope Solar Cell/
I Item
Brayton Cycle
(Ib/year)
Battery
(lb/year)
I
I
Power source replacement
Battery replacement
Drag propellant
Total
924 - -
384 i, 124
Negligible 221
I, 308 i, 345
I
I
I
I
I
identified wearout mode (turbine creep) results in a life of more than 5 years.
The duty cycle of the battery for the Brayton cycle system is such that the
life should be more than 1 year.
The batteries are the major resupply items on the solar-cell battery source.
The batteries for this source have been designed with a duty cycle such that
their life should be approximately 1 year. All four batteries are assumed to
be replaced each year. Table 4-12 also includes the drag propellant require-
ments, which have been discussed previously.
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4. 5. 3 Total Mission Cost
The program costs chargeable to the power system for a solar cell/battery
system and PCS are shown in Figure 4-7, assuming that the isotope is
recoverable. The intercept of these cost curves at launch includes: (1)
the total nonrecurring costs and (2) the procurement of two flight systems
and the long-lead-time items for the third system. The isotope cost which is
included in Figure 4-7 is calculated in Appendix E. The slope of the curves
in Figure 4-7 represent the yearly resupply requirements multiplied by the
logistic cost of $3, 000/lb delivered to orbit. The $3,000/lb cost is the
result of the Phase IIa system analysis studies.
Mission success probabilities are such that there is an excellent chance that
the backup systems need not be launched. This situation does not usually
help the economics because the hardware is already fabricated and it is so
special that a refund cannot be obtained if it is released for another applica-
tion. However, this is not the case with the Pu-238 inventory allocated for
the flight vehicles because any unused isotope will always be a valuable
commodity. Thus, post-mission recovery of the isotope can help the eco-
nomic picture.
The nonrecurring costs of Figure 4-7 include an expected isotope cost, and
the probability of actually requiring launch of the backup vehicles as well as
mission recovery. The expected cost of the isotope is made up of the cost
of lost isotope, based on the probability of launch and post-mission recovery,
and a rentalcharge. The rental charge is made up of a charge for the
usage of a valuable commodity (Pu-238), a charge for the decay of the iso-
tope, and a charge for reprocessing the isotope so that it is available for
other applications. A detailed discussion of the isotope costs is given in
Appendix E.
4. 5.4 Power Rating Increase
The growth potential of the solar-cell battery system is limited primarily
by stowage and deployment of the large.area solar cell panels. Figure 4-8
shows the deployment sequence and relative size of the panels for the
l
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solar-cell system described in Section 4.4. 1. Stowage and deployment of a
panel of this size is feasible, although difficult; increased panel sizes make
the problem inc re a singly difficult.
The availability of Pu-Z38 and vehicle radiator area are the two factors
that tend to limit the growth potential of a PCS.
The availability of Pu-238 has been discussed previously; increased power
requirements would aggravate the situation. The 11 kW reference isotope
system requires a 5-ft extension to the MORL interstage to provide increasec
radiator area; thus, further increase in power requirements would require:
(1) deployable radiators, (2) further additions to the interstage, or (3)lowered
cycle efficiency associated with less than optimum radiator area. The upper
practical limit is on the order of 15 to 20 kW because of radiator area
limitations.
4.5.5 Life Extension Potential
The primary factor limiting the life of the PCSis the cladding material creep
and the consequent stress in the fuel block. The extension of life beyond the
5-year design point requires either increased cladding material capsule
thickness or slightly reduced system temperatures. A small increase in the
size of the solar-cell panels, to allow for the increased total solar-cell
degradation over a longer period of time, is required to extend the life of the
solar-cell battery system. Thus, neither system is severly penalizedbylife
extensions beyond the present 5-year design point.
4.5.6 Alternate Mission Capability
The alternate missions that are presently considered for MORL are polar
orbit and synchronous orbit m_ssions. The applicability o£ the isotope and
solar-cell systems to these alternate missions is discussed in the following
s e ctions.
I
I
I
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4.5.6. 1 Polar-Orbit Mission
Both of the systems designed for the baseline 50 °
the polar-orbit mission with virtually no changes.
systems is unchanged for this mission.
mission are suitable for
The weight of the two
4.5.6.2 Synchronous Orbit Mission
The referenced PCS is compatible with the synchronous orbit mission with
no changes; in fact, the system output power is increased a few percent
because of the reduced radiator sink temperature.
I
I
I
I
I
Table 4-13 compares the characteristics of a solar-cell battery system for
the baseline and synchronous mission. The values shown in Table 4-13 are
for a system optimized for each specific mission. The synchronous orbit is
characterized by a favorable light/dark cycle for a solar-cell battery system.
MORL is continuously in the sun, except for two 18-day periods each year;
during these periods the maximum dark time is only i. 2 hours per orbit
(day). The resulting long-light periods lead to a large decrease in solar-cell
panel area requirements and weight. In addition, the vehicle integration
penalties are reduced because of: (i) reaction control propellants are not
required to overcome drag and (2) reduced antenna penalty. However, the
battery weight must be increased because of the longer dark period.
In summary, the PCS offers improved flexibility for alternate missions,
without requiring system redesign. Overall, the two systems are equal with
respect to growth potential.
I
I
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4. 5. 7 System Safety
The solar-cell battery is a safe system; possible exceptions are a potential
collision hazard between resupply vehicles and the large extended solar cell
panels and the remote possibility of battery rupture caused by excessive
gassing. The battery gassing problem is also common to the isotope system.
Potential safety problems for the PCS include turbomachinery rupture,
caused by excessive overspeed, and nuclear safety problems with respect to
the civilian population. The system is designed so that the possibility of
I
I
I
I
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! Table 4-13SOLAR CELL/BATTERY COMPARISON*
! Synchronous 50 ° or PolarItem Mission Mission
g
I
!
Solar panel area 1,285 sq ft Z, 676 sq ft
Weight (lb)
Power source 1,897 3, 15Z
Battery i, 556** i, 124
Integration penalty 46Z 505
Total 3,915 ib 4, 781 ib
l
I
*To provide same power to buses as isotope system
**Based on 50% depth of discharge
! turbomachinery rupture is extremely low; if it occurs, pieces are containedwithin the system, thereby precluding the possibility of damage to MORL.
l
l
I
I
l
l
l
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The PCS was designed to minimize nuclear safety problems with respect
to a MORL crew and the civilian population. Nevertheless, nuclear safety
is a political problem that will not be fully resolved until launch approval
is obtained at the Secretary of State/Presidential level. It is expected that
launch approval can be obtained for MORL because of the consideration
given to safety in the system design and the significance of aMORLprogram
to the nation.
4. 5.8 Operational Flexibility
Freedom of vehicle orientation and noninterference with experiments and
other extravehicular activities are discussed in the following sections.
4.5.8. 1 Vehicle Orientation Freedom
The demands of MORL experimental program may require random inertial
orientation for extended periods; thus, any power system used for MORL
211
!must have the capability of providing essentially rated output with any vehicle
orientation. These requirements are inherently incompatible with a simple
solar-cell system because the solar-cell panels require orientation to the sun
within ±i0 ° to 20 °. The necessary vehicle freedom of orientation is obtained
with a solar-cell system by two axis gimbaling of the solar-cell panels. In
addition, the rotating MORL requires slip rings to transfer electrical power
from the solar-cell panels to the vehicle. Thus, freedom of orientation
can be obtained witha solar.-cell system, at the expense of increased com-
plexity in the stabilization and control subsystem as well as the inherently
simple power system. The principal disadvantage of this approach appears
to be the increased development risk in the power system, the impact of
which has been discussed previously.
!
!
I
I
I
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The performance of the PCS is essentially independent of vehicle orientation,
except for minor variations in the radiator sink temperature, which is a
function of vehicle orientation. ThePCSdiscussed in this reportwasdesigned
to provide rated power at essentially the worst conceivable orientation; con-
sequently, this system's output will increase a few percent with more favor-
able vehicle orientations. In summary, there is a slight advantage for the
PCS with respect to freedom of vehicle orientation, neglecting the develop-
ment risk of the solar-cell panel gimbal and slip-ring system.
I
l
l
l
4. 5.8. 2 Extravehicular Space Utilization
The large gimballed solar-cell panels require a large volume of extra-
vehicular space at the aft of MORL to be maintained free of obstructions.
This precludes the the use of this space for experimental purposes and limits
the ability to accommodate large stowed modules. Thus, the capability for
growth to accommodate large special-purpose experimental modules is
limited by the solar-cell battery system" In addition, solar-cell panels
represent a hazard to extravehicular activities, as well as a collision hazard
during resupply operations.
4. 5. 9 Miscellaneous Integration Penalties
Some of the miscellaneous integration problems and penalties not previously
considered for the two power sources are discussed in the following sections.
I
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4. 5. 9. 1 Experiments
The neutron emission from the isotope system may affect the results of a
number of the IVIORL experiments unless the experiments are properly placed
and are designed with the necessary shielding. Several of the experiments
require the measurement of the neutron spectra and flux distribution. How-
ever, it is expected that the isotope neutrons will be at a higher energy level
than the natural space neutrons. The neutron flux from the isotope system
may also affect some of the biological experiments. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that studies be conducted to determine the effect of the isotope system
on the experiments after the experiments become more fully defined.
4.5.9. Z Resonant Frequencies
A potential problem area that has not been investigated is the possible
resonant frequencies of the thin, larger-area, solar-cell panels caused by
perturbations on the MORL vehicle. The major perturbation would be caused
by impulses of the RCS and by docking vehicles. This effect could result in
panel stiffeners with a resulting increase in solar-panel weight.
4.5.9.3 Communications and Data Acquisition
The antenna patterns must be satisfactory for all exterior appendage varia-
tions. The variations are caused by docked logistic vehicles, cargo and
experimental vehicles, and the large area of moving solar-cell panels. The
use of the isotope system eliminates a large unknown effect and, therefore,
development and test time. The antenna will shadow the solar-cell panels;
however, the extent and effect of the shadowing has not been determined.
The placement of the antenna at the rear of MORL and in the plane of the
panel deployment arms will eliminate all shadowing. The change in antenna
location will cause an increase in weight because of increased coaxial length
and the need for rotating rf joints. Rotating rfjoints are required because
of the rotating panels. The isotope system does not place a limitation on
the communications subsystem. Table 4-10 summarizes the weight penalty
imposed on the communications system by the solar-cell panels.
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4.5.9.4 EC/LS Subsystem
The large area requirements of the BraytonCycle and EC/LS radiators will
alter the thermal balance of the vehicle with the isotope power source. How-
ever, this will result only in a change in the insulation requirements, which
will _not significantly alter the vehicle weight.
4.5.9. 5 Reaction Control Subsystem
The isotope system allows a 42% reduction in the duty cycle for some of the
RCS engines, resulting in increased life. Also, the use of the isotope system
permits a greater freedom of engine location because the solar-cell panel
impingement constraint is removed. This may result in reduced attitude
control propellant consumption.
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Section 5
LOGISTICS SYSTEM
5. 1 SUMMARY
The selected MORL logistics system consists of three vehicle configurations
to satisfy the requirements imposed by the three MORL missions. These
systems use the following building blocks:
1. Baseline 50 ° mission--the modified Apollo command module, the
MORL logistics service pack, the multimission module, and a
Saturn IB booster.
Z. Poiar mission--the modified'Apollo command module, the MORL
logistics service pack, the multimission module, and a Saturn V
booster.
3. Synchronous mission--the modified Apollo command, the modified
Apollo service module, the MORL multimission module suspended
within the LEM fairing and, a Saturn V booster.
Cargo capacity for each configuration is about i0, 500 Ib delivered into the
specified orbit in addition to three crewmen carried in the Apollo. The
payload capacity of the selected logistics vehicle is adequate for each of the
mission requirements. The first three launches for the 50 ° orbit utilize
about 8590 of the available cargo capacity; only 5790 of the capacity is used
in subsequent flights. The larger payload of the initial three launches is
caused by a requirement for nearly 3/4 of the total experimental equipment
(by weight) within the first 45 days. This results from common equipment
usage by a considerable portion of the experiments. Should the logistics
systems capacity become marginal due to growth, adjustments may be
required in the experimental program to ease the need for the large initial
cargoes.
5. Z INTRODUCTION
Logistics system requirements for the three missions, and various alternate
vehicle configurations which meet the requirements, are discussed in the
215
Task ILl Responsiveness Analysis (Reference 4). The 50 ° mission requires
that three 3-man Apollo flights be made in the first 45-day period. The
first launch is to activate and check out the laboratory; the next two, about
45 days later, are to rotate the checkout crew and fully man the laboratory.
Crew rotation and resupply follow at regular 90-day intervals thereafter.
The total logistics weight necessary on these flights, from the requirements
for 147 days of housekeeping supplies, is approximately l, 500 lb on initial
spares; the experimental gear required in the first 90 days is 26,000 ib;
thus, a little less than 9, 000 ib per flight is necessary for the 50 ° mission.
The cargo requirements for the remainder of the flights for the 50 ° mission
are less (about 6,000 ib), but 10, 500 ib will be used as the design number to
allow for growth.
The requirements for experimental cargo on the polar and synchronous
missions are not clearly identified at this time since experimental program
requirements for these missions have not been developed. The consumables
necessary on the latter missions are i, 850 ib/month and i, 580 ib/month for
the polar and synchronous missions respectively. In the absence of a clearly
defined experimental cargo weight on these two missions, the same design
number of i0, 500 Ib per flight as determined for the 50 ° mission will be
used. The baseline logistics vehicle configuration is shown in Figure 5-1.
Description of the baseline MORL service pack, multimission module (MMM),
and necessary modifications to the Apollo command module are noted in the
Phase Lla MORL Logistics System Final Report (Reference 22) and will not
be covered further in this report; only changes to the MORL Phase IIa base-
line system required by the MORL missions are discussed. Subsequent
sections describe the selected system and the changes necessary for each
mission.
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5.3 MISSIONS
Logistics requirements for the various missions are discussed in the
following subsections.
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5. 3. i The 50 ° Inclination Mission
The baseline logistics system noted in Reference 22 and Figure 5-Z was
derived for an orbit inclination of 28.7 °. Essentially the same system is
satisfactory for the 50 ° inclination orbit since the only significant change is
the orbit inclination with a resulting minor payload degradation. Necessary
changes are enlargement of the EC/LS oxygen and water supplies and an
increase in electrical capacity to account for the longer mission time to
rendezvous (approximately 3 days as compared to l day for the 28.7 ° orbit);
both of these changes are minor and no configurational changes were made
in this study. This system carries approximately i0, 500 ib per flight to
orbit, while offering flexibility of the multiple mission module concept and
requiring only minimum change to the Apollo Command Module.
5. 3. 2 The Polar Mission
The polar mission will utilize essentially the baseline logistics spacecraft
boosted by a Saturn V. The polar orbit requires about a i0_/0 increase in
fuel for the multimission module RCS to accommodate the longer rendezvous.
If orderly progression from the 50 ° to polar missions were assumed, the
logistics vehicle RCS could be sized for the polar mission originally at a
small penalty (approximately i00 ib) which would then make a universal
logistics vehicle except for the booster; otherwise the extra capacity must
be added to the multimission module RCS system. The" change is not large
enough to perturb the configuration defined in Reference 2Z. (Also see
Figure 5-1. ) This system results in a payload of approximately i0, 2.00 ib
per flight.
An alternate logistics vehicle for the polar orbit could be a modified Apollo
CSM, plus a multimission module suspended in the LEM adapter, launched
by a Saturn V at an azimuth of 146 ° from ETR. This configuration would
have a larger cargo capacity than the preferred logistics system because of
the added volume available in the Apollo service module. However, since
the cargo capacity of the baseline multimission module exceeds that
required by the MORE for either the 50 ° or the polar orbits, no real benefit
accrues from the larger capacity; in reality, it causes handling and stowage
problems at the MORE because both the multimis sion module and the Apollo
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Icommand and service module must be handled after docking. In addition,
the launch azimuth required may cause range safety problems because of
overflight and instantaneous impact points (LIP) across Cuba and Panama.
Lastly, the added weight of the service module plus multimission module
would make a less attractive configuration should an upgraded S-IB be
developed or should launch from the WTR with the present S-IB prove to be
desirable.
5.3. 3 Synchronous Mission
Because the deorbit velocity required for the Apollo command module
exceeds that of the baseline service pack, the only logistics vehicle configu-
ration considered for the synchronous mission includes the Apollo service
module to provide the deorbit velocity. The cargo capacity of the modified
Apollo service module is insufficient for the mission requirements, and
therefore a baseline multimission module is also necessary; the MMM also
provides the flexibility of the add-on modules. The system results in a
payload of 19, 000 lb per flight.
The three-man lunar Apollo command module must receive essentially the
same modifications that were required for the baseline MORL logistics
mission (Reference 2Z). Exceptions are that the command module may be
exposed to space for up to 6 months and no retro pack is needed for deorbit.
The 4. 5 gm/cm z (average) shielding of the command module structure and
permanent equipment results in approximately 1 rad of radiation on transit
through the radiation belts, which is considered acceptable.
Modifications to the Apollo service module for the synchronous logistics
mission include the following:
i. The service module systems must be adapted to a stay time in
orbit of up to 6 months.
2. The fuel cells must be replaced with batteries for the Apollo CSM
ascent and descent power requirements. This also forces modi-
fications to the EC/LS system.
3. EC/LS consumables must be furnished for a three-day duration
ascent phase and a two-day maximum duration descent phase.
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4. The service propulsion system must be kept to provide deorbit
impulse. The propellant tanks could be resized to the 1 i, 600 ib
of propellant required for deorbit (the lunar mission requires about
37, 000 Ib of propellant). However, the expense of modification was
not considered worth the i, 000+ ib of tank and pressurant system
weight that could be saved, and the SPS was left unmodified.
5. Some modification to the service module electronics is also
required because of the new mission.
An attachment structure-between the service module and the multimission
module is required. This logistics vehicle configuration will require
redesign of the MORL handling arms to enable storage of the multimission
module as well as the combination Apollo command and service modules.
Figure 5-3 shows the logistics vehicle docked and stowed at the MORL.
The multimission module from the baseline configuration can be used without
modification.
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Section 6
PERFORMANCE OF THE MORL SYSTEM
The performance of the MORL system is improved through weight control
measures designed to maximize the discretionary payload within the capa-
bility of the launch vehicle and to reduce the demands on the logistics system.
Reduction of logistics requirements involves primarily the optimum use of
laboratory propellant, the selection of a minimum drag profile which is con-
sistent with propellant usage and the mission experiment requirements, and
the selection of an optimum altitude for MORL operations.
During the Phase IIb study, many changes have been made to the baseline
system. Those changes which affect the discretionary payload have been
divided into two classes and are summarized as follows:
I.
Zo
Changes derived from mission requirements--These changes
include the following:
A. Change of baseline orbit inclination from 28.72 ° to 50 °.
B. Change to belly down orientation from roll solar orientation.
C. Changes to the laboratory system--These include the following:
(l) Additional radiation protection.
(2) Separate air ventilation circuit in the Hangar/Test area.
(3) Additional experimental console provisions.
Change s stemming from the MORL improvement analysis-- The se
include the following:
A. Change to an Isotope Brayton Cycle power supply.
B. Electrolysis of water for providing oxygen for breathing.
C. Incorporation of provisions for an experiment bay in the
Hangar/Test area.
Change to a flat interior bulkhead utilizing bolted joints to
separate the Hangar/Test area from the operations deck.
E. Deletion of the rendezvous radar interrogator aboard the MORL.
F. Change to a two arm stowing system for logistics spacecraft
module s.
D.
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G. Change to a radial stowage technique for logistics spacecraft.
H. Incorporation of a combined waste management device.
I. Added radiator provisions in the conical section to accommo-
date an oxygen regeneration system for the MORL.
Most of these items result in changes to the basic laboratory dry weight,
generally an increase. A few, however, when combined with a MORL launch
date in late 1971 or 1972 affect the payload requirements of the laboratory.
These two subjects, payload requirements, and laboratory weight, are dis-
cussed in Sections 6. 1 and 6. 2, respectively. The resulting discretionary
payload is presented in Section 6.3.
6. i PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
Several changes made to the baseline MORL system had a considerable
impact on the orbital characteristics of the laboratory. The more impor-
tant changes were the substitution of the Isotope Brayton Cycle system
for the solar cell/battery system as the primary power source, the
change from roll-solar to belly-down orientation, and the change in launch
date to late 1971 or 1972. Each of these three changes reduced the pro-
pellant requirements for maintaining the laboratory attitude and altitude.
The decrease in the demand for in-orbit consumables lead to a review of
the operating orbit altitude payload trade-off analysis to determine if a
change in the optimum altitude had occured. That review clearly indi-
cated that the optimum operating altitude had dropped considerably. The
following paragraphs discuss the changes which result in a new altitude
selection and the net effect on launch vehicle payloads.
6. 1. l Effect of Changes to the MORL System
The effect of the three changes to the I_4ORL system are presented in the
paragraphs below.
6, i. I. 1 Change of MORL Launch Date
The change of the MORL launch date from 1970 to late 1971 or 1972 causes
the spacecraft to be exposed to a different solar flux pattern. Figure 6-I
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shows the average yearly solar flux level as a function of calendar year.
These data are based on extrapolations of the standard eleven year solar
cycle and are in agreement with Reference 1. From this figure it is
readily observable that a laboratory operating in the 1972 to 1977 period
will be in the minimum solar flux region.
The effect of solar flux on high altitude atmospheric density is illustrated in
Figure 6-2. These data were obtained from Reference 1. Note the marked
reduction in effective density during periods of minimum solar flux. By
launching the laboratory in 1972, the entire orbital life will be spent at the
low density level. This reduces the effective dynamic pressure which in
turn lowers the drag force and aerodynamic moment on the laboratory.
The net result of these reductions is to decrease the laboratory propellant
requirements at any given altitude,
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6. i. I. 2 Change to the Isotope Brayton Cycle Power System
The substitution of the ii kWe isotope power system for the 6 kWe solar
cell/battery system has a dramatic effect on the orbital configuration of the
laboratory. 1,750 sq ft of solar panels have been removed from the base-
line MORL leaving a clean, cylindrically shaped laboratory. The effects of
this deletion on the orbital aerodynamic coefficients are shown in Figure 6-3
(drag), and Figure 6-4, (pitching moment). The significant redu&tion in
both the drag and pitching moment coefficients decreases the propellant
required to maintain altitude and orientation control of the laboratory in
any given orbit. The effect of solar panel removal becomes even more
significant when an equivalent 11 kWe solar/battery system is considered
because in this case 2,680 sq ft of solar panels would be involved.
6. I. i. 3 Change to the Belly-Down Laboratory Orientation
As a result of the increased emphasis on Earth-oriented experiments and
with the deletion of solar panels, the long term operating orientation of the
laboratory was changed from roll solar to belly down. In addition to
reducing the aerodynamic coefficients to lower levels, this change permitted
attitude control propellant to be used to provide orbit keeping impulse. This
advantage of the belly-down orientation is illustrated in Figure 6-5. As can
be seen, the attitude control propellant is sufficient to supply all the orbit
keeping requirements above an altitude of 160 nmi.
These changes provide the basic justification for the revision in performance
estimates for the MORL. They apply to any low altitude orbit regardless of
inclination.
6. 1. Z Analysis of the MORL Altitude
6. i. 2. 1 Payload Trade-Off
A 5-year mission with 20 Saturn IB/Apollo logistics appointments was pos-
tulated. The payload data for the Saturn IB launch vehicles were derived
from Reference 23. The propellant consumables over a 5-year period were
derived from Figure 6-5. The net result of these payload fluctuations are
I
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Ishown in Figure 6-6 as a function of the laboratory operating altitude. A
maximum positive change occurs around 155 nmi. An operating altitude in
the range between 145 and 165 nmi is acceptable from a payload consideration
standpoint.
6. 1.2.2 Orbital Characteristics
A restricted combination of altitudes and inclinations can produce a sub-
synchronous orbit. A subsynchronous orbit is a class of orbits in which the
spacecraft periodically retraces its path over the Earth. The combinations
of altitude and inclination that yield this property are shown in Figure 6-7.
For example, a satellite at an altitude of 275 nmi and a 50 ° inclination will
retrace its path over the Earth's surface daily; a satellite with the same
inclination at an altitude of 192 nmi will retrace its path every second day.
In the altitude range of interest there exists an orbit at 164 nmi altitude
and 50 ° inclination that is 3-day subsynchronous. A periodically repeatable
orbit accrues some mild benefits for the experiment program and ground
operations. Those experiments that require repeated coverage of the same
surface areas
merit fulfilled.
support of the
basis.
over long time periods will automatically have this require-
The work schedules and rendezvous launch missions in
laboratory can be planned on a regularly scheduled
6. 1.2.3 Selection of Operational Altitude for 50 ° Inclination Mission
The long-term operating altitude for a MORL module in a 50 ° inclination
orbit is recommended at 164 nmi. This altitude is in the region of optimum
payload utilization for the mission and provides a subsynchronous orbit
with a 3-day period. A typical ground trace covering a 24-hour period of
this orbit is shown in Figure 6-8. Launch vehicle payload capability is
increased 300 lb. For the MORL/Saturn IB launch, payload in orbit
becomes 32,900 lb.
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-The baseline rendezvous profile will be maintained; however, the change
in altitude will result in an increase of 570 1t) in logistic vehicle payload.
This increase is due to a reduction in energy requirements, a decrease
in required Apollo de-orbit velocity, "and a reduction in the rendezvous
impulse error component.
6.2 LABORATORY WEIGHT
The weights of the laboratory and tts subsystems are based on the require-
ments for a 50 ° inclination 164 nmi altitude mission (baseline). These
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values are presented in Table 6-i. Discrepancies between subsystem
weights contained in the summary volumes and in the individual subsystem
volumes are noted and accounted for. The summary weight statement con-
tained on pages 2 to 24 of Volume l_I, Systems Analysis - Mission Analysis
and Results, SM-46073, is used to represent the Phase lla reference weights.
The weight contingency is again taken at 200/0 of the basic laboratory weight
and is intended to account for items erroneously omitted as well as to pro-
vide for weight growth. The laboratory dry weight represents the basic
laboratory weight without experiments but does include the experimental
equipment built into the laboratory, that is, consoles, airlock, and so forth.
The laboratory system weight is the weight of the MORL on the launch pad
less the discretionary payload, which will, of course, be utilized in the
form of additional experiments, supplies/spares. The laboratory effective
weight is a term used to compare to the launch vehicle capability to deter-
mine discretionary payload; it is the system weight corrected for the nose
fairing which is jettisoned after first stage burnout.
6.3 DISCRETIONARY PAYLOAD
The discretionary payload for the baseline MORL mission (50 ° inclination)
is derived as shown in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2
DISCRETIONARY PAYLOAD FOR BASELINE MISSION
(164 NMI--50 ° INCLINATION)
Parameter Ma gnitude (Ib)
Saturn IB launch vehicle payload capability
Laboratory effective weight
Discretionary payload (difference)
32,900
32, i00
+8OO
The discretionary payloads for the two alternate missions investigated
during this study are shown in Tables 6-3 and 6-4.
Table 6- 3
DISCRETIONARY PAYLOAD FOR POLAR MISSION
(164 NMI--90 ° INCLINATION)
Parameter
Saturn V launch vehicle payload capability
(launch azimuth of 44.5 o out of ETR)
Laboratory effective weight*
Discretionary payload (difference)
*Includes 1,820 Ib of radiation shielding.
Magnitude (ib)
33,000
33,755
-755
I
l
II
As described in TaskIII, Book 1, the preferred launch trajectory for the
polar mission involves a launch into a 50 ° inclination with subsequent orbit
plane changes to achieve a 90 ° inclination. A positive discretionary payload
can be obtained without modifying the MORL by using a 146 o launch azimuth
out of ETR; the Saturn V payload is about 160, 000 lb. This trajectory
involves a'double dogleg with overflights of Cuba and Panama. The opera-
tional Saturn IB launch vehicle launched from PMR provides about 33, 300 lb
capability.
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Table 6-4
DISCRETIONARY PAYLOAD FOR SYNCHRONOUS MISSION
{19, 350 NMI--28. 3° INCLINATION}
l Pa ramete r Magnitude (Ib)
Saturn V launch vehicle payload capability 60,625
I
l
l
Laboratory effective weight_
Dis cre tiona ry payload (differe nc e)
73,935
-13,310
$Includes 42,000 lb of radiation shielding required to sustain the crew for
90 days.
I
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
I
l
An acceptable solution to provide the required radiation protection for the
synchronous mission has not been identified in this study. However, such a
solution does exist and can be developed through further analysis. The cur-
rent uncertainty of the environment at synchronous altitude is about an order
of magnitude and the determining factor in shielding requirements. The
corresponding variation in required shield weight is 4,400 to 110,000 lb.
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Appendix A
AXIAL HANDLING AND STOWAGE SYSTEM
(ALTERNATE STUDY)
The axial handling and stowage systems provide facilities for the storage and
handling of the logistic vehicle and its two separate components, the Apollo
spacecraft and the multimission module. Seven stations for stowing compo-
nents of the logistic vehicle are provided.
A. 1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The axial stowage and handling configuration is shown in Figure A-I and
A-2. In Phase IIabaseline, clearances between the stowed vehicles were
less than 2 in. when the logistic vehicles were left attached to the stow arms
and stowed next to the hangar shell. Using the two-arm stow system, the
rotary ring movement tolerance may increase the misalignment in the place-
ment of the vehicles at the stow station, and longer stow arms will increase
the arm deflections at the end of travel. Therefore, the distances between
the stowed vehicles should be increased to provide sufficient clearances and
reduce the possibilities of contact. To increase the clearance between the
stowed vehicles, it is necessary to move each stowed vehicle a longer dis-
tance from the longitudinal axis. Adding pads on the large diameter of the
MORL and on the side of the logistic vehicle increases the storage position
diameter, resulting in added clearance between the stowed vehicles. By
placing the MORL pad at the beginning of the 260-in. diameter, it is possible
to extend the hangar shell cone to the top of the pad; this results in a faired
contour that relieves the necessity of providing a fairing during the launch
phase. To secure and hold the logistic vehicle during storage, a four-latch
cluster is installed in each MORL pad, and corresponding catches are struc-
turally attached to each logistic vehicle pad. These are shown in Figure A-3,
Sections D-D, M-M, and P-P. An electrical jack screw actuator is provided
to lock and open the latch cluster. For the launch phase of both the MORL
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and the logistic vehicle, covers are provided for each pad to provide a
smooth aerodynamic _orm. These are jettisoned, along with the nbse cone
and the other fairings, shortly after first stage burnout to provide maximum
launch capability.
Essentially the components of the baseline handling system, discussed in
Section 2, 2. Z, and the axial handling concept are the same, except for the
sliding arm, nonrotating sliding carriage, and method of achieving the rotary
motion.
In this concept, to place the Apollo spacecraft in the storage location
requires a long arm, while for the multimission module only a short arm is
needed. Conversely in both cases, return of the arm for the next transfer
operation requires that the arm be shortened still further, to clear the
stowed vehicle. To meet the conditions of maximum and minimum length, an
outer arm sliding over a fixed arm is provided. The stow arm assembly
consists of a fixed arm pivoted at the pivot posts, a movable arm free to
slide over the fixed arm, a powered cable system to extend and retract the
movable arm, and a fixed cable system to move the carriage as the movable
arm is extended or retracted.
In this system, the carriage does not have to be revolved or rotated about the
arm centerline. Both the movable arm and the carriage are fitted with bear-
ings, adjusted to minimize the play between the two sliding surfaces. Car-
riage latches are used to attach the arm assembly to the logistic vehicle.
Located on the front face of MORL is the rotary ring with two attached arm
assemblies, held in position by cam-follower bearings. Rotation is achieved
by a spur gear driving a large gear attached to the rotary ring. To provide a
high degree of reliability, two redundant drive units will be installed.
For relationship and arrangement of the above items to the balance of the
system, see Figure A-Z, Section C-C.
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A. Z STOWING SEQUENCE
Basically, except for minor variations, the handling or stowing sequence for
this concept is the same as that described for the baseline system in Section
2.2,2
Differences in the two concepts that change a few steps in the procedure are:
Baseline Alternate
Radial stow 1.
Requires opening of
meteoroid door before
stowing
Multimis sion module 2.
A. Requires Apollo docking ring
adapter to tie to stow station
B. Smaller door openings
C. Adapter cone and ring must
be removed before unload-
ing large packages at dock-
ing station
Single stow arm 3.
Attaching carriage 4.
Rotation around centerline
axis of arm
Movable dolly 5,
Each carriage has indepen-
dent motion
I
I
I
I
,
Z,
e
4.
,
Axial stow
No advanced preparation
after fairings are jettisoned
Multimis sion
One door for entrance to
interior
Telescoping stow arms
Attaching carriage
No rotation capability
needed
Rotating tracks
Both arms fixed and
rotate together
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
The stowing sequence is illustrated in Figure A-4. Steps to be followed
are the same as described in Section 2.2.2, except for the following
modifications:
Steps 1 and Z
Same as Section 2. Z.Z. As the stow pads are located on the exterior
of MORL and access to the interior of the hangar area is not provided,
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To unload cargo, the MMM is returned to the docking port. Again, in
Figure A-3, steps to be followed are the same as described in Section 2.2.2,
with the following differences:
Step 5
Item 1
and 2.
Item 3.
Same as Section 2.2.Z. In the baseline system, an Apollo
adapter ring was added to the MMM. In this concept, all that
is required to enter the pressurized cargo section of the
MMM is to open the hatch door.
The door in the MMM passageway leading to the cargo space
is opened (not shown).
Step 6
Item i.
Item 2.
Same as Section 2.2.2.
Same as Section 2.2.2.
Step 7
To stow the multimission module after cargo unloading, the sequence is
similar to the baseline operation, except for the elimination of the procedure
of removing the Apollo adapter ring and cone from the MMM, the elimination
of the need to rotate the attaching carriage about the centerline of the arm
and the adding of the operation of extending the movable arm to mate the
MMM to the.stow pad.
Item 1. Starting with the MMM at the docking station. MMM internal
door swung closed and locked. MMM passageway depres-
surized. MORL pressure seal deflated and lock ring holding
MMM to MORL released. Arm No. 1, telescoping portion
extended, moving the MMM to clear the MORL seal and
latch ring.
Item 2. Rotary ring rotates Arm No. 1 and MMM to plane of stow
station No. 5.
Step 8
Item 1. Arm No. 1 torque motor is activated and swings the MMM
away from the MORL docking and unloading station.
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Item 2.
Item 3.
Item 4.
Item 5.
Item 6
At approximately 55 ° of swing, the telescoping arm is
extended to place MMM in the proper position to mate with
the stow attachments.
Arm swing continued until the MMM is mated to the stow
station.
Latches are activated, latching the MMM to MORL (not
shown).
Arm attaching carriage unlatched (not shown).
Telescoping arm retracted to shortest length and swung to
clear stowed vehicle (not shown).
A. 3 DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONAL CYCLE
This procedure is similar to the operational cycle described in Section
2.2.2. The change in the position of the stow locations has created some
basic differences in the stow cycle. With the baseline system, the final
length of the stow arm is considerably shorter than with the alternate sys-
tem. However, the problems of the elastic body, the natural frequency of
vibration, and the dissipation of kinetic energy are similar. As shown in
Figures A-5 and A-6, a bumper strip of resilient material has been installed
on the stow vehicle and a bumper post has been installed on the MORL plat-
form. With the end of the arm and logistic vehicle stopped just clear of the
MORL platform, but vibrating or moving with a natural frequency, the next
step is to dissipate this kinetic energy. First, the logistic vehicle is moved
closer to the MORL stow platform. Depending upon the type of disturbances,
the resilient material will strike the'bumper post either on the sides or top.
To dampen the oscillations, the friction surface of the logistic platform is
dragged or rubbed over the surface of the MORL platform. After all oscil-
lations have stopped and the kinetic energy of the system has been absorbed,
the resilient material, which has acted as the deflection agent, will now be
resting on the top of the bumper post.
The final operation of stowing is to actuate the stow latches on the MORL
platform. As the latches contact the catches on the logistic vehicle, the
resilient material will be compressed, allowing the two vehicles to be locked
together.
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IA. 4 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The following text, equations, and illustrations describe the dynamic analy-
sis problems and solutions.
A. 4. 1 Stowing Arm Load Requirements
For the analysis of the stowing arm load requirements, the multimission
module is rotated from the docked position to the stowed position about an
axis parallel to the MOI_L pitch axis. The pivot point is located on the front
end or the frustum cone of MORL, off the longitudinal axis.
For any yaw or roll disturbance, the stowing arm is (effectively) rigidly
attached to the MOI_L and resupply craft, since the pivot has only one degree
of freedom. In the pitch plane, the stowing arm is attached to the resupply
craft but pivoted at the MORL connection. By using a reversible torquer to
drive the arm, the largest pitch disturbance that can be transmitted is the
torque capacity of the torquer motor.
With the reaction control system maintaining the orientation of MORL, the
stowing of the logistic vehicle becomes a pure rotational movement. The
equation to determine the torque requirements is:
T = l;0"+Af
I1 = I+ Md Z (A-I)
where
Af =
I1 =
I =
M =
=
e =
torque resulting from friction in rotating parts and torquer
internal losses.
inertia of resupply craft about the pivot post in slug-ft 2.
inertia of resupply craft about its CG in slug-ft 2.
mass of resupply craft in slugs ( = 932 slugs).
distance between resupply craft CG and pivot point
of the stowing arm ( = 18 ft).
acceleration in radians/sec Z.
transfer angle in radians.
I1 = 92,000 + 932 x 182
= 0.4 x 106 slug-ft 2
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For an operation time of 5 rain. the transfer cycle would be broken down
into approximately 130 sec for the initial angular movement over the first
90 °, 130 sec to slow the unit to zero velocity, and the remaining time to
dampen the natural frequency of the beam.
8 = 1/2 b" t 2
28b._
2
t
90 °2x--
_ 57.3 = i. 86 x 10 -4 rad/sec 2
1302
T = 0.4x 106 x 1.86 x 10 -4+Af
= 74 Ib ft+Af
use of a i00 Ib-ft torquer provides up to 26 Ib-ft for theAf function.
The largest yaw and roll disturbances (I,600 Ib-ft), are due to firing of the
attitude control thrusters. The disturbances caused by crew motion, aero-
dynamic forces, and gravity-gradient torques were found to be much smaller
than that of the attitude control thrusters.
The dynamic equations for the yaw motion are as follows (also see
Figure A-7):
where
_.=
M 2 =
12 =
Iz =
d =
I1 =
M 1 =
T =
Y
• o
Ty = IlSYl + K (eyl - ey2) (A-2)
°.
O = IL ey2 - K (_YI - OY2) (A-3)
2
acceleration in rad/sec.
mass of resupply craft in slugs
inertia of resupply craft about its CG in slug-ft 2.
12 + M Z d 2 = 0.4 x 106 slug-ft 2.
distance between resupply craft CG and pivot point of
the stowing arm.
0.2 x 106 slug-ft 2 (inertia of MORL about its CG).
mass of MORL in slugs.
yaw torque = t, 600 lb-ft.
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E :
I :
L :
8 :
EI (ib-ft/rad) - beam spring constant
2L
I0 x 1061b/in.Z (modulus of elasticity for aluminum).
4
in. (section inertia of beam).
18 ft x iZ : Z16 in.
natural frequency.
The beam deflection obtained from Equations A-Z and A-3 is
Ty
(_Yb : aYl - (_Y2 - 2 - 1 - cos _yt
Ii_y
(A-4)
whe r e
B 2 : I< II + IL
Y I1 IL
(A-S)
The yaw deflection caused by the yaw thruster firing is plotted in Figure A-7.
This plot shows the deflection in degrees and inches vs the beam thickness
for both steel and aluminum beams.
In rotating the resupply craft intoa stowed position, any beam deflection in
yaw will result in misalignment of the locking hooks for holding the resupply
craft to MORL. For the nominal aluminum beam with a thickness of 0. 1 in. ,
this misalignment is 3. 7 in.
Again, with the aid of Figure A-7 the pitch motion is given by the following:
..
K(_pI : IL (_PZ + K(_p2
where K and IL
also
are the same as previously defined.
T
1 _ tZ for t -< tI (A-6)
(_: _ i L
The pitch deflection in the beam is obtained from Equation A-6 as
Tp
_Pb : ePl - @P2 - iL_pZ (I - cos _pt) (A.-7)
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where
and
K
flpZ _ IL
Tp = I00 ib-ft
(A-8)
The pitch deflection vs beam thickness is also shown in Figure A-7. It is
noted to have a smaller amplitude than the yaw because of the smaller
di stur bance.
With the resupply craft almost in the stowed position, a pitch disturbance
could cause an impact between the resupply craft and MORL because of the
vibration of the beam. Figure A-8 shows the pitch impact load for various
aluminum beam thicknesses. The kinetic energy for the impact load is
obtained by differentiating Equation A-7 to obtain the velocity. Again for the
nominal beam thickness of 0. 1 in., and an assumed impact deflection of
0. 1 in., the impact load is quite small (43 lb). Assuming MORL can with-
stand a maximum impact load of 500 lb, the assumed pitch impact deflection
could be decreased to 0.01 in., which may be more realistic. Use of resil-
ient material, as shown in Figures A-4 and A-5, would absorb the impact
load and reduce the pitch load on MORL to an absolute minimum.
The dynamic equations for roll are obtained with the aid of Figure A-9.
These are as follows:
o.
TR = J1 0R1 + KT (0R1 - 0R2)
where
T R
J1
J 2
K T
(A-9)
O = JZ 0RZ - KT (0RI - 0RZ) (A-10)
= I, 600 ib-ft
= 0. iZ0 x 106 slug-ft 2
= 0.0445 x 106 slug-ft 2
7rG(Do4 - D. 4)
= 1 (lb in. /rad) (torsional beam spring constant)32L
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E = 18 ft
G = 4 x 1061b/in. 2 (aluminum shear modulus)
The beam torsional deflection is obtained from Equations A-9 and A-10 as
the following:
T R
eRb = eRl- %2 - Z (i - cos Bpj) (A-t1)
J1 _R
where
Jl + J2
%2 -- KT J1 J2 (A-12)
Figure A-9 shows the effect of a roll thruster disturbance on the torsional
deflection of aluminum and steel beams of various beam thicknesses. The
deflection caused by a roll disturbance is larger than the others.
A con_bination of roll and yaw motion can produce an impact load while
storing the resupply craft. This impact load is produced by a yaw misalign-
n_ent and a roll tilting of the stowing pad on MORE relative to the storing pad
on the resupply craft. As shown in Figure A-5, the resilient material will
strike the side edge of the center bumper post.
ORb is the roll deflection of the beam and fl 0yb is the yaw deflection of the
be am.
Assuming a yaw and roll thruster firing, the impact velocity is obtained by
differentiating Equations A-4 and A-f1 and using the small angle approxima-
tion. The impact velocity is given as"
I I
2 i
Vy_ R = T C --j2_R_+--im_y sin _ • ORb
with
2
12 I 1TC x +
32_ R
J2 _ R 2 Im_y
sin _ (i - cos@)
(A-13)
T C : T R = Ty : 1,600 ib-lt
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Figure A-10 is a plot of the impact load, assuming 0. 1-in. impact deflection
for various aluminum beam thicknesses. The velocity in Equation A-13 is
taken to be the maximum at the time of impact. Figure A-10 shows that the
impact load is quite small (1Z lb) for the 0. 1-in. beam wall thickness.
Since the impact loads for the 0. 1-in. impact deflection are shown to be
small, one other possible parameter as a function of beam thickness will be
considered.' This parameter is the time to reduce the initial disturbance to
1 in. of pitch, yaw, or roll deflection for a structural damping coefficient of
0.7%. The time parameter is plotted in Figure A-11 vs beam thickness for
the roll and yaw disturbances. Figure A-11 illustrates that it takes over 6
min. to damp the roll deflection to 1 in. for the 0. 1-in. thick beam.
Figure A-I 2 is the same as Figure A-I i, except that it is for the pitch axis
deflection. As the beam is increased to about 0. Z in. thickness, the maxi-
mum beam deflection is less than 1 in. for the assumed pitch disturbance.
Since the torque requirement for stowing is a function of time, the size and
weight of the torquer may be reduced by increasing the time spent in per-
forming the angular movement. Changing the time from 130 sec to approxi-
mately 200 sec for the initial 90 ° of movement increases the total time for a
transfer operation from approximately 5 min. to 7 min.
The size of the torquer is as follows:
T
T
= ii " + af
Z0 Z x i. 5708
- t2
- 2002
= 0.79 x 10 -4 rad/sec Z
0.4x I06x0.79 x 10-4+Af = 31.6 Ib-ft+Af (A-14)
The use of a 50-1b-ft torquer provides.up to 18 ib-ft for the /xf function.
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A. 4.2
i.
Conclusions
The maximum loads in orbit are induced by RCS thruster firing in
the roll and yaw axes. In the absence of thruster firing, crew
motion produces the next largest disturbance (about 10% of the
thruster disturbance). The disturbance load applied in the pitch
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axis is limited to the capacity of the reversible dc torquer, which is
recommended to be 50 Ib-ft.
It is recommended that the design loads be based on maintaining
vehicle orientationwiththe RCS (that is, use the thrustor-disturbance
design criteria). Using an aluminum beam of 0. 15-in. wall thick-
ness, the maximum deflections are:
A. Pitch--l.0 in. with a natural frequency, _p = 0.24 rad/sec.
B. Roll--l.8 ° with _R = 1.0 rad/sec.
C. Yaw--2.5 in. with _y = 1.4 rad/sec.
The impact loads for an impact deflection of 0.01 in. with the given
deflections and natural frequencies are:
A. Pitch impact load--290 lb.
B. Roll and Yaw impact load--43 lb.
The capture radius for the latching mechanism is designed for
3.35 in., which is a large margin over the yaw deflection of 2. 5 in.
To obtain a system time constant for damping of the beam vibration,
the beam damping characteristic will be determined by ground test-
ing. The assumed beam damping of 0.7% for the analysis may be
too high or too low.
It is recommended that the torquer for stowing have a 50-1b-ft cap-
acity. For a constant acceleration of the resupply craft through one-
half of the stowing angle, 180 °, and then a constant deceleration
through the remaining half of the stowing angle, a total time for the
stowing operation would be 7 rain. The maximum rate of the
resupply craft would be 1.2 ° per second.
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Appendix B
SOLAR CELL PANEL SHADOWING
B. 1 INTRODUCTION
A study was conducted to investigate the effects and the extent of shadowing
on the MORL solar cell panels for the Phase IIa baseline, 6-kW solar cell
system. The study was conducted because the shadowing of solar cells can
reduce the solar panel output more than proportionally to the amount of panel
shaded. The investigation included shadowing effects in both the roll solar
and belly-down orientations. Each of these orientations were investigated
for a 200-nmi, 50 ° launch inclination orbit, a Z00-nrni polar orbit, and a
high-altitude synchronous orbit. The extent of solar panel shadowing for
eacl_ orbital position considered in this study was determined from photo-
graphs of a scale model of the MORL vehicle, with the solar panels ruled
into squares. The investigation of shadowing effects showed that, as the
launch inclination and the inclination to the ecliptic increased, so did the
amount of shadowing on the panels; however, the required panel area to
maintain laboratory operations decreased because of the increased periods
of illumination and the shorter periods of darkness at the higher inclinations.
This is illustrated in Figures B-I and B-2 which show the time-power varia-
tions during a complete year for a 50 ° launch inclination and a polar orbit,
respectively. It should be noted that the straight line at 6 kW is the average
power required for normal operation; the upper curve is the average panel
output because of variations in dark and light orbit times at higher inclina-
tions. The lower curve is the average power loss from shadowing, and the
dashed curve is the average power available when the orbital dark and light
periods and shadowing are considered. A high-altitude synchronous orbit
has the same extent of panel shadowing as the low-altitude orbits, but for
larger periods of time. Figure B-I shows that, inthe belly-down orientation,
the average power available falls below the average power required twice
during each year. With a roll solar orientation, 18.5% of the solar panels
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are continuously shaded. The shadowing in a roll solar mode is independent
of inclination or orbital position, and is caused by external laboratory
appendages. Modification of the solar panels or of the vehicle orientation
mode is therefore necessary in both the belly-down and roll solar orienta-
tions to assure that sufficient electrical power is available to the loads at
all times.
The amount of shadowing in the belly-down orientation can be greatly reduced
by using single rectangular solar cell extension panels. The single rectan-
gular extension panels are achieved by moving the rectangular extension
panels nearest the laboratory on each of the four main panels, and joining
them with the rectangular extension panels located farthest away from the
laboratory. Figure B-3 shows the time-power variation for a 50 ° launch
inclination when using single extension panels. It can be seen that the average
power available with a modified panel is always greater than the average
power required.
In a roll solar orientation, the shadowing is reduced from 18.5 to 5. 5% with
the use of single rectangular extension panels, but the shadowing can be
eliminated by rotating the laboratory 180 ° . Such a rotation will permit the
sun to see the back rather than the front of the laboratory and will eliminate
the shadowing caused by the exterior appendages. If the laboratory is rotated,
the single extension panels are not required for the roll solar orientation.
The shadowing of the solar cell panels is not a serious problem. The rotating
of the laboratory 180 ° in the roll solar orientation and the use of single
rectangular solar cell extension panels will ensure continuous normal opera-
tion of the laboratory without extensive and heavy modifications to the system.
No special orientation of the MORL vehicle is required. A roll solar orien-
tation was considered because of the solar cell panel but is no longer neces-
sary, as a result of the shadowing study.
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B. 2 SOLAR CELL SHADOWING
Partial or total shadowing of one or more cells in a series-parallel arrange- I
ment of solar cells during the illuminated portion of an orbit could be a
potential problem if not recognized in the design of the system. Shadowing I
of the solar cell panels occurs in all of the Phase IIa MORL baseline orienta-
tion modes. Therefore, an investigation to determine the effects of shadow- I
ing on the output of the electrical power system was conducted.
The shadowing effects can be extremely serious, since partial shadowing I
reduces the solar cell panel power output more than proportional to the
shaded area. This is illustrated in Figure B-4, which shows the effect on I
total output when shading a portion of one cell in a 50-cell series string.
The shadowing of one cell in a series string reduces the power output of the I
string to near zero if one or more of the cells are shaded. The effect of
shadowing on cells connected in parallel is to reduce the current output I
proportional to the area of the cell that is shaded.
, i __0n PERCENT SHADING I
20 |
,
!
FROMSOLARPANEL DESIGNCONSIDERATION _ _ _,
W.H. EVANS,A.E. MANN, AND W.V. WRIGHTJR., ARS _100 _ _ _ I
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The MORL solar cell.panels consist of multicell modules which are formed
by first connecting the solar cells into multicell parallel modules. The
multicell parallel modules _Isually contain from 7 to i0 cells each. The
multicell parallel modules are connected into multimodule strings which are
then connected in a series-parallel arrangement to provide the panels with
the proper voltage and current output. The multimodule series strings con-
sists of about 70 multicell parallel modules to provide the necessary voltage
output. Connection of cells and multimodules in parallel will provide the
necessary current output. If any portion of a multimodule string is shadowed,
its output voltage drops and that multimodule string does not contribute to
the total panel output. Therefore, the shadowing of a small portion of several
multicell modules could cause a large decrease in solar cell panel output.
B. 2. 1 Shadowing Effects
The effects of solar cell panel shadowing were investigated for all long-
duration modes of laboratory operation of the Phase IIa baseline, 6-kW solar
cell power system. The investigation included the roll solar and belly-down
orientation modes for both 50 ° launch and polar orbits at 200 nmi. The
effects of shadowing in a high-altitude synchronous orbit were briefly inves-
tigated but the effects do not differ from those of the other orbits considered.
A 1/i 00 scale model of the MORL was constructed for use in the investiga-
tion of the shadowing effects. The solar panels of the model were marked
into squares so that the extent of shadowing could be determined with a
reasonable amount of accuracy by counting the squares not shadowed. A
partially shadowed square does not contribute to total panel output and was
therefore not counted. The orientation of the laboratory and the panels was
determined for several positions in each orbit and for several orbits during
each seasonal period. December and June were used as one seasonal period
with the other seasonal period represented by March and September, since
these periods were found to exhibit the maximum and minimum shadowing
conditions which repeated every 6 months. The positions considered ineach
orbit, solar noon, sunrise, and sunset, are defined below:
i. Solar noon--When the laboratory is directly between the Earth
and the sun. (Closest point to the sun. )
I
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I2. Sunrise--90 ° before solar noon.
3. Sunset--90 ° after solar noon.
Photographs were taken for the roll solar orientation and for the belly-down
orientation with a 50 ° launch inclination. The use of seven external append-
ages were used as a representative situation. The photographs did not
include all orbital situations considered but gave sufficient information so
that additional photographs were not necessary in determining the shadow
effects and the extent of shadowing in all orbits considered.
The camera was used to represent the sun and therefore was placed a suffi-
cient distance from the model so as to simulate the sun's position and obtain
a correct view of the laboratory and solar panels as seen by the sun. A
camera close to the model would give a distorted indication of the actual
shadow because the light rays converge to the focal point of the camera lens;
placement of the camera at a greater distance permits nearly parallel rays
of light.
Four antennas extend from the MORL and beyond the solar cell panels. These
antennas, required by the communications subsystem, are located 90 ° apart,
and normally extend from near the front of the vehicle. In a roll solar
orientation mode, the antennas can be placed so that they do not shadow the
solar cell panels. In a belly-down orientation mode, the antennas will
shadow the solar cell panels. Although the shadow is thin, it can extend
across the entire panel and reduce the output of a large number of multi-
module strings so that they do not contribute tothe solar panel output. Thus
a small shadow can cause a large degradation in the solar cell panel output.
The antennas could be moved to the rear of the vehicle to eliminate the
shadowing but this placement would result in long coaxial cable antenna leads
and rotating rf joints because of panel rotation requirements.
To give a better picture of what is happening with respect to shadowing of the
solar cell panels, the effects of the variation in light and dark time are dis-
cussed in the following text, followed by consideration of shadowing effects
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for each orientation considered. Possible modifications, changes, conclu-
sions, and recommendations are also presented.
B. Z. 2 Dark and Light Time Variations
The solar cell/battery baseline system was designed for an orbital period of
92 min., with 56 min. illuminated and 36 rain. dark. This amount of dark
and light occurs at an orbit in the ecliptic (orbit plane parallel to sun's rays_.
As the angle of inclination of the ecliptic increases, the illuminated time in
each orbit.increases and the dark time decreases. For a 200-nmi orbit, 92
rain. of illuminated time or a totally illuminated orbit is available at inclina-
tions greater than about 73 ° to the ecliptic. The variations in dark and light
time for a Z00-nmi circular orbit at various inclinations to the ecliptic are
shown in Figure B-5. Because of the decreased dark time at higher inclina-
tions, less energy from the batteries is required and, therefore, less energy
is required from the solar panels to recharge the batteries. Hence, more
I I00
I 8O
I
6O
I.M
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I
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I 0
I
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Figure B-5. Light and Dark Time Variations (200-nmi Circular Orbit)
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of the solar panel power is available to supply the loads. In many cases,
sufficient power is available for continuous operation of all subsystems even
though shadowing does occur.
B. 2.3 Roll Solar Orientation
Shadowing of the solar cell panels for a roll solar orientation is continuous
and is independent of seasonal variations and orbital inclination or position.
Shadowing in this orientation is dependent upon the number of appendages on
the MORL. Figure B-6 is a photograph of the IV[ORL scale model in a roll
solar orientation and with seven external appendages. The portion of the
solar cell panel that is continuously shadowed amounts to 18.5% of the total
panel area. This is not an acceptable condition and requires increased panel
area or other modification to the panels and/or vehicle.
The solar panel shadowing in the roll solar orientation mode can be reduced
or eliminated in the following ways:
i. Extend the panels a greater distance from the laboratory.
2. Use a rectangular extension panel extended from the side of the
main panel away from the vehicle rather than two rectangular
extension panels extended from either side of the main solar
cell panel.
3. Rotate the laboratory 180 ° so that the sun is looking at the back
end rather than the front end of the laboratory.
Method 1 eliminates the shadowing but increases the weight of the extension
erection mechanism up to several hundred pounds; further, the extended
panels cause increased drag and additional torques on the laboratory, result-
ing in an increase in the orbit keeping-propellant requirements. Method 2
reduces the continuous shadowing from 18.5 to 5.5% but has drag and torque
effects similar to the first method. The most promising approach to elim-
ination of panel shadowing is Method 3. Since the shadowing in the roll solar
orientation is caused entirely by the docked external appendages to the labor-
atory, 180 ° rotation of the laboratory will put all of the appendages behind
the panels and no shadowing will occur. This method is the least complicated
and results in only a small increase in propellant requirements because of
aerodynamic changes.
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B. 2.4 Belly-Down Orientation
The shadow effects on solar cell panels were investigated for a belly-down
orientation. The investigation included a Z00-nmi 50 ° launch inclination, a
Z00-nmi polar orbit, and a high-altitude synchronous orbit. The synchronous
orbit was investigated only briefly and although it has a much larger orbital
period than a 200-nmi orbit, the shadowing is the same as that which occurs
in the low Earth orbits. The shadowing that occurs in a belly-down orienta-
tion can be caused by the laboratory, other solar panels, docked vehicles,
and other exterior appendages.
The extent of shadowing in the belly-down orientation was evaluated at vari-
ous seasons, for the three positions in each orbit, and for 50 ° and 90 ° launch
inclinations. Figures B-7, B-8, and B-9 show a typical 50 ° launch orbit at
sunrise, solar noon, and sunset, respectively. Any one seasonal period will
have variations in the amount of shadow that occurs and although month-to-
month variations also occur, the shadow cycles repeatthemselves every 6
months. The maximum and minimum shadows occur during either December
and June or during March and September. The maximum and minimum
shadows were determined and plotted as shown in Figures B-10, and B-11
through B-13. The orbit illumination time is shown by the extent of the lines
before sunrise and after sunset. Figures B-10 and B-11 show the possible
shadowing range at various orbit positions during December and June for 50 °
and 90 ° launch inclinations, respectively. Figures B-12 and B-13 show the
possible shadowing range at various orbit positions for March and September.
These illustrations are also applicable for a high-altitude synchronous orbit;
each illustration shows the total and effecting panel shadowing represented by
the different cross hatching and shading. The shaded area represents the
effective panel shadowing or the shadowing range that occurs when dark and
light time variations are considered. The unshaded area is the total shad-
owed area when a normal orbit period is considered, andhas been shown for
comparison purposes only. Only the shaded area is used for further
considerations.
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Figure 6-7. Belly-Down Orientation - Sunrise December and June __ - ~- - -  ~~ ~- - 
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Figure B-8. Belly-Down Orientation - Solar Noon December and June 
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Figure B-9. Belly-Down Orientation - Sunset December and June 
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The worst shadowing occurs in all cases at sunrise, while the least shadow
occurs at sunset. The sun is looking at the front of the laboratory during
sunrise, and the appendages, the laboratory, and other solar panels cast
their shadow on the panels. At sunset, the sun is looking at the rear of the
laboratory and the appendages, laboratory, and other solar panels cause
significant shadow.
The extent of the shadowing in a belly-down orientation can be reduced from
that shown in Figures B-10 through B-13 by using single rectangular exten-
sions on the solar cell panels.
B. 2.5 Single Rectangular Extension Panel
Single, rectangular-shaped panels are preferred for use over the rectangular
panels on either side of the main solar cell panels. Rather than two panels,
69 in. by 172.6 in., there will be a single panel on the side away from the
MORL vehicle. This method offers several advantages and some
dis advantage s.
The advantages of a single, rectangular-shaped extension panel are (1) less
shadowing of solar cells, (2) a simpler erection mechanism than would be
required to extend the panel a similar distance, and (3) less impingement of
reaction control engines on the solar panels. This panel concept moves the
solar cell panels almost 6 ft further from the vehicle without changing the
erection and extension mechanisms. Moving the panels further away from
the laboratory reduces the shadowing of the panels caused by other panels,
the vehicle, and exterior appendages.
Figures B-14 and B-15 show the shadow ranges at various orbit positions
for a belly-down orientation and a 50 ° launch orbit when the single extension
panels are used. These illustrations are for shadowing in December and
June, and March and September, respectively, and can be compared with
Figures B-10 and B-12. Less impingement of the reaction control engines
on the panels is assured by this concept but the extent of impingement has
not been evaluated.
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The disadvantage of s_ngle rectangular extension panels is that the panel
movements would have to be programmed or limited in some manner so that
interference would not occur between the panels and the stowed appendages
or the vehicle. The single extension panels will also cause a larger aero-
dynamic drag than the normal panel drag.
The improvement in available power because of decreased shadowing is
shown by a comparison of Figures B-I and B-3. These illustrations show
that the average available panel output is increased by about 5% or 300 W.
An important consideration is that (Figure B-l) the average power available
(with shadowing) goes below the average power required. However, with the
use of the single rectangular extension (Figure B-3), sufficient average
power is available throughout the year.
In a polar orbit, the average power available is always sufficient to supply
all the electrical power required for normal operation, as shown in Figure
B-2. The use of single rectangular extension panels will increase the power
available; however, because sufficient power is already available, an
analysis to determine the increase in available power was not conducted.
For launch inclination between 50 ° and polar orbit, the available power (with
shadow) will be between the values shown in Figures B-I and B-2.
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B. 3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A first look at the extent of shadowing on the solar cell panels indicated a
serious problem, as was shown in the unshaded areas of Figures B-6 through
B-9. Further investigation showed that the effective shadow was actually
much less than expected. When evaluating the MORL vehicle and other
satellite or spacecraft using oriented solar arrays, where shadowing occurs,
the variations in illuminated and dark time must be considered in determin-
ing the effective panel shadowing.
In any particular orbit, the worst shadow occurs at sunrise, but, averaged
over a complete orbit, sufficient electrical power is available to maintain
normal operation. Solar cell shadowing is therefore not a serious problem,
since small modifications will reduce the effect of shadowing of the panels to
acceptable levels.
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It is recommended that single rectangular extension panels be used on MORL
and that the laboratory be rotated 180 ° in the roll solar orientation if this
orientation is used (roll solar orientation is no longer required for the solar
panels). These changes will assure only small shadowing occurrences and
an average available power sufficient to maintain normal laboratory
ope r ati on.
The shadowing caused by the communications subsystem antenna can be
eliminated by placing the antenna at the rear of vehicle, resulting in long
coaxial cable leads and rotating rf joints, Further investigation of this
interface is also recommended.
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Appendix C
FLOW C HAR TS
In this appendix, flow charts (Figure C-l) present the technological require-
ments of a solar cell/battery system that could be implemented in support of
the MORL development. Development items are defined from their general
function and functional requirement through their performance requirements,
area of investigation, studies/analyses, and tests. Also included are sub-
system orbital test requirements which could be demonstrated by an Apollo
Applications Plan mission and items that are potential improvements over
the baseline system.
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Appendix D
ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS
The electrical loads were analyzed to determine the power and voltage
requirements for each item of equipment. A detailed breakdown of all the
individual items and their requirements are shown in Tables D-I through
D-7.
Each type of electrical power (that is, 115/200 V square wave, 115/200 V
sine wave, and 56 ±28 Vdc) from the data given in Tables D-I through D-7
is totaled and summarized for each subsystem in Table D-8. The connecte_
and average power include conversion to the type of power indicated, and are
therefore reflected values at the alternator buses of the Isotope Brayton
Cycle system.
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Appendix E
ISOTOPE COST
Each vehicle requires two identical fuel blocks (one ship set) for a total of
42,400 thermal watts of isotope per MORL vehicle at launch. The average
rate of decay used to calculate decay losses is 0.63% per year over the
5-year operational period. The basic Pu-238 cost is estimated at $600 per
thermal watt if the isotope is not returned.
Reliability calculations indicate an expected launch requirement of i. 12
laboratories per MORL placed in orbit. The probability that the isotope is
recovered has been calculated to 0.925; thus, the probability that the isotope
is not recovered is 0.075. The probabilistic cost of isotope, assuming post
mission recovery, is defined by:
CL = PMX PL x C Ix PI
where:
C z
P
M
P
L
C I
PI
= Probable cost of this isotope lost as the result of launch and/or
recovery accidents.
= Expected MORL usage.
= Probability of not recovering isotope.
= Basic cost of isotope (S/watt).
= Isotope power per block (thermal watts).
C L = 1. 12 (0.075) $600 (4Z,400)
= $2.48 x 106
Thus, approximately $Z. 5 million must be allocated for potential loss of fuel
per MORL launch.
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The rental cost of the isotope is determined from the charges for usage,
decay, and reprocessing and can be calculated from the following equation:
whe re :
C
R
B
Y
I
D
R
CR : PIX C I x B x Y (I+ D) + PIX C Ix B x R
: Rental cost of isotope.
: Number of ship sets of fuel blocks.
= Fuel block rental period (years).
= Interest rate for usage (%/year).
: Decay rate (o7o/year).
= Reprocessing charge (°7oof CI).
I
I
I
I
I
I
The interest rate on the isotope is assumed to be 4. 75% per year if the iso-
tope is returned, and the reprocessing rate is 1.5% of the total cost. The
isotope decays at about 0.635% per year during the first 5 years, and the
decay cost is the cost of the isotope that actually decays. The interest rate
of 4. 75% per year is the same rate the AEC charges for the use of Pu-Z39.
This interest problem has been discussed with the AEC, and it was concluded
that this is the best presently available rate.
Figure E-1 shows the expected procurement and usage dates of the isotope
fuel blocks. The isotope for the third flight is reserved, but not procured
unless it is required. The third flight ship set is required in the event of
failure and loss of flight ship sets No. 1 and 2. From Figure E-I, the ship
sets of fuel block-years (B x Y) for the two flight units is 9. 3 ship sets of
fuel block-years. Sensitivity of the costs derived below to the assumptions of
Figure E-1 is significant. The rental cost of the isotope is calculated to be
as follows:
C =
R
42,400 (600) 9.3 (0. 0475 + 6. 00635) + 42, 400 (600) 3 (0. 015)
Z54 x I05 (9. 3)(0. 05385) + (254 x 105 ) (0. 045)
254 x 105 (0. 5008 + O. 045)
6
$13. 86 x i0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The cost of the isotope is then the sum of the cost caused by probable loss
(CL) and the cost of renting (CR) or $16.34 x 106
down of the cost is shown below:
Probable loss
Interest
Decay
P_eproces sing
Total cost (recovery)
A more detailed break-
$ 2.48 x 106
1 i. 22 x 106
1. 50 x 106
i. 14 x 106
$16.34 x 106
It should be noted that the $600 per watt price used above is based on the
assumption that the AEC goes into production of Pu-238 as a prime product
(as contrasted to productionasaby-product of weapons materials). Also, at
the present time, it is not clear how the MOP_L program would be charged
for the isotope; that is, by either a purchase price or a lease arrangement.
In addition, the uncertainties surrounding the manufacturing cost of the iso-
tope are of a magnitude that is not consistent with the estimates for develop-
ment and production of the remaining system elements.
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
P
I
l
l
l
l
l
I
l
l
l
l
l
I
I
l
l
I
I
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